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The placeEient of the numerous skills and abilities possessed by
the people required to operate a large organisation presents a complex
problem* The American Kavy is no exception. The Kavy's problem it
further complicated by the mobility of its ships and aircraft, the need
for rotate on of its personnel in order for it to gain broad experience
and for morale reasons, and the faot that its manpower in peacetime terwt
as the cadre for wartime expansion* The graduates of the recruit training
programs must be assigned to technical schools and to the numerous ships,
aircraft units, and shore installations In accordance with need and with
eaoh man's existing skills and future potentialities*
The fundamental basis of selection of personnel, both in industry
and in the civil serrioe is the position concept. In other words* people
are selected for employment from a number of applicants because their
existing skills and abilities match the needs of the particular vacant
positions* The Navy operates on the career concept* It selects from the
total number of applicants the number required to maintain the service at
a given total strength* Through vestibule and on-the-job training it
adjusts the aptitudes, skills, and special abilities of these individuals
to meet the broad occupational requirements of the servi e* As an
individual's in-service experience increases, advanced training and sub-
sequent reassignments become more specific* The Kavy must achieve the
naximum productivity from the skilled manpower It currently possesses*
Kxcept during emergencies, it cannot procure advanced skills from outside
sources to fill vacancies above the entrance level, whioh is at the
ii

bottom* It must meet its fluctuating needs by continual adjustment of
existing skills by int«i*-unit transfer*
Fran January 1949 to May 1950 the author served as personnel officer
for Commander, Cruieers*Deetroyerst a type commander in the Pacific Fleet*
During this difficult period of naval expansion and contraction* this type
command consisted of over eighty-five ships and staffs and over twenty
thousand men* While attempting to find a solution to the plaoemsnt problem
for the amnpowsr of this command, the quests on came to mind whether the
placement function belonged at this level of the Navy's administrative
hierarchy* Upon arrival at Ohio state University* this study was under*
taken to attempt to find an answer to this question*
The answer to few problems concerning the Kavy will be found
directly In any published works* The Navy » a manuals prescribe the broad
standards which guide the distribution of enlisted personnel* The specific
details can be found only in actual experience with the problem*
T/ith the principles of personnel placement obtained from the pub-
lished works on the Kavy, other military organisations, civilian industry,
and the federal civil service as a foundation, the author applied reflective
thought to the fruits of experience gained by over nine years of actual
working with naval enlisted personnel placement problems* This includes
consultations with experienced naval officers in the field and actual
observation of the methods and results obtained on all levels of the
administrative hierarchy*
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the present methods used
by the naval service to distribute and plaoe its enlisted personnel in
light of the needs of the fleets* If it does not meet these needs
adequately, the closest approach to a perfect system mist be found* Certain
Hi

suggestions dosigned to scours suoh improvements are made in the final
chapter* The first four chapters will present the Havy and its dis-
tribution system to the reader* The last four chapters id 11 evaluate
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THE HAVT Aim ITS SSASPCTER
The \topowr
The United State* Navy ranks at one of the larger organ! cations
In the world today* While ite authorised strength nay vary, depending
on appropriations and manpower limitations, in peaoe it is a different
type of organisation than when engaged in Its primary wartime purpose,
that of seeking out the enemy and destroying his effectiveness. Tn
peaoe, military organisations are nuclei for gigantic expansion in a
short period of time when an emergency arises* The basic organisation
structure must exist, plans must be ready, and the cadre broadly trained
in order that it may servo as a skeleton upon which the mobilised force
can bo constructed and prepared to accomplish its mission* The augmen*
tatlon in time of war oomes from the reserves and from the civilian
population* These elements must be assimilated into the skeleton
organisation as rapidly as possible when war oomes* As far at possible
they must be trained* The reserves have such training* The final
augmentation from the civilian population needs both basic and technical
skill*
The operating unity of the naval function is the ship and the
plane* Each operates with a singularity of purpose* Faeh survives or
perishes as a result of its singular effort* If one of the parts fails,
the existence of all the other parts are in Jeopardy* The complexity
of its Internal organisation must be a paragon of co-ordinated effort*
1

2All higher command and all auxiliary activities exist to use slid serve
the ship and the plane as they are the Gary's offensive and defensive
power* For administrative reasons and for the purposes of this study,
eaoh ship, aircraft squadron, shore base, and higher command and its
staff will be referred to as a basic team* Eaoh works for a caramon
purpose* The shore base oust serve the fleet* The higher commands and
their staff mist co-ordinate the fleet »s effort* K»oh basio team has ft
particular job to do, working in co-ordination with others, in eaoh
battle of eaoh war*
Each basio team is more than the sua of its parts* Its success
or failure in the accomplishment of its ad sal on depends upon the
abilities and skills of the orew, from the Captain to the newest
recruit. Success is dependent not only upon the individual abilities
and skills of each member, but also upon the interaction of all these
abilities and skills, commonly known as team work* This is the quality
that makes each ship and each plane an operating entity* The destruction
of the enemy Is not the doing of any ca\9 man* It requires all, the
quartermaster, the gunner's mate, the machinist's mate, the steward,
and many others, all members of the or*m working as a common team* la
a modern destroyer persons with more than twenty-seven different
occupational skills work together for the accomplishment of Its mission*
A new ship, just commissioned and staffed with persons having all the
necessary skills, would not be effeotive In battle due to the laek of
team skill* Only after many arduous r.onths of Intensive training at
sea as a team oan the ship become an effeotive part of the fleet*
Rven during peacetime, the Navy operates its ships and planes

sto the four corners of the rrcrld, with resulting major problems of
corwunieation, supply, and aclmJ.nl ftrati on* Ita complement now It
approaching throe quarters of a 2*1115 on man and women* This coupled
-with the largo number of unite and their worldwide dispersion makes
the problem of providing perstis with the numerous skills required
at the proper time and plaoe both interesting and challenging*
Kxoept in times of mobilisation* the Havy does not reach out
into the labor market and oompete with industry for the trained men and
women it requires* It is a career service and, except during war,
entrance Is from the bottom, either in the officer or enlisted grades*
Kavy skills are somewhat different from those usually encountered in
industry* For each job there must be a man with not only the technical
know-how but also an equally Important military skill* Military skill
can ctily be gained by experience and training in the service* True, in
times of rapid mobilisation, the acquisition of this skill must be
accelerated or temporarily seer! flood because of the urgency of the
situation* The regular forces waist bear the principal share of the
burden until the new members can acquire* this skill* Iteming It
hastened durlnr, wartime because of the motivation afforded by the
situation* In addition, during wartime the emphasis is placed on
technical specialisation both for the reserves and for the civilian
force* The broad training essential for the skeleton regular foroe
would not be practical because of urgency* '/vhen an emergency arises,
the armed forces must effectively utilise the skills available and
train the non-skilled recruits as rapidly as possible to fill their
fluctuating requirements* The regular foroe must be ready to absorb

4and train the new manpower while they continue to carry on their present
duties. Their training must he broad ac well at Intensive as they roust
prepare the augmenting increments to meet the Sfavy't needs as well at
stand the initial shook of war.
The Organisation
In tht Wavy Deparlsnent in trathington, D. C, top policy and
strategy are determined* The numerous bureaus are the technical
assistants to the Chief of Havel Operations who is the top military
commander in the naval forces. The major field commands reporting to
this officer are the Comander-in-Chiefs of both the Atlantic and Paeiflo
Fleets and the oorsaandants of the various naval districts* These top
naval ooraraands are illustrated on page five*
Curing war the two major fleets are subdivided into other fleets
to lessen the span of control of the major fleet commander* for example.
The Seventh Fleet, The Hinth Fleet* These *ub»fleets are numbered odd
In the Pacific Fleet and even in the Atlantic Fleet*
The two major fleets operate on two basic chains of command*
The operational chain is the sub-fleet and the task force, and the
admlni strative ohain is the typo eosmand* Both of these are centered
in the eosnander-in-KJhief of the major fleet. The task force is a
flexible organisation, formed to accompli sh a specific task or series
of tasks* Tts internal organisation varies. Ships and a5rcraft units
join and leave the task force as requirements diotate. T?pon completion
of a task, the entire organisation may be diesolved and absorbed into
other task forces. Thus, a ship may have several different superior
operating commanders over a period of time* These task foroes are
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6further subdivided into group* which are in turn (subdivided into units*
Those subordinate organisations also fluctuate in their internal
organisation* For example, at a given moment the U*8*8* Plank may be
attached to Task Unit 91.C.2* This swans that the lowest sub-group, the
task unit to which the U*S*S* Blank belongs* Is the second task unit of
Task Group 6 of Task Fores 91 of the linth Fleet*
This flexible task foroe organisation meets the operating needs,
but it cannot aeet administrative needs, which by their nature require
continuity* This problem is met by the type commands* Kaon ship or
aircraft squadron reports to the fleet* s type commander which represents
Its type* Fach destroyer would report to commander, destroyers i each
cruiser to oommeAder, cruisers j and each aircraft carrier to oommander,
air forces* These may be combined* as in the present oase in the
Pacific Fleet* the Commander. Cruisers«Destroyers» is the administrative
i—seder ever cruisers* destroyers* destroyer escorts* esoerts* etc*
The need for this type of organisation is based upon more than
administrative continuity* k ship or aircraft unit needs a superior
who is by experience cognisant of the particular problems of that type
of ship or of aircraft* The staffs of these oomanders are experienced
in the problems of the type as they usually have had many years of
experience at sea in such a ship or in aircraft* With such assistance
the type oosmandor is well qualified to represent all ships or aircraft
of his type before the fleet commander*
The ocoordinating commands subordinate to the type oom&nder
also have thsir position in the operational chain of ootsnand* The
commander of a squadron of destroyers may also be a task unit commander*

7The types of subordinate cosunands vary with the type of ship or aircraft
involved* Destroyers ere cwthined Into flotillas and these in turn are
further divided into squadrons and then divisions* Battleships*
cruisers* and aircraft carriers are usually combined into divisions
only* Aircraft are combined into squadrons, air groups or wing commands*
and fleet air ootaaands* Each of these commands has a commander
responsible to a superior and eventually to the type cerjnander*
The fleet's shore support outside of the continental Befeat la
centered in the several area ©omands* The fleet's geographic area la
divided up into areas or naval districts* ror example, the Marianas
Area is eootaended by Commander, Barianes* The Hawaiian Area is the 14th
Saval District oosssanded by the "i strict Commandant* tfaval districts
outside of the continental */*S*A. are subordinate to the fleet ooanander*
Haval Districts id thin the continental ffsfels are subordinate to the
Navy Department, ?&shlngton, D* C* The area oossoands of the fleet
furnish services and shore support to the ships and aircraft of the
fleet* They also cay serve governmental functions In certain areas*
The top ocBuraand relationships of a typical fleet are illustrated en
pa«s eight*
The Problem
At present enlisted personnel Is distributed to the type and
area oomnanders in a wholesale manner* In other words* the Bureau of
Naval Personnel distributes personnel from the training centers, the
receiving stations, and the continent;! shore stations to the two major
fleet oomanders for further assignment to their subordinate commands*
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COMMA!© RSUfftOBSSXl* IS A TTPICAL

•area commanders* The personnel officer of the type or area commander
aesipns each man to a specific duty station (a ship, aircraft squadron,
staff, or shore station)* Tt is at this poiat where the crucial assign-
ment or distribution is made* Tn the eaae of petty officers, It it
almost tantamount to assignment to a specific job at the duty station*
Tn the case of men of the below petty officer grades, it amounts to
providing the raw material by which the duty station mast train skills*
Nevertheless, correct placement by the type or area oorwmnder is
necessary because certain potentialities ere more important than others
to any $ven ship, aircraft squadron, or shore station* The tern
placement will be used to identify this distribution of oersoanel to a
specific basic teem* Pxoept for the commanding offices specific
assignment of duties to a man, it is the closest approach to placement
In naval personnel distribution* Plaeemvmt is also known to many in
the naval service as detailing, but the term placement is considered
more appropriate in the case of enlisted personnel* tr affect, the
availability of the right man to assign to the right job is dependent
upon the efficiency of this plaeewmt* If the personnel officer of the
type or area oesmand ^099 not have man with the right skills available
to assign to his activities, it is up to him to take steps to procure
them* This may be by redistribution within the command or by informing
superior oommaads in order that training plans can be modified to
provide them, ^aoh naval activity must do its utmost to develop skills
In the unskilled persons of the command to provide for current needs
and potential losses* Time and the aptitudes available do place
limitations on what can be done* The officers responsible for the
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placement function must provide for those needs union cannot be net
locally as wall ac distribute the unskilled Manpower
•
The major problem of this thesis is to determine if the present
system of distributing enlisted personnel is the nest efficient which
can be devised to meet the manpower needs of the fleet* If not, then
the problem is to devise a method whieh will meet the needs* The
distribution of personnel is necessary* The orux of the problem lies
at the placement level of distribution*

/ffRIBUTIOB AHD PUCIS^ST AIDS
The Need for Aide
It it Inconceivable that any method oould be devised for die-
trlbuting Navy skill* amongst to many widely dispersed operating unite
and chore establishment* without mechanical aide of eorae type* The
offloer charged with the reeponslbllity of providing for the personnel
needs of the basic teams within any given oeismand, must know (1) the
needs of eaeh of the teams for which he is responsible, (2) the
qualifications of each man in the command , and (3) the qualifications
of each man available for assignment* Thug, the distribution aids
must meet two requirements* They must indicate, first, what skills are
required for each basic team* These needs will be consistent by type of
basic team throughout the service* Second, the skills of each enlisted
man must be known and made available in some form* The former require*
ment is met by complements, allowances, and billet spec! flcations* The
latter requirement is met by the Havy»s rating structure, .job classifi-
cations, and the Havy*s personnel accounting system* The function of
these aids will be described in detail*
A Personnel officer cannot ask the commanding officer of each
ship what personnel he needs and then interview each man available to
ascertain if he could fill a part of these needs* Except in a very small
command this would be an impossibility* As personnel offloer for the
Cruiser-Destroyer Force, Pacific Fleet, the author was responsible for
filling the personnel needs of over eighty-five ships and staffs spread
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over the whole Pacific Ooean. This force consisted of over twenty
thoutend sen* At timet, the daily placement of personnel, in this
office alone, was over fix hundred men. Haeh of theee had to be assigned
to the thip or staff whieh wi in the greatest need of hie particular
•kill*. It la evident that tone aida were neoeaeary ao that peraonnel
oould be assisted ra idly, yet efficiently*
The Havy«e diatribution and placement aida do fill thia need*
It may be poaeible to make theae aide even more efficient, however,
thia ia not the purpoae of thia study • The existini aida will be
deacribed and accepted aa they are*
Complement! and Allowances
Complement* determine the war strength of each naval activity*
"The complement of an activity ia eatabliahed by the Chief ef Naval
Peraonnel to indicate for offioere by oorpe and grade and for enlisted
peraonnel by rating group and pay grade, the numbers necessary to carry
cut effectively the mission of the activity in time of war*" For
each baaio team, the complement would be the eatabliahed peraonnel
requirements in each of the numerous Navy skille for maximum efficiency
in time of war* Theae are atandardised for each type of ship or other
naval activity by the Bureau of TSaval Peraonnel after accurate service**
wide determination of needs. T ith thia aid the peraonnel officer can
know just how many men of each pay grade of each rating group muet be
provided for any given ship or other naval activity* Naval oosraande




nay initiate correspondence to the Bureau of Naval Personnel on any
changes they may consider appropriate* These requests are given careful
eonsideratian and appropriate action is taken to change the complement
of all ships or other naral activities of a similar type if considered
justified.
In times of peace* it is not possible to maintain ships and other
naval activities at their wartime complement*. This is due to the lack
of available manpower and the reduoed requirements on the basic teams*
To set a standard of personnel requirements for peacetime, allowances
are used* As complements determine the neede during wartime, alios anoes
determine the needs (or at least what is possible) during peacetime
•
The Chief of Heval Operations determines the Personnel Allocation Plea
for eaeh fisoal year* This plan "allocates among the individual
activities of the naval establishment the total numbers of officers and
enlisted personnel which are expected to be in the Jfevy on a prescribed
p
date* 1* Knowing the personnel the budget will permit and the number
of act!Title* which must be maintained, the Bureau of Kaval Personnel
determines the allowance of each activity*
Allowances translate overall numbers into specific numbers of
ranks and ratings in accordance with the military requirements on
eaeh activity* These allowances then serve as a guide in procure*
raent, training, and distribution*3
This is the peacetime guide to assist the personnel officer to determine
the requirements of eaeh ship or other naval activity*
2
S££«i fcrt# A-2101»
Captain !?• M» Cole, USE, "Complements, Allowances and Billets,"
Proceeding* of the Personnel Officers Conferenoe, 1949* (??aehington$ocoa r ^n ,'er* oji urnoe ;





A progren of billet analysis it now in progress In tho Navy.
Thlt program began during tho latter year* of tho second 'lorld "*r when
it woe found that more adequate and detailed information on Kavy ski lit
wat required* The result will bo a complete tot of billet specifications
for oaoh billet on oaoh type of thlp or other naval activity In service.
Thlt will give tho pertonnel officers more dotal It on tho human require*
4
atntt of oaoh Navy billet* Faoh tpooifioation will provide tho
following information*
Tho Billet Number
Tho Navy Job Class! fication Code
Tho Location of tho Billet
Tho Billot Summary
Types and Dotoriptloot of Duties
Equipment Used
Tho Rating Struoturo
There are sixty-two occupations or general tervioe ratlngt for
enlisted pertonnel in tho peacetime Navy. During wartime because of
tho emphatlt placed upon specialisation, thlt number Is increased to
approximately two hundred, and those are known as emergency servioo
ratings* Tho emergency tervioe ratlngt are narrower and more spoolalltod*
For example, tho general servioo rating of Boatswain* t 'late it tub*
divided into tho emergency tervioe ratin s of Shipboard Boatswain*
t
Mate, Construction Battalion Boatswain* t Mate, Canvasman, Rigger, and
Stevedore* During an emergency, all enlisted personnel, both U5N and
In tho Navy the term "billet" it tynonymout with tho industrial
term "Job" and moans a group of duties, tasks, and reeponsibllltes
designed to bo performed by one person*
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Reserve*, It classified according to the emergency serrt.ee ratines*
The term "rating group" means the specialised eareer fields occupied by
p.
petty officers* A few of these are*








Haohinist's Hate ( ' )
By means of thete rating groups, eaoh rsan is olassifled into a broad
eareer field* These career fields are narrowed down when the emergency
service ratings are used* Below the petty officer groups, the general
apprentice eareer fields are much broader and descriptions are more
general* These fields are known as rates* There are seven reneral








When an apprentice has completed the prescribed course at a specialised
Navy school or has, through naval experience, proven his abilities in
a particular skill, he is designated in one of the career fields of
petty officers* This It an additional aid to the personnel officer in
placing him on a ship or other naval activity which requires his particular
talent and Insures that his skills will be utilised properly since once
\
More detailed information on the descriptions of Favy rating
groups may be found in the United states Mavy Ocoupatl onal Handbook




ha entors a career field occupied by petty officers* he must be ueed in
that particular field* For example, a seaman (SH) who has successfully
completed the Navy oohool for fire control technicians would have the
rate of fire control technician seaman (FTSN) • Be would normally be
assigned to a ship or other naval activity which had a vacancy in the
fire control technician rating group, and he would be ueed to work in
hit specialty.
Within the rate and rating groups enlisted men progress through
seven progressively higher pay grades* The first three pay grades are
designed to include men from the day of recruitment to the day they
become petty officers* For example, a man In the seaman general
apprenticeship group would begin as a seaman recruit (pay grade T?-l),
then be promoted to a seaman apprentice (pay grade E-2), then to
seaman (pay grade E-3j for firemen, it would be from seaman recruit
(pay grade £-1, the rate of fireman recruit exists, but normally all
recruits in recruit training centers are designed seaman recruit until
graduation) to fireman apprentice (pay grade s>2) to fireman (pay grade
K~3)i etc*
The remaining four pay grades are for petty officers i third class
(pay grade K-4), second class (pay grade E-5), first class (pay grade F-6),
and chief petty officer (pay grade E-7)* The rating of a petty officer
is the combination of the rating group designation previously described
and the pay grade, thus a first class patty offloer in the quartermaster
rating group would be designated as a quartermaster first olass (0-*7)«
The c* rsonnel officer knows the number of persons In each rating
or rate attached to each of his naval activities* Hi is given the rating
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or rata of eaoh man avallabia for assignnent* The ecnplament and
allowance of eaah naval activity is tat forth in terms of to many of
aaoh rating and rata* With all this information available, the
personnel officer oaa than use the ratings and rates as aids in placing
aaoh given nan on the ship or other naval activity in the greatest need
of his particular skills* The rating group and rate indicate the
career field in which the man's talents lie* The pay grade indicates
the degree of proficiency the man has achieved in that particular career
field* To be promoted eaoh man must demonstrate and pass competitive
examinations on the skills required for the next higher pay grade in his
particular rating group* The skill requirements for each rating and
6
rate are specifically astab11 shad by the Bureau of Haval Personnel*
Knowing the skills of each available man, the personnel officer can
properly place him* The rating or rate provide this information on each
man* If more specific information is required, the Navy job olassifioa*
tlons are referred to*
navy Job Classifications
Because of the ever-increasing need for more detailed information
on eaoh man's skills, the Navy job classifications have been developed*
Each man in the Navy is assigned a primary Bavy job classification and
may be assigned a secondary job classification* The primary job
classification shows an enlisted man's most significant skill within
his rating or, in the case of personnel in the first three pay grades.
w For the detailed requirements see the current edition of
Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Patlnfi, Nav Pars 1S068
(TasMngboni Bureau of Naval Personnel}*
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within Ms rate* The secondary job classification Identifies a person's
additional job skills union are significant but different from those
identified by the primary job classification} it does not have to be in
the field of his spoolall cation*
The job class! fication is Identified by the Kavy Job Title and
the Navy Job Code* Approximately 1,100 different jobs are classified*
the job oodes are identified by an alphabetlo-aumerioal symbol or code
made up of two or three letters and four digits* The letters are the
alphabetical abbreviation of the rating to which the job classification
is related* The four*digit number is distinctive for each job class! fi-»
cation* A primary job oede is followed by a two-digit service type code*
This identifies the type of snip* station, or school where the skill was
acquired* For example, the job code 0?>1909-42/fi3l3 would mean the
holder was an optl caiman, basic, who obtained his skill on a tender or
repair ship and was a qualified second class diver (6313 is the secondary
7
job code for a second class diver)*
This aid gives the personnel officer a detailed description of
each man* s most important skills* The ratings and rates eover broad
skill requirements* The job classifications eover specific skills and
are assigned by the man's oonmendlng officer, in most oases, after
demonstration of ability* The Navy Job Code as well as the rating or
rate is referred to in all correspondence concerning enlisted men where
plaeement Is Involved* Complements and allowances do not suoelement the
7
The complete list of all ffavy job oodes, titles, and descriptions
may be found In the Manual of Enlisted Kavy Job classifications* May Peri
15105 Pevised (WashTngtont Bureau of Haval Personnel, November 1M9) •
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rating or rat© with job codes except in a few oases* The trend la
toward the use of job codes also* Tha billet specifications do indioata
tha job coda preferred*
Saoh nan* a job cedes are supposed to ba maintained current by Ma
commanding officer* Carta In secondary job codes are assigned by tha
Chiaf of ffaval Personnel in special oases and cannot ba ohangad without
hia authority* These special saoondary job oodaa ara known aa tha
"99 series*" Thoy ara usad to label certain spool ally trained
teohnloiana tha Bureau of Kaval Personnel desires to keep account of*
An example of eueh a job ooda would ba 9910 whloh would designate an
aviation jet angina technician specially trained In the factory and with
considerable maintenance experience*
At tha job olassi fixation identifies a skill, it does not imply
that this skill is tha person* s only skill or that ha is not capable
of learning others* It indicates a man's most significant skills, but
it is not restrictive in assi foment to duty* Tt is used as a guide for
the effective placement of personnel*
Kavy Personnel Accounting
It la neoeasary to the success of any distribution system to have
an up-to-date record of the personnel status of each command throughout
the naval service* The Kavy«s Personnel Accounting Plan is an electric
maohlne accounting system to provide the followingi
1* Complete and accurate sources for over-all planning*
2* Fiscal and statistical data*
BuPers Manual, og» olt », art* a-2102*

3* Identify activities and their allowances.
4* identify individual* and their qualifications*
The personnel accounting mohine inrt&llat 5 ©ns { \ ~ f s) era
located in the primary centers of naval activity. General headquarters
ere in the Pureau of Haval Personnel, yashington, P.O. Paeh ship,
aircraft squadron, st&ff, shore station, and other naval activity 5s
known as a reporting activity and sends two reports to its designated
PAIS. The first is a Personnel Accounting Card which is submitted for
each nan when he reports on board for duty* This oontAins specified
information taken from the loan's service record. The second report is
submitted weekly and is .Vnown as the Personnel Diary* Pally changes In
the status of personnel on board are noted therein in accordance with
prescribed methods* When the Personnel Aoeounting Card is received by
the A**T an Taternati enal Business 'Alanines card known as the Personnel
Status Card is punched and maintained in the files* These o&rds are
maintained current from the personnel diary entries* These cards are
the mechanical basis for the numerous monthly reports prepared by the
PAMT*s and sent to the Pureau of laval Personnel, other high contends,
and eaeh reporting activity*
Two of these reports ere of utmost importance to distribution
officers throughout the service. These are the Activity Distribution
T sports (Pers 82-51) and the Composite Strength Peport (Pers 32-32)
concerning each activity for which each distribution officer is
responsible*
The Activity Distribution Report shows the detailed personnel
status of each reporting activity. %len are arrangsd by rating or rate
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Expiration of Obligated Service (Month and Tear)
Primary Kavy Job Classification
Seoondary Kavy Job Classification (if any)
Date the man mat received on board
Rotation Tour Date (where rotation it involved)
The Composite Strength Report ia the summary of each higher command*
type oomnands and above* Thia report lists total numbers of men in eaoh
rating and rata against the command's total allowance in eaoh of these*
It also tabulates the numbers of persons in eaoh of these ratings and
rates whose enlistments expire eaoh month in the future* The first column
are the numbers of men whose enlistments will expire in the nonth following
the month of the report end so on* The fleet commanders use the reports
on eaoh type and area oomotand as a basis for their input and withdrawal*
for eaoh of these subordinate commands* BuPer* would use aruoh reports on
the fleet commands to balance their input and withdrawal* The type
commanders use the reports on their own commands to determine percentages
of allowance which exist and for other statistical data and plans*
By use of these reports personnel officers can have complete
information monthly on the status of eaoh of their basic teams* By
comparison of the current status, potential losses, and the requirements
of ea -rh basic team, the needa can be determined rapidly* As these
reports are received monthly, some means are necessary to keep eaoh basio
team* a status up-to-date daily aa assignments and transfers occur*
This problem will be discussed in more detail in later chapters as the

methods of personnel officers charged with distribution functions art
described* A brief illustration of the information contained in these
two fundamental rmporta is found on page twenty-three
•
The Service Record
An enlisted man's eervioe record is a complete history of hit
current cnllstasnt* The originals are maintained in th« Bureau of Naval
Personnel* A oopy It maintained in the duty station's files and accompanies
the person when transferred to a new command* A description of the
contents of this record is not necessary as it is of minor importance to
9
a distribution officer* The distribution officer for a large oomraand
does not normally have this record available when called upon to make
assignment to a duty station* Tt is of utmost importance to the commanding
officer of the ship when he makes an assignment to a specific billet on
board* Most distribution officers deal with large numbers of men,
therefore, the briefer coded information such at ratings or rates and job
oodet are used* Occasionally a man may be ordered to the flagship or
eommand headquarters for an interview and appraisal of his service record
before an assignment of special importance, but thit is the exception
rather than the rule*
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CHaFTK* III
DISTRIBUTTOR IK THB KAVY TOHAT
The Principles of Baval D5stributi on
Distribution may be defined as the assignment of the available
ipewer to the various naval activities In accordance with eaoh
activity's particular needs and the long term needs of the service*
The supply ot manpower Is limited, in peacetime, by budgets and the
attract! co of the naval service in the country's labor market | and in
wartime, by the requirements of the other services and Industry devoted
to war production* Thus with a limited supply of men, the number of
naval activities which oan operate efficiently or effectively depends
upon the Kavy*s training and distribution programs* as the great bulk
of recruits either have no skills or civilian skills which need to b$
adjusted to naval needs, a training program is essential* distribution
must Insure that potentialities and skills produced are utilised to the
bbvbIswbI advantage* in HsH of MfM expa~..*:" ou, wsti octrJbution
system is under a terrific strain to provide newly constructed and
reactivated ships and planes, the increase to complement of the existing
basis teams, and expanding shore support facilities with the necessary
"Wjnpower* Existing activities are taxed to the utmost to provide the
nuclei around which men with the newly produced skills of a greatly
accelerated training program oan be built into effective teams*
The problem of providing the ecessary manpower is met by two




what civilian skills and potentialities they nay possess, to those ships
and other naval activities which can most efficiently utilize their
services and continue their training on the job* The second method is
by means of redistributing the skilled persons already in the service,
If they can be spared from their present duty stations, to those basic
teams which have a greater rueoA for those skills which they possess*
All new recruits must undergo the basio training in one of the
several reorult training centers* The purpose of this is two-fold* Hew
men must be introduced to the Navy and be oriented to naval life in
general* They must also be classified* Their aptitude*, skills, and
abilities must be determined by tests and interviews in order that they
may be assigned to the type of duty for which they are best suited*^^--
Upon the completion of the recruit training and on the basis of their
classification, they might be assigned to officer training, to an
advanced technical school, given a rating, selected for specialised duty,
or assigned to duty in an operating unit* luring the last war, roughly
40 percent of those who completed reoruit training were selected for
advanced schools i 10 percent were selected for special billets, immediate
rating or commissioning] and the remaining 60 percent were assigned
directly to ships or stations* Those assigned to advanced training were
distributed, upon completion, to operating units or shore activities*
Skills and abilities do not stay static* The great majority of
are continually advancing in proficiency by training, which is
* P*yonnol Research and Test Development in the bureau of Haval
Personnel, ed* by Dewey B* StuTt, l£r>R, tjsS (Princeton Princeton
University Press, 1947), p* 23*
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reoof?tised by promotion* some are casualties of war, aocident, or
maladjustment* -Siring peacetime, some are lost to civilian life*
Redistribution is necessary to meet fluctuating needs* to provide
promotion in position as well as in rating, and to aid morale* The
fluctuating needs whioh mast be met are expansion, shift of emphasis,
technological advances, and unbalance due to heavier attrition in some
activities than in others* Men who are promoted in an activity which
has no vacancy in the complement or allowance must be redistributed to
activities whioh have a vacancy, otherwise talent is wasted* In the
field of morale, redistribution is neoessary because of the rigors of
oertain types of naval duties* Every man should receive his share of
shore duty If he desires* This requires a sea*>shore rotation program*
For various motives* men desire a change of duty periodically* This
requires a program for granting such requests after a prescribed period
of service if conditions permit* A periodic change of duty in peace-
time also has merit in providing broad experience and training for
regular personnel* Technological advances require continuous schooling
in new techniques and equipment with subsequent reassignment to activities
whioh can utilise these skills* Men must be returned to the United States
for leave after long periods in the war sone* As it is usually not
practical to return the ships or transport the personnel back to their
previous oonssands, they must be reassigned to local ships, aircraft, or
shore duty* This is an excellent source of personnel to form the nuclei
for new ships and aircraft squadrons because of their battle experience*
Distribution in the Navy is a continuous process* All the men
they have, they must use and use effectively* All they get, they must
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train themselves in most oases* The now man must be distributed and
trained, and the experienced men rauet bo redistributed and trained*
training* like distribution, is a continuous process* distribution
involves the more consequential adjuetinents in the continuity of advance-
meat in skill and ability whether within an activity or in school between
permanent duty stations* It is the adjustment of the job to the man as
his abilities increase and the man to the job as the jobs change*
A speciali ted phase of distribution is placement. At sons point
of the distribution process, which may amount to the movement of one half
of the Navy 1 s manpower strength within a given year, the skills of eaoh
individual as an individual must bo matched with the specific needs of
eaoh ship or other naval activity* This is the point between the mast
provision of manpower of certain specifications to the fleets or typo
commands and the assignment of specific duties to a given man by his
commanding offloor* This placement phase of distribution where each
spool fio man is assigned and withdrawn from each specific baslo team
is very important* It is so crucial that the bulk of this study will
bo devoted to it* The highest echelon in the distribution hierarchy
mst provide the raw material, the necessary technical schools for
training, and the oo-ordinati on of distribution of manpower throughout
the service* Other high oommands must distribute this mass manpower on
through the service* It is the placement phase, however, that must
insure the full utilisation of eaoh specific man*s skills and abilities
and operate the details of the training-distribution cycle* The place-
ment phase of distribution will bo discussed in detail in the following
chapter*

The Bureau of 2,aval Personnel
The Bureau of Haval Personnel, whioh will be referred to here-
after as Supers, is the central personnel agency of the levy. It hat
technical control over personnel administration in the naval service*
Technical control is defined aa "the specialised or professional
guidance and direction exercised by an authority of the Naval Establish*
2
asttt in technical natters." BuPers legal authority over naval personnel
matters is established in the If. S. Havy Regulations. Under the
direction of the neoretary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval Operations,
the Chief of Haval Personnel, who is the head of BuPers, formulates all
basic policy and directives in personnel matters. This policy is set
forth in the BuPers Manual and by orders of sore temporary nature* All
policy and orders issued in the name of the Chief of Haval Personnel to
the naval service have the sane effect and authority as if they had been
signed by the Secretary of the Navy.
In the field of distribution, BuPers has many responsibilities*
Through its recruiting agencies, it oust procure the new men and women
to maintain the Havy at the strength specified by the Personnel Allocation
Plan determined by the Chief of Naval Operations. These new people must
be trained in the several recruit training centers which are under the
aanagement control of BuPers* anagement control is defined as "the
direction exercised, in other than military matters, by an authority of
the Haval Establishment over a unit of the naval establishment in the
2
Ibid., art. 0440.




administration of it* local operating functions•"* Upcai corapletion of
reoruit training, BuPors distributes these recruits to the fleets, shore
activities, or advanced schools dependent upon the over-all needs of
the service. !*u?ere exercises management oontrol ever all schools
except the fleet schools, assigns quotas to naval aeti-ities an<! the
recruit training centers, establishes or approves the courses of
Instruction at each school, and distributes graduates, other than those
•ant from naval activities on returnable cuotas, to the fleets and shore
activities*
BuPera also controls promotion to give reeognlti on to advanced
skills by eenduoting BFavy-wide examinations for qualified candidates
and authorising promotions for the top successful candidates In accordance
with the needs of the service, and legal and budgetary limitations*
BuPers controls the sea-shore rotation program* Hen mho have served the
prescribed number of years at sea are eligible to request shore duty
in the area of their choice* Lists are constructed for each rating or
rate, and men are arranged on these lists in aeeordft»ee with the period
of time they have been at sea since their last tour of shore duty* At
vaoanoies occur in the shore activities, fleet personnel with the
greatest period of sea service in the particular rating or rate desired
are oritr^d ashore, providing the locality of the activity Is within
the limits stated In the person** area preference* Personnel whose
tour of shore duty has expired are distribute'! back to the fleets*
The receiving stations located at principal ports or centers of
naval activity act as the way-stations in this eonetant flow of man*
4 Ibid., art* 0406*
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power* They ere at'aohed to the naval districts, but are under the
ma*i£eme&t control of Bu?era* !(en report to these stations for nary
different reasons* a few exanpl^e will serve to Illustrate, 'en
returned to the states for leave and reassignment report to the
receiving station nearest their home for reassigaaent* The complement
of a deactivated sMp s»y report to a designated receiving station to
await its ot6bt»» Hen awaiting transportation to a new station will
report to a port reoeivlng station* -fen to be separated from the service
will be tent to the nearest receiving station to undergo discharge pro-
cedures* These are a few of the reasons for the existence of receiving
stations* It is necessary to have some center -where nan can be berthed
and fed while awaiting orders or transportation* Each receiving station
sttst keep Supers eantlnually advised as to the names and qualifications
of the men awaiting ass'^ment In order that they may be assigned as
rapidly as possible*
In order to distribute the available manpower efficiently, DuPers
rr»st know the needs of the fleets and the naval districts* This
Information is obtained from the monthly reports of the various TUB*9*
The reports relay Infomation regarding the complements or allowances
of the major commands by numbers* ratings and rates* and vdtat they
actually have, with their anticipated monthly losses* Buyers mat
distribute the available skills to those oomands trfiich have the greatest
shortage of each particular skill available* Over-all shortages must
be rectified by the Kavy»s training program* PuPsrs distributes to the
two fleets and to the naval shore establishment (the bulk of these coming



















illustrates the top channels of personnel distribution* xoept in
special oases, PuPers deals in large numbera of men with particular
skills and, therefore, oaxmot be regarded as a placement agency*
BuPers mots as the oenter of manpower distribution* It must pro*
cure the necessary new recruits and must establish training programs and
schools not only to prepare the new men but to assist the fleets In
advancing their own training programs* It distributes mass manpower
between the major oenters of naval activity* It alone cannot meet the
needs of the numerous naval activities without intensive training efforts
by eaeh basic team* It must oo-ordinate the efforts of all concerned
with the training and distribution of naval manpower to accomplish the
Navy's mission*
The organisation of the top echelons of BuPers Is Illustrated
on page thirty-three* The organisation of the Distribution Branch which
Is one of the branches of the Enlisted Personnel Division is Illustrated
on page thirty-four* The Detail Section is an important agency in the
control of the movement of the Kavy'a manpower*
Distribution by the Fleet Commanders
The Commanders-in-Chief of the Pacific and Atlantic Fleets are
responsible for personnel administration within their respective
commands in accordance with the directives of BuPers and within the
limits of authority delegated to them* The Commander, Service Faroe In
eaeh fleet is responsible for the logistics support of the fleet* As
such, he is delegated the authority and responsibility for the pro-
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fundamental policies, but the details of execution are the responsibility
of the fleet 4 a service force commander* The fleet personnel officer It
assigned the service Force Coi&siander's staff* BuPers does not exercise
functional control over the fleet personnel officers* However, the
fleet personnel officer is responsible to the fleet* s service force
commander who Is in turn responsible to the fleet commander that BuPers
policies and directives are carried out* In the name of the fleet
ooamander or the service force commander, depending on the policy to bo
promulgated , the fleet personnel officer Issues suoh directives to the
fleet and the type and area commanders as may be necessary to carry out
the discretion granted by BuPers In personnel natters* Navy-wide
directives of BuPers are binding on all naval activities unless they are
specifically exempted* It is not necessary for commanders in the chain
of commend to reissue then to their subordinate command** The fleet
•CB&aanders nay amplify BuPers directives within their own fleets as
far as they feel necessary provided they comply with the Intent of these
directives*
The fleet personnel officers distribute the men made available
to them by making them available to their type and area oommanders*
By the use of the monthly pa ;«1 reports (the Composite Strength Reports)
concerning their subordinate commands* the fleet personnel officer
maintains statistics on the strength of each of these subordinate
commands* By comparing the co-board count of eaoh rating and rate with
the complement or allowance (whichever Is in effect), the ehortagee in
eaoh subordinate oommand can be determined* The available manpower can
then be made available to that type or area commander who has the greatest

need for eaoh partieular sfcill*
A special situation existe in the Paoiflc Fleet, due to the
distance between Pearl Earbor, ?• H*, where the fleet and service force
oocmmnders are located, and the continental • • • The Commander,
v/estern Sea Frontier, located In San Francisco, acta as the rest Coast
distribution representative of CoHuaandor-in*:,hief, lacifio Fleets Els
central location in relation to continental shore activities, the
Majority of the type oommandera, and centers of embarkation reduces the
coBaaunication problem considerably* As Comander, Service Force,
Atlantic Fleet is located in the continental U*S*A», this problem does
not exist in the Atlantio Fleet* The Conraander, Western Sea Frontier,
under the control of the fleet oomraander through the fleet personnel
offioer, distributes the manpower made available to the Paoiflc Fleet
to the varioua type and area eoamandera of the fleet in accordance with
their needa*
Intrafleet redistribution is accomplished by the fleet personnel
offioer* Redistribution may be resorted to in order to balance personnel
shortages which may develo in any one of the aubordinate commands If
the input of personnel from outside sources does not suffice* A forward
area rotation program between ship and shore duty ia conducted by the
fleet ooBuaaadera to permit men attached to the aea eocuaande to request
and be assigned to an area command ashore after meeting certain require-
ments* The men accepted are then made available to the oommander of the
area of their ohoioe for aeelgnaent to one of his shore activities
This ia the primary eouroe of manpower for the forward area shore
activities* The balance is made up from their share of the available
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aaa from sources outsido the fleet* A similar program exists in the
fleet** shore billets in the continental TJ*S*A* Personnel attached
to sea commands nay also request transfers within their command to
other units of the fleet not under their present type commander* These
requests are sent to the service force oexsntandor* The granting of euoh
requests is dependent on the endorsement of the type commanders concerned
and the geographical proximity of the two ships or aircraft squadrons
involved*
In times of naval expansion, the fleet commanders may he required
to maintain pre-commi s*i oning centers for the assembly of orews for
ships being constructed or re-commissioned* The nucleus of orews must
be procured from experienced men from the ships of the fleet* The
balance of the crews is assigned from manpower made available to the
fleet from BuPers* *3en of the fleet may request euoh duty if they can
fulfill established requirements* Their withdrawal from the active
units of the fleet will depend on whether or not they oan be spared and
on the needs of the pre-oor-jrfssiong centers* The men ordered to these
oenters are formed into balanced crews shortly before the new ships are
commissioned*
The Fleet Personnel Officer suet administer the BuPers school
quotas assigned to the fleet* Some may be mandatory, if a great need
exists in the Wavy* These, he mast apportion equitably to the sub-
ordinate oommaads of the fleet* Some men who are sent to the BuPers
administered schools are returnable to their original teams and some
are not* Ouotas which are optional, he assigns to those ships or other
fle*t activities which submit requests* Service Force letters Inform
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the fleet on whet schools ere available* The fleets also maintain their
own schools* These are directed by the fleet training co^iand whose
oo.saander may be regarded as a typo oooEaander* Quotas in suoh fleet
sohools are available upon request to the local training oosssand activity
or In some oases to the school itself* The fleet sohools are maintained
to supply the fleet with facilities for special training needed in
shipboard billets* They devote suoh time to training the subtearaa of
the ships and aircraft as units* Ships usually utilise these schools
when they are going to be in port for the necessary period of time* All
these schools provide a means of Increasing the skills of the Navy's
manpower and are very important to the distribution cycle*
The fleet eonrands represent the second echelon in the chain of
distribution responsibility* They distribute the manpower made available
to them to their type and area eomnanders, in accordance with their needs.
for further distribution* They deal with large numbers of men but are
one step oloser to placement* In a few oases where special qualifications
are involved, they may actually assign persons bj name to a basio team*
This is the exception however and is always subject to the concurrence
of the type or area oommander concerned* They are also responsible
for Insuring that adequate training programs are pursued within the
fleets for the advancement of men in skills to meet existing needs*
They are not only responsible for the effective distribution of the skills
available to the fleet but for keeping BuPers informed of the present
and ever-ohanging needs of the fleets In order that distribution and
training programs may be adjusted to meet these needs*

CEAFTKB IT
PUC8KSKT 2H THK HAVY TOBAY
fho Principles of Naval Placement
Placement is the end phase of distribution* It la the assign-
of indivi duals to spool flo basic teams In the light of the needs
of those teams and the qualification* of the available men* ssigonent
of groups of individuala with no skill or marked potentiality may bo
included, but the assignment mart be to a spool flo basic team to bo
considered "placement*" Buyers and the float oowraenders distribute
mas aggregate* of manpower on the basis of filling typo ooonomd and
area command complements or allowances of spool flo ratings or rates* It
is the typo or area commander* t personnel officer who places each of the
Individuals of these groups as individuals in a •pool flo basic team to
meet a particular existing or future need*
Under certain olroumstanees job codes may bo used in the bulk
distribution of BuPere and the fleet commanders* This is eomon in
ratings which are a combination of several basic skills or in the very
technical skill** An example of the former would bo the ship serviceman
rating which include* such skills and special job codes a* *tore operator*,
barbers, beauticians, tailor*, laundrymen and dry cleaners, and cobbler**
Tn the case of very technical skill*, distribution by BnPors and the
fleet command* may approach placement, a* the number of bade team* which
would require an advanced technician may be severely limited, but it m»r*r




in the distribution chain. In other words, the higher distribution
agencies provide the broader skills, potentialities, or unskilled man*
power to meet overfall needs* The provision of a specific Havy skill for
a specific job is the problem of placement. This nay be accomplished by
specific assignment cf available skilled men or by assignment of men
with potentialities who can be adjusted to the existing needs by further
training uxi&*r the basic team's training program*
In redistribution, higher commands are primarily concerned with
filling quotas in the schooling and general rotation programs* The type
and area commanders are more concerned with maintaining their ships,
aircraft squadrons, and shore stations in balance, filling existing
shortages in the basic teams, replacing losses which the team cannot
replace by reshuffling those already assigned, and ineuring the necessary
on-board training and use of technical schools for present and future
requirements of each team* The basic team is the focal point of training
for specific needs and each nust pursue an efficient training program
of its own, in addition to utilising esd sting schools as much as possible*
Nevertheless, the speed of training cannot always keep up with losses*
"here this situation arises, the type or area compander must take steps
to correct it, or he will have an inoperative ship or ineffective station
on his hands*
Placement with all of its ramifications is the primary function
of the type or area eomrcander* s personnel officer* It is this officer
who must assign in the name of the type or area oosssander, John Jones,
Interior Communications Electrician Second Class, qualified to repair
gyro compasses, to that specific basic team in the type or area o<
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which is in the greatest need of his talents* The specificity f place*
ment varies directly with the degree of proficiency of the skill pes-
sessed by the nan to be assigned or reassigned* There is a considerable
difference between assigning John Jones* previously described, and Bill
Smith, seaman apprentice, who has no special skills and no known
potentialities* Unskilled recruits may be assigned to b sic teams in
groups* No ship can use 100 percent skilled men at any given time
efficiently as approximately 40 percent of Its billets call for abilities
which oan be learned in a relatively short period of time on board* Seme
members of the crew must scrub the decks, clean the compartment t, carry
the ammunition, and perform many such menial duties* This would hold true
in varying degrees for shore stations* A skilled person would quickly
become frustrated by being required to devote a large portion of his time
to menial duties* However, the persons performing these duties must
be in oonstant training for higher skills to meet future needs* tost
experienced officers agree that petty officers should have had general
duty experience during the beginning of their careers* This Is one of
the more logical arguments presented against sending persons directly to
advanced schools after recruit training and also against rating persons
who have had no sea experience. The distribution program should Insure
that all men are given the necessary basic experience important to future
advancement •
Placement is not perfect, as there are human and measurement
limitations* It has not progressed to the stage where eaoh person oan
be assigned to a definite billet on each team* The commanding officers
of the basie teams still have discretion in assigning specific duties
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to each man, limited only by the requirement that he utilise the skills
that are provided in an efficient manner* With a limited supply of
•killed men, euoh persons mutt be ueed efficiently. If they are not, the
whole service suffers along with the basic team* Efficient utilisation
of skilled men is one of the factors in rating the efficiency of team
commanders* ."hen they are hoarding skilled men needed elsewhere, they
can be withdrawn for use in a situation where their skills are needed and
will be used*
It is firmly believed that the discretion in duty assignment should
never be taken from the commanding officers* They are responsible for
the performance of their team* They alone, assisted by their officers
and petty officers, are in a position to observe eaeh man as an interactive
force on the team* It will be some time before adequate measurements of
aptitudes and personalities are developed so that placement can be perfect.
Tn other words, so that the shape and dimensions of each billet is known
and the skill and personality of eaeh man Is known so that they can be
matched perfectly* If placement were perfect, it would in effect be
extreme* Under present limitations, it would seem ideal to establish
large pools of manpower in various localities with a sufficient supply
of all skills, aptitudes, and personality traits which could be desired*
Then the commanding officers could pick those persons who have the
qualifications required to fill eaeh vacant billet in each specific teem*
However, this is impossible due to the limited supply and a widely
dispersed force* The most practical substitute is the most efficient
placement system which can be devised under the existing limitations*
Haval duties are not restricted to the occupations set forth in

the rating structure* Many general quarters station*, for example, may
not be directly related to a person* e normal occupation. The chief
yoemen may make the best telephone talker for the bridge, or a seaman
apprentice may make the best director-trainer* These special stations
may have many factors which are related only indirectly to a special skill
found among the Bavy*s formal occupations* They are more likely to be
related to particular human traits found in the personalities of certain
people* The assignment of persons to special billets, suoh as general
quarters, which are performed only a small part of the time Is best
accomplished by the oomtaanding officer, assisted by his officers and petty
officers, as they are in a position to observe performance dally and under
all conditions*
This also holds for the assignment of duties to the unskilled and
persons with minor skills* They will work into a position on the team
in accordance with the abilities they demonstrate* Their personalities
are also a najor factor whleh a distribution officer cannot be In a position
to know* For these reasons, plaoemsnt cannot be more speolfio than it Is
at present, at least not until more adequate devices to measure the apti-
tute and personality factors oan be established* Unskilled persons are
assigned to ships or stations in accordance with their needs for raw
manpower* as they acquire skills, as a result of in-service or on-the-job
training and experience, the qualification codes which will be assigned
to them will give the type or area comraander , a personnel offloor
responsible for placement and transfer more adequate Information so that
later assignments oan be more speolfio*
Thus, placement is the funotion of fitting mass manpower Into the
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specific basic teams which are in the greatest need of eeoh man*
§
particular qualifications* The complements end allowances eeteblish
the requirements of eeoh basic teem* Th< se are the skills or mere
manpower required in normal operation. The skills of the men available
for assignment ere indicated by the ratings, rates, and Job codes* These
the placement officer can match* The special abilities, personalities
required for speolal oondltions such as general quarters, and the specific
use of unskilled manpower Is determined by each eosananding officer.
Placement as it exists today provides the general skills or aptitudes
and in the case of higher petty officers the specific skills* In other
words, placement fills those needs whioh oan be codified in the rating
structure and job codes* plus the unskilled manpower In the numbers
required* The greater the degree of skill required the more specific
placement oan become* Plaoement exists to assist the baslo teams in
meeting these personnel needs by two primary moans* The first is scientific
assignment of the personnel mads available from sources outside the type
or area command* The eeoond is careful reassignment of personnel within
the oomand* Both are necessary and eaoh tends in some degree to remedy
the deficiencies of the ©the-* Existing basic teams become out of
balance due to numerous factors* The balance must be maintained by place*
ment* Crews must be provided for the newly formed basic teams* This,
also, is the problem of placement*
In a later section, the functions of the type Oommander in the
field of placement will be discussed* The functions of the area oommander
are very similar* It is believed that their problems are less pressing
in this subject at presmt due to the laok of wide disperse© of forces
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and lack of their mobility* the lessor dependence on any eub-teeuu* end
the f&ot that distribution programs appear to be set up to mvor their
:.. » t| ftf NMMktoit - ••./ pt*ft*J»MA •-"-.. i^-islwv Mat MMKbrfU^I
in their barrens enlistment to complete the r t.qui red period of duty in
the area are assigned to them* This advantage is cancelled out in war-
time due to the fact all personnel are retained in service throughout
the war*
The Pre-commisslonlng Centers
The pre-oommiBsioning centers which exist during periods of naval
expansion demonstrate the closest approach to the idea of perfect place*
stent* At these centers balanced teams are formed for each ship about
to be commissioned* The advantage lies in the faot that each potential
member of each team is physically available for the personal assessment
of his skills* special abilities* and personality* Additional aptitude
tests end personal intend errs are possible* and each individual can be
fitted to a specific billet and special station with scientific pre*
oSsion before the ship Bust become a working unit of the fleet*
This type of placement activity existed during the last war*
They were located at or near the principal ship building centers* Their
purpose was to organise and train the larger part of the erews for the
new ships* The placement function was oarrled on by the classification
activity within each center* Sew men were classified and assigned to
the ships' crews in accordance with need* These classification
activities performed three primary functions! (1) to provide balanced
erews for the new ships* (2) to insure proper utilisation of each man*
a
skills and abilities* end (3) to assist the ship* a officers to establish
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efficient personnel administration within their commands* Theoretically
the objective was to match the nan and the job perfectly* In practice
this objective could not be set perfectly* The best was done with the
personnel provided by hi fixer eoracsands* After the objective was achieved
as far as physically possible, the reminder of the balancing process
was used to insure that each ship received its share of the well qualified
and poorly qualified men available* The centers informed the hi flier
distribution agencies as to the needs of the various crews, that is the
formal naval skills required as could be determined by the Navy's rating
and job code system* The principal defects of the actual methods these
1
centers operated under *ere as followsi
1* *• » . the laok of knowledge of qualifications of key members
of the crews, who were usually sent to the yard where the ship was
being built rather than to the pre-comndssloning center* see*
2* *e e s lack of specific complement and billet data required
in order to assign men properly* see*
8* *e e • and inadequacy of time permitted for classification and
assignment of the orew which precluded the * pooling* of men with
special abilities and quail fi cat! ons*"
Theoretically if more time had been available, these centers could have
made readjustments in the original assignments during the training phase
after the organisation of the crews* This was done in a few oases*
One of the earliest scientific approaches (and an interesting one)
SfflSBfll Pe *garoh *ad Test Development In the Bureau of Naval
Personnel , ed* by Dewey B* Stult, LCPR, USSR (Princeton*. Princeton
University Press, 1947), p. 26.
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to the problem of adequate classification and placement in a now orew
was the "Kew Jersey nxperiaent" conducted in March 1943 at the
Philadelphia Havy Yard, under the direction of Cossaander (now Captain)
?• E* 'McDowell, 0O« who at that tine had been assisted as Executive
Officer of the BeSeS* New Jersey, which was soon to be oettmlssioned*
The plan, to sum It up briefly, called for the preparation of
billet specifications* followed by the selection of the individual
to fill each billet prior to the date of commission* Roughly,
2,400 men were screened* The mechanics of screening consisted of
adalni storing the standard bureau battery a test battery , then a
research stage, the nrjRC Personnel Inventory and the National Research
Counoll parallel test, a 20-minute interview of each man, followed by
a reoorroendeti on for his assignment • additional tests for practical
aptitudes were given, consisting principally of the telephone talker
test, measuring ability to hear and spea.. over telephones, together
with a measure of memory span, a test of night vision, and the visual
test for prospective range finder operators and spotters which was
given by the Army Anti-Aircraft Training Command at Piehmond through
one of their mobile units sent to Philadelphia*
The organisation to permit handling personnel at the rate of 2,400
In 30 days consisted of a screening unit composed of Bureau personnel
and ship*s company, mostly enlisted men with a few offleer supervisors*
This group administered the tests one day and filled In the necessary
forms that night in order that the Interviewer ml^ht have all data
available the following day at the time of the interview* As a result
of tests and Interview, the individual was recommended for an assign*
ment and moved on to the Department Personnel Officer, who reviewed
the test results, considered the interview and the reooraraendati on,
and either accepted or rejected the individual man* Tf accepted, the
man reported to his Division Personnel Offioer, and at this point was
again considered and aooepted or rejected for assignment* If accepted
by both Department and Division Personnel Officer, he was entered on
the muster roll and watoh quarter and station bills* Tf rejeoted by
either the Department or Division Personnel Officer, he was returned
to the Classification Center, where his case was considered, and a
second reoommendati on was made* If an individual was rejected three
times, hi s case was presented to the Executive Offloer*
2
Captain P* E* McDowell, USN, "Practical Application of Classi-
fication Afloat," Proceedings of the Personnel Officers conference, 1949
(Weshington t Bureau of Kaval PeTeonnel, 1949), pp* 6-6*
"

mBy this procedure, the total of 2,400 men were ultimately plaoed,
while 26 were rejected for ell assignments aboard ship* Of theee 26*
14 had been institutional cape* at one time or another and were
turned over to the dootors for eeparation from the servioe* 11 were
separated. Those rejected by the ship but retained in the #avy were
returned to the deceiving Station with a flat statemsnt that they
would not be accepted on board.
The *??ew Jersey Experiment" represents an exception rather than
the rule in new ship corrnd eeioaing pereonnel pr&otioes* Tt it an example
of what can be done in a pre^oonrrdesioninf, center, if proper information
ia available about the billets and adequate elassifi cation is used* Tt
should be mentioned that ample men and a special status were afforded for
this experiment* The possibilities of this specialised type of placement
are great, providing the defects of world War II » s personnel system are
eliminated* Proper job specifications for each billet on all types of
ships and other naval activities will soon be an accomplished fact* The
basic problems whioh remain will be in the classification of individuals
and the provision of the type of orews required* Adequate time must be
allowed, and all potential members of the crew must be assembled in one
center* Close oo-ordlnation with distribution activities will be mandatory*
A closely controlled system, suoh as this, would not work for ships already
in operation, due to their wide geographic dispersion, but some of the
basic Ideas of centralisation aright have possibilities* With woll balanced
basic teams on the ships going in commission, the problems of the type
eoRCTandere are materially reduced* The question would then be the main*
tenanee of these teams, while losses take their toll* The Idea of pre-
oomaisslonlng centers presents, at least theoretically, the possibility
of perfect placement* Placement is less perfeot for the type and area
Germanders to accomplish due to the physical dispersion of their basic
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teams and the volume of manpower they wuet assign and be responsible for*
The Typo Cttsm»nder
The type commanders are responsible to tho fleet oomrcander for the
adialni strati on of the ships within their command* For the Commander, Air
Forces in the Peoifio and Atlantlo Fleets, this ineludes airoraft squadrons*
In the distribution of personnel, tbay ore responsible for the placement
phase, insofar as it affect* their respective commands* On the staff of
each type commander is a personnel offleer who, in the nana of the type
commander, executes the placement function. The number of assistants this
personnel officer may have vary with the else of the command* Tn effect,
in the large staffs, it may be one of these assistants who executes the
placement function or a combination of assistants under the broad plant
formulated by the personnel officer* f hen the performance of the type
commander Is vterrmd to in this section, the reader must realise it Is
the personnel officer or assistant personnel officers on the staff who are
actually executing the function, in the type oommanders name end under his
general or, in some oases, specific policies*
In the placement of personnel the responsibilities of the type
contender are several* First, he must place those persons made available
to Mm for assignment by the fleet commander in one of his basic teams in
accordance with need* second, he must redistribute those persons within
the type oommand so as to maintain a balance between his basic teams and
Insure the full utilisation of each skill available* Redistribution must
be exercised with caution as will be explained later* Third, he must keep
the fleet commander Informed as to those needs which cannot be satisfied
within the oommand* Fourth, he must insure that eaoh of his basio teams

is persuing an effective training program including utilisation of the
fcavy*s schools &• far as practicable* fifth, ha must provide for intra-
type movement of personnel for morale reatone* SsjgtiM the placement
function, he is also reepensible for all othor phases of personnel
adsiinlstration within the command*
Repor s are received from the fleet personnel officer (in the nana
of the service force cosunander) when personnel are available for assign-
stent by teletype, radio, or letter* The type eorwmnder then determines
the specific assignment and sends this by like means of coo&unication to
the command where the m&& is presently attached* Kach availability
report contains the following i nformt-.t) on on each man to be assigned)
the name, service number, rating or rate, primary job code, secondary 30
oode (if any), and the date of expiration of the current enlistment (net
a factor in times of emergency)* Croups of nan in the first three pay
grades may be reported by numbers only if their qualifications are identical*
They then ure assigned by numbers to etch of the basio teams requiring
their services* All men are retained at their previous duty station until
specific assignment la received by the corrtanding officer of this previous
duty station from the type commander* transportation then oorcjences to
the new duty station* Leave may or may not be granted while in transit,
depending on the circumstances* In many oases, leave has been taken prior
to being made available for assignment* rhere men are being transferred
from a shore activity, they are retained on the job or at seme job until
their transportation begins* 73ien they are made available from a receiving
station they remain unproductive at the station until this transportation
begins* This latter case is not desirable, but under many circumstances,

cannot be helped. 3uch transfers in known at "straight lina transfers."
TMj ia illustrated on page fifty-two. As oan be seen the advantage
lies in the faot that in the majority of oases, the oan remains productive
until his transportation is begun t and the faot that he goes directly to
his new duty station without the loss of oan hours of productivity while
waiting in assignment pools along the way* The morale advantage besides
the insecurity in pools Is the faot his family oan receive immediate
transportation to the new home port with the man accompanying them* In
brief* administrative delays have less effect on productivity of manpower*
and morale is protected • Unfortunately* the "straight line transfer" is
not always used, and men do accumulate in receiving stations while
awaiting orders*
In many eases* men have to be reassigned within the type command*
Because basic teams lose and train men in new skills at different rates*
men made available from outside may not be sufficient to maintain a
proper balance among the various basic teams in the type command* In suoh
oases* men may have to be reassigned from one team to another* There are
other reasons for suoh transfers* suoh as providing nucleus crews for new
ships and improving Individual morale* It must be emphasised, however*
that reassignment* If not done carefully* may do basic teems more harm
than good* It takes a great deal of tima and patience to build an effective
team, and the constant breaking up of teams and the continued movement of
personnel lessen the effectiveness of all teams* lower morale* and cause
9 Captain W* 0* Buroh, Jr.* asft, "Enlisted Distribution,"
Proceedings of the Personnel Officers Conference , 1949 (Washington
i






Administration via radio, teletype or letter*
Available
ordar*
Pfijrslo&l tMyvt&Mnt of poreoimol*
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frustration op. the part of those who are trying to build food teams* I/en
do not like the uncertainty of continual movement. They want to feel
that they belong to a team, and that tha hard work required bo build tha
team will receive recognition* Tha following oases ara typical of thoae
whiah rceuire reasaignraent within tha typa cor-mand*
1. Tfen sant to advanced aohoola beeauae of thair quali float1 ona
•nay have to ba reassigned to anothar team upon graduation dua to tha
fact thair previous team oannot uaa thair naw qualifications efficiently*
Thla is naoaaaary to prevent wasting now and higher ski 11a*
2* Where a nan haa served a oartain period of time at sea, it
ahould ba made possible for him to request ahora duty or transfer to
anothar team* Such movement it good for morale and broadena experience*
Tt 5a alao good for the tearaa aa it permits a alow influx of new blood
and new ideas* However tha turnover in any one team ahould ba alow*
yoremant -within tha typa command can ba controlled by the typa commander
In many oases*
S« Certain oaaet exist where the type commander haa little control
over planned and systematic movement* One of these is the unexpected
loaa of key personnel and large nunbera of men in the lower pay grade
a
by order of higher command* Theae peraons ara withdrawn from the typa
command aa a result of the rotation and school programs and for other
naval activities outside the type command* Tittle planning is possible
for the replacement of these loses due to the laok of advance notice
given* Therefore, If the basic teams do not have sufficient trained
men available to replace their losses, they must be furnished from
another source* The input froa sources outside of the type command
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does not always help at the moment as the type of qualifications of
the men available are not co-ordinated with the qualifications of
the men withdrawn* The only alternative available to the tvpe commander
ie to transfer the required qualified men from another baeie team in
the type eo&aaand to replaoe the lots*
4* Another situation whioh may necessitate reassignment occurs
during peacetime, when conditions are good in industry* Heavy losses
are continually plaguing the teams due to men leaving the service upon
completion of their enlistments to earn greater pay in civilian life*
At any time the shortage of any rating in the fleet ie nearly proper-
tional to the demand of that skill in industry* Some teams cannot
train new skills fast enough to replaoe their losses* The only
alternative, where the situation becomes serious, is to reassign men
from other teams which have been able to train a few more rien than
were required to replaoe their own losses* This is not a good pro*
oedure, but where input from outside sources is not sufficient, there
is no other solution, except to deactivate basic teams* This usually
is not permitted*
6* Hospitalisation and oausalties take their toll of the team's
members, but except where losses are high, such as might exist during
wartime, the basic teams training program can replace suoh losses in
most oases* In the highly skilled pay grades, this is not always
possible, because of the many years of technical training required*
Hence, transfer or requisition to higher echelons Is required*
6* Another factor mentioned earlier Is advancement in position as
well as in rating* k person who is promoted in a basic team whioh has
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no vacancy is watted talent. Ho also present* a morale problem* la
all fairness to the MM and to the service, he should be moved to
another team widen does have a vacancy in the position in which he it
qualified and whioh aeoda him. Such a problem nay alio be solved by
moving someone else who desires a new duty assignment to rsake room for
the newly promoted man in his own team. The fact that a person wants
to be challenged by Ms job and to feel that some team 5 s in need of
bJm provides the justification for such a move.
7. Other miscellaneous oases for reassignment may exist. Some
of these are personal in nature. Persistent malcontents should not be
transferred to other teams, to become a burden on them. A person who
ounnot be salvaged to beoome a oo-operative and productive member of
some team should be separated from the service.
The type commander cannot rely exclusively upon the Activity
Distribution Reports in determining the needs of his basic teams. These
reports are received from the PAMPs only once a month, and when they are
received, they are at least a week behind the actual status of the basic
teams. They do serve as a foundation for establishing each team's needs,
but they must be supplemented by some system of daily accounting within
the personnel offloe. There is no standardized method of maintaining
internal aooounting systems smong the type and area commands of -.he Navy.
Each command adopts whatever system ***iab to meet its needs. The systems
in existence vary from excellent to unsatisfactory* Some type and area
commanders use elaborate display boards, others use paper charts, and some
merely thumb through the activity distribution reports, whenever a man it
available for assignment. The problem is to maintain whatever type of
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information it used up-tc-the-rainuto • la other words, the Information
presented oust reflect the on-board status, corrected up to the last
person ordered to a particular basic team and the latest kno\*i loss*
Anticipated losses aust also be taken into o ansideration* TTbile person: el
officer for the Commander, Cruisars-i^estrcyers, laoifio 1'leet, the author
developed a system which proved its worth in actual operations* this
system Is still used in that type command* Information received recently
from officers on the staff indicated that the system proved to be one of
the most efficient in the type coranands of the Pacific Fleet during the
rapid expansion of the i.ore&n " ar* The fundamentals of this system will
be described in the next section of this chapter*
An Internal Personnel Control System for Type Commanders
Any system of personnel eontrol within a type eearsand must be based
on the Navy's Personnel Aooounting Plan as it Is the standardised basis
of naval personnel control throughout the service, and the necessary
information is readily available* The instruments available are the
Aotlvity Distribution Reports, the Composite Strength Reports, display
boards, weekly copies of the Personnel Diaries, assignments made, copies
of orders to members of the basic teams from hlfher commands, monthly
anticipated loss reports from basic teams, letters from the teams'
commanding officers, and conferences with representatives of the teams*
The objective of the system devised by the author was the presentation
In a concise and visual form of the up-to-the-minute status and needs
of each ship and staff of CruftegPao* This information was used to assign
the persons made available to the Type Commander, to maintain a balance
of personnel on the ships and staffs of the Type Command, and to withdraw

men of the desired qua 15 fftoofti m* for various oomr* ?•
The system operated tnv'er the most severe conditions for the
control of over twenty th^isard rsen assigned to more than " nty-fiv*
shipa and staffs* On peal- days, »r "' * "'y six hundred MM wore
assigned to thr V r*e e#MW« mvo 5 sruance of orders to -nenbrrs of the
basic te*?M to satisfy requirements topfttti hy highs? authority and Intra-
type transfers added to this figure* The baric tears ranged In slee fran
a destroyer division oe,3saander, s allowance of throe men to a heavy cruiser'
f
allowance of over one thousand wen*
The status and needs of each of theae haalc teams vnere displayed
4
on fire Produo-trol Boards • I picture of such a hoard la displayed on
page fifty-eight* Each of the four large hoards is 4Sg inches wide and
99 Inches high* The one small board used is 22^ inches wide and 39 inches
high* ?he large hoard has 40,DOC small holes imposed in ltr rectangular
surface, the snail hoard 20,000 holes* On the left side of each hoard
is a mounted TCarde* with 100 card holders* Srtall irory finish pegs of
various shapes and colors, some with numerals. w>re fitted into the small
holes in each hoard to indicate allowances, on«fcoerd status, requirements,
men in transit tc those bnsle teams, and special qualifications for each
rating and each ship or etaff*
Fach haslo team was assigned a vertical oolurn of fife rows of holes,
known as the column* r&oh rating and rate was assigned two horizontal
rows of holes, known as the file* The rating groups and rate groups were
separated hy white strings which originated on the left side of the hoard
Produced hy the assail Organisation, Yoatport, Conneotiout*











VISIBLE RECORD PANEL — Holds 100 Record Cards, controls 100 items.
PEG HOLE SECTION — There are two horizontal rows of 200 peg-holes for each
Record Card.
HEADING STRIP — Replaceable card strip calibrated in "Time" and /or "Quantity" values
or other designated factors.
SIGNAL PEGS — Inserted in peg-holes to indicate "Time" and/or "Quantity" values or
other designated factors. Available in various shapes and colors.
"PROGRESS" TAPE PEG — A Horizontal flow line that indicates progress against any
planned schedule.
"TODAY" LINE — A colored Vertical Cord that is advanced daily to show current date.
VERTICAL CORDS — Used to separate peg-hole section into "Time" and/or "Quantity"
divisions or other designated factors.
LEGEND CARD — Shows what the various colors and shapes of pegs represent.
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and W*fw attached to an internal spring which allowed them to be pulled
horizontally across the hoc. ' ?<air»3n taut* The peg* located in tke
^tto <-»rtical row* of holes in each column represented the number*
son* in « - v racing actually on board each team* These nunhere worn
IttdJeatsd hy whj bl black msaor^ls imposed therein* These figure*
were obtfjiner" bv correcting thi latest \otiv* strltml >ports with
those personnel diarios received since the date of ench report • The result
was the actual on-board count in each rating; *nd rate as of the date of
the last perion^^l 'i»,ry reoeived* Copies of these personnel diaries wet*
required by the type ooitnander each week, with certain additional informtloi
written in by psm and ink. ""ho third vertical row wa* us*d to signal
special information on the qualification of men in those rating* «feer*
necessary. Various colored signal p*gs were used for this purpose* The
fourth and fifth vertical rows of holes in each ooluam were used to indicate
the nunber of persons in each rating or rate ordered, in transit, but not
yet reported as on board by the personnel diaries* Thus, the total of the
flr*t*seoond rows and the fourth-fifth rows subtracted from the allowance
would give the shorten bolc# allowwaoe, as far a* the control situation
was concerned* More detailed information on each man, ordered and in
transit, could be found in one of the Kardox cards* One card was i*a*nta!ned
for *aoh *hip and each *taf. hen a oere-Tn was ordered to the ship or
staff, the date the order was issued, his rating or rate, 3ob codes, where
ordered from, and the reference to the order in the files wore entered
on the card of that ship or staff* These oards were oontinually checked
and when each man reported on board for duty, a* indicated by the team'*
pereonnel diary, the date of reporting was recorded on the card as the

last entry concerning that individual. At that time each man 1 a
and all other information from the personnel diary vat written into
the latest Activity Distribution Report of the particular team to which
ho reported in the proper place, the fourth-fifth row of the teem was
reduced by one In the particular rating, and the first-second row Increased
by one* The numbers in-transit in the fourth-fifth rows were indicated
by green pegs with black numerals Imposed therein* The in-transit number
was differently presented for men who had no rating designation and were
In the first three pay grades* This will be described later in this
section* Men ordered from basic teams were indicated on the display
boards merely by reducing the on-board count of the parti oular rating or
rate by one* Entry was made opposite the men*s name in the Activity
Distribution Report as to where he had been ordered* If It was an intra-
type transfer, then the regular procedure would be oarrled out for the
team to which he had been ordered as previously described* Legends
were affixed to each board for interpreting the meaning of the numerous
colored pegs used for the aid of those not familiar with the system*
Eaoh rating group was allocated seven files* The top five indicated
pay grades 7, 6, 5, 4 and designated non-rated personnel of that rating
group* For example, a firecontrol technician seaman (FTSN) would be
located in the fifth file from the top in the seven files allocated to
the firecontrol technician rating group* This Is illustrated in the
example on page sixty-five* The bottom two files of the seven are used
to indicate priorities of need* The uppermost of these two files is used
to Indloate the need for masters in the rating skill, the lower for
journeymen* In most oases, the master skills In eaoh rating group were
composed of persons in pay grades 7 and 6, the journeyman skills of
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persons in pay grades 6, 4, and designated non-rated personnel of the
rating group* In rating groups whloh had a low percentage of allowance
in the upper pay grades* the master skills also included those of pay
grade 6 (second class pstty offloers) • These groups, master and journey*
man, wore used as a guide for placement, as mill be seen later*
In order to determine need, the number of people in each rating or
rate were not compared directly with the allowance* Because of the wide
variance in percentage of the allowance the type command had in different
ratings and the variety of types of ships and staffs in the type commend,
each type with a different allowance, a figure known as the "base fi pure"
was used to compare on-board count with* The "base figure* was determined
by multiplying the team's allowance in any rating by a percentage (the base
percentage) slightly higher than the type command* s percentage of allowance
currently existing in that rating* In many cases the "base figure" was the
allowance, or greater than the allowance if a surplus existed in a given
rating* The advantage lay in the faot the "base figure" could be adjusted
to meet the particular situation. It proved a flexible standard by which
all ships and staffs could be compared equally* la ratings which were below
allowance a destroyer with a small allowance in ratings would be at a is-
advantage if the priority designator was the allowance minus the on-board
count when compared with a oruiser with a greater allowance. An example
will be shown*
Case I
Allowance used in a rating with a shortage of 60JU
Destroyer allowance of masters in rating X - 2
Cruiser allowance of masters in rating X - 12

m
Destroyer cm-board oount -
Cruiser en-board oount a 8
Destroyer priority desl -nator * 2
Cruiser priority doeirnator • 4
In Cam I attention would bo directed to tho oral tor when a master of
rate X was available when In reality tho destroyer wa« In dire need and
the orul ser had more than Its share*
Case TT
The bate percentage of 60 percent used with a shortage of 80
percent, using the same allowance and on-board oount as In Case I*
(Apply &0£ to the allowance In Case I to determine the base figure)*
Destroyer priority designator - 1
Cruiser priority designator •
In this oase the personnel officer's attention Is dl rooted to the
destroyer and not the cruiser*
It Is realised that the use of dally adjusted percentages rather than a
base figure would be more accurate, but tho time Involved In continual
computation would present a difficult problem* The base percentage was
usually maintained slightly higher than the type percentage of allowance
In any given rating group* This would permit an ample number of priority
designator pegs en the boards to plaoe rapidly any above average number
of men In a given rating If received* For example, if the number of
master electricians mates aotuall In the type aoamnd was 200 and the
allowance was 300, the percentage of allowance would be 66* The base
percentage would probably be set at the beginning of the month at 70
percent* This would permit a gain of 10 suoh men during the month and
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as this would be th« mximura possible to expect, there would be a
sufficient number of priority designator pegs to assini this gain without
reworking ell the figure*. The base was adjusted once each month by the
personnel officer* The limiting factor on totting the base too high above
the actual percentage of allowance is the advantage of the larger ships
increase s at the difference increases*
These priority designators are indicated by uee of red pegs with
black numeral! imposed therein* It Is a rapid means of drawing attention
to teams with the greatest actual needs* Jfhen a person was available for
assignment* one had only to run his eye across the boards in the parti oular
file and attention was quickly directed to that team with the highest
number* This meant the greatest need* The priority designator only served
as a guide, however* The rating structure also was studied along with
the person's job code* The priority designators quickly singles out those
teams with the greatest need for more careful study before actual place*
meat of men available to assign*
Future losses also had to be taken Into account. These were
represented by yellow pegs with blaek numerals imposed therein and were
plaoed alongside the red priority designator* An exaraple of this will be
described below*
Tfhen a person was assigned to a ship, for example, the priority
designator, red, if there are any. then yellow, would be reduced by one
and the in-transit rows (fourth-fifth) of the column increased by one*
The simplicity of this method permitted any experienced person in the
personnel office to make efficient assignments*
Enlisted personnel in pay grades one through three who were not
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desij^nated In one of the rating groups were lumped together In the general
rate groups* For example, all teamen, seaman apprentice, and seaman
reentite vara lumped together In the teaman group* The tame was done for
firemen* ~.n eaoh basic team*s ooluran, e<*oh of those groups had three
ft lee* The top file indicated the on~board count* The thir* file
indicated the number of in-transits* The second was used for any special
information desired* The priority designators whieh controlled input
into eaoh baslo tear. In these first three pay grades was the total on*
board count plus in-transits found In the last file of eaoh team on the
last board* This number -was kept up-to-date as people were ordered in
and out* A base *»» not used as it was easy to memorise the over-all
allowances of each type of team and figure percentages in ones head*
These again were used as a guide* Firemen, for example, were not given
to teams whioh had a low over-ell count but which had ample firemen* The
relationship of each group to its allowance was considered in each case
before placement was made*
A portion of a display board is illustrated on page sixty-five*
The example presented in the title column, the allowance column, and the
status column of the U*S*S* Able (a hypothetical destroyer)* The example
illustrates the files for the boatswain* s mate rating group (BM), the
quartermaster rat*ng group (QM)« the seaman rate group, and the ov«»r-all
totals* This information is continued horizontally for all ships and
staffs In the type command with an allowance column proceeding each
different type of ship and staff* The rating and rate groups are
continued vertically for all ratings and rates in the type command*
Staffs are usually presented separately as there are few rating and rote
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A PORTION OF A VISUAL DISPLAY Btt.KD

mchief, cms first class* two second class* and three third class* As the
master group includes chief find first class, the master allowance is two*
Tor this example, the type eoerwand percentage of allowance is 140 percent*
therefore* the base percentage will be set at 160 percent* This permits
three master boatswain** mates for each destroyer* The T T *S*8* Able has
one chief boatswain* s mate on board and one first class scon to report*
being in-transit to the TT *?.S* Able at this moment* ^his leaves a
shortage of one from the base figure (base figure 5* on*board or in»
transit 2)* Therefore, a me number 1 peg is placed in the master file*
The present ehisf boatswain* s mate is due to retire within four months*
This Is an anticipated loss which will reduce the TJ*S*S* Able by one more
master boatswain* t mate in the near future* To keep In mind such a potential
loss which w511 either reduce the group below the base figure within the
four month period or further reduce the present shortage, a yellow number
1 peg is placed next to the red pec in the master priority designators
file* The number of the yellow peg plus the number of the red peg
indicates the total number in each group which the ship will be below the
base figure at the end of the four month period if no additional input
is made* The period of four month* was arbitrarily selected to permit
early relief for ships operating from the home port for short neriede*
For ships going to the forward area, this time period was eieter-.ded for
the duration of the cruise* Por theee latter chips* all red end yellow
pegs should be removed before the date of departure from the continental
U*S*A» for the forward area so that replacements will not have to be
transported to the forward area* Thus, these ships are top priority for
persons with lonr^r periods of obligated service remaining*
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To continue with tho example, the Allowance of the U*S*8* Able
In Journeymen boatswain's mates is five* With a base percentage set
et 90 percent, the bate ft aire it five (taken to the next higher even
number if a decimal retults from applying the bate percentage to the
allowance}* A rec* number 2 peg It placed in the Journeyman file* The
tame reasoning holdt true for the quartermasters* rn the example, the
natter bate figure it two, and the journeyman bate figure it three* Tt
can be teen that one of the present journeyman quartermasters it scheduled
to leave within four months*
The teaman rate group in the example hat an allowance of seventy-
two* The U*S*S* Able bate fifty-eight on-board with five in-transit*
The over-all total file will control the input of teamen and firemen* The
white number 6 peg in the allowance column of the total file meant that
tuffioient over-all totals of manpower are available to give each
destroyer up to the total allowance minus five* The U*S*S* Able hat a
shortage of fourteen at the moment and oan receive nine more men of any
rating or rate* The number in the allowance oolumn of the total file It
adjutted at the over-all manpower situation dietatet* The problem at to
which rating will fill the master or journeyman shortage it solved by
studying the actual ship's rating ttruoture and job oodet (If applicable)
before assignment* In the case of the U*S*S* Able, it would be advisable
to remove the red number 1 peg in the matter boatswain' t mates file by
ordering in a ehlef boatswain 1 1 mate* The only ehief now on board it
scheduled to leave shortly. Tn the key ratlngt such at thit chief boat-
swain* t mate it would be advisable to plaee a colored signal peg next to




It required three petty officers* under the super*!*! on of the
personnel officer, to maintain this system* One chief pereonnelman jns.de
the assignments, except special ratings which were called to the attention
of the personnel officer, when personnel were available. This enlisted
nan decided on the assignment, reduced the priority designators and
increased the in-transit part of the oolumn on each assignment, and
entered the detailed information on the in-transit Kardex card* The
second man, a perscnneLran first class, controlled the boards, by correcting
the boards for men reporting and leaving each team* Losses required that
the priority designators be increased. This petty officer reviewed each
team* s display periodically, when time permitted, to rectify any errors
which might have crept in* The third petty offloor maintained the latest
monthly Activity Distribution reports, by oorrooting them according to
the latest personnel diaries received with write-in entries* Tfhen the
new reports were received once a month, all personnel of the offlae worked
on transposing any write-in information not in the new reports to these
new reports* The old reports were then filed* By this procedure the
personnel officer was afforded a complete, concise picture of the
personnel situation in the type oomnand at all times* Spoolal plane,
priorities, and the base were determined by the personnel officer and
incorporated in the visual display for routine execution by assistants*
In addition to aiding the personnel officer in the efficient assignment
and reassignment of personnel, the system was entirely above-board and
the type command's status was available at all times to the ships*
representatives so that they could see their condition in relation to all
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others and alto could see future plant for thei r oocv»nds*
The large boards were used in pairs* Tha first two covered one
half of the ratings* tha other two the seoond half of tha ratinrs* Two
boards twioe tha normal lenrth would have served the ourpese better*
Tha small board waa used to display thoaa ratings whioh were restricted
to tha larger ships, such as tha special repair ratines* Tha staffs wars
also di splayed on the smaller board* Other Fardexes were used to maintain
special information. One was used to maintain information on special
details of highly skilled personnel* arranged by skills* another displayed
slmlliar information, but was arranged by teams* With suoh information.
if n particular skill were required for same special need* any p^rnan
with suoh qualifications in the type command oould be quickly located*
The system pro-red very efficient, but limitations "vers realised*
?To system can be more efficient than the existing placement aids permit*
Tn wartime* it would have to be expanded greatly to aeooxmt for the greater
emphasis on specialisation* Greater use of job codes was beinr experimented
with and was incorporated in many cases* To be highly effiolent in wsr-
time, assi foments should be made by *ob codes* and the boards would have
to list the Job oodes rather than the ratings* lender the conditions
(many shortages and need for broad training) whioh existed at the time of
its development* the system did meet the need of internal control* The
Activity Distribution Report and the Personnel Diaries formed the basis
of the system* The Composite Strength Report was usad to survey the
entire type command and determine percentages of allowance for the




THIS CRITKHU TC® A DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The ?Jeed for Criteria
Tn order to jud>e *»• present system of personnel distribution
as to ftt adequacy in meeting the Wavy's needs find to determine whether
or not seme modification would provide greater effectiveness, the
or! tori a for a dlstribut! on system must be established. These criteria
must ba within tha realm of possibility to ba of value* Whlla per-
fection may ba striven for. It must ba recognised that tha Hairy is not
a fraa airent. Tha Impact of tha fader*! budget, International eomssit-
ments, and tha national policies cause operating end admin! strative
conditions beyond the oontrol ef the ffavy. The numbers of wan and tha
training facilities are limited In time of peace by the budget and la
time of war by the requirement* of other eervioee and Industry. The
wares of navel personnel are established by law* K part of the success
In attracting the type of person the ??avy needs in time of peace depends
upon the wages paid compared with those of civilian industry* Securing
saw pay legislation is a time consuming process* The accord! on*like
prepardness program this country has pursued since the olose of "Torld
War TT has placed a difficult burden u on the system for distribution
of personnel* The purpose of this chapter is to establish criteria for
a distribution system which will produce the best possible results under
the conditi^s and limitations which can be anticipated.
Some transfer of personnel between naval activities is inevitable
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nSome conditions cannot be helped, at least by the *avy, and the distribu-
tion system must provide * scheme for the adjustment of naval manpower
to these ohanglnr. situations with the minimum of adr«rce effect upon the
basic teams and the indlvl duals* Other transfers are a result of normal
wary business or for the benefit of the persons involved j thexe must be
accomplished as efficiently at ooetible in order to reduoe the loss of
mar-hours of performance to the mlnimw oonsi stent with doin<r the Job end
maintaining morale. Any other transfers are due to poor distribution!
these must be eliminated* Commander IU A* ?tuart, t7S#, Read, T.llsted
Detailing Section, FuPera, divided the condition* which cause a flow of
personnel into two factors, the "policy factors" and the "operating
factors*" The "policy factors" are those beyond the control o<* the Wary,
necessary for conducting the Vary's business, and necessary to provide
for the welfare of the Wavy's personnel* These are specified by Commander
Ctuart as follows!
1* Frequent and radical changes in the stren-th of the *nry*
2* Changes in the structure of the Haval establishment*
3. PI.cation and changes In missions*
4* Special projects*
6* Few construction.
0* Hoaotivation of reserve fleet ships*
7* Obligated service requirements of porsiwinel of ships tailing
for overseas duty*
8* rhort tours of duty for personnel at ororseas bases*
9* Sea-shore rotation of personnel*
10* Transfers for humanitarian and personal hardship oases*
The "operating factors" are these which can be Improved by the ^Attribution
system and BuPers policy determination* Commander *tuart lists these at
Commander D* A* Stuart, USK, "Permanency of Pertonnel,"
Prcoeedingt of the Personnel Officers Conference, 1949 (" ashingfconi





2* Loir anil fitment mts*
3* Shortage of rated personnel
4* Poor distribution and detailing (pl&ooraent) •
The first thres "operating factors" ware not within the oontrol of BuPers
or the lower echelons during the years proceeding 1940 in ths opinion of
the writer* They w-re the result of attempts to rectify the oonditlons
Impossd by the preparedness program of the country, ths afteraath of ths
war, and high employment in civilian industry* Ths fourth factor it fully
concurred with* A study conducted in BuPers analysed ths flow of personnel
4
from Hay 31, 1948, through June 1, 1949* It was determined that the
average person was transferred to a new duty station once every two years*
This means that one-half of ths Navy's manpower was in transit at some
tims during the course of each year* This flow involved only ths permanent
transfers* The temporary flow to schools, hospitals, etc*, would add
materially to the numbers involved* This flow of personnel cannot bo
avoided, due to the rigors of military duty and fluctuating requirements,
but it can be reduced* In addition to this, It can be more equally
balanced between the basic teams and ths 3?avy»a personnel*
Each criterion of distribution must be multidimensional In
oharaoter, due to the many interrelated faotors which are involved* The
principal faotors must be considered as a foundation for the dateRuination
of the criteria* The faotors can bs grouped under three categories*
3 7,oc * g* ft *
* Ibid., p. T3.
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(1) the requirements of the basic teams, (2) the requirement • of the
individuals involved, and (3) administrative requirements* Tt must be
remembered that the faotors whioh make up these three fundamental
requirements are interrelated and may at tines work at croes-Airnoses.
They are also oomplloeted by fluctuating oomadtments and a fluctuating
manpower supply* The distribution system must provide for a logioal
balance as far as possible for the most effective results*
The Requirements of the Baslo Teams
The first consideration as to what a distribution system must
provide should be given to the fundamental requirements of the baslo
teams* It is through these teams and their oo-ordlnated effort that the
Vary is enabled to accomplish its mission* Tt is, therefore, of para*
mount importance that they function effectively* Tt Is the individuals,
who are members of the teams, with their skills and abilities that give
the baslo teams their strength* Everything else, such as equipment,
supplies, etc, are auxiliary* The distribution system must provide the
necessary manpower* This manpower must be effective, and it must be
provided in the most effeolent manner* A ship manned by a crew of
quartermasters would not be effective* A distribution system which keeps
a large part of the Navy* a manpower In a non-productive status is not
effeolent* This Includes unnecessary transfers, long periods of time
in-transit between duty stations, aooumulatl ons of manpower in receiving
stations awaiting orders or transportation, and people In jobs below the
level of their skill*
The first need of a basic team is a qualified man for eaoh billet
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whether it be a chief electrician' e Rate to cupervise the maintenance
of the ship's electric plant or a teaman apprentice for a general billet
in the deck foroe* Every billet requires a standard Wavy product, *
nan trained in the flavy's method • and equipment* The more important
the billet, the more experienced and trained a product id 11 be required*
The more teohnioal the billet, the more specialised the skill which will
be required* At present it is the complement or allowance established
by BuPere which it used to determine the needs* In the future. It is
anticipated that billet spec! flcations will become of increasing impor*
tance* The Idea of pre»oommissloning centers has a situation advantage
in creating new crews because of the added plaeement aids aval labia
at such an activity* These are interview, personal observation, and
additional testing por special abilities* With these aids, more
accurate placement can be attempted* The future may bring more detailed
classifications, which would serve as aids to the normal distribution
aeti vlties for greater aoouracy* On the basis of determined needs,
the distribution system selects the required personnel* The nucleus
will come from teams already in operation, by transfer of those persona
with the desired classification from those teams which can most afford
the loss* The method used may be (1) the uee of waiting lists of volunteer*
for new construction, (2) selection by name from oertaln operating teams,
or (5) merely by requiring oertaln teams to provide so many men trained
and qualified in specified classifications* Whatever method used the
persons should come from those ships which can afford the loss* Further*
more, the rate of withdrawal from mny one baslo tern must be slow;
otherwise, the team's effectiveness will be materially reduced* This
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reauiroa planning, co-ordination, and accurate reoords on tha part of
tha distribution hierarchy* A portion of tha team will come from trainad
»an who are aval labia for aasi rrcaent, such ae advanced school graduates,
man available on sea-shore rotation, or through reassignment e aftar
leave, ate. Tha balanoa will ba filled by recruit a from tha training
oantart*
Tha next problem for a new basic team it Integration* Thia it
accomplished by organ! tati on and team training* After the shake-down
period, which it usually conducted by the fleet* t training command or
an aviation training activity, the baaio team it ready to become an aotive
unit of the fleet*
The second need of the baslo team is permanency of personnel* Tf
the team is continually being broken apart, no amount of training will
ever bring it up to Navy standards of performance* Attrition of tha
team's membership must be accepted, but adequate controls must ba
provided in order to insure that losses are gradual* A slow influx of
new personnel is beneficial* Tha primary peacetime causa of attrition is
the loss to the service due to the failure of many men to reenlist. "ron
the close of World ?ar II to the approach of the present emergency, eueh
losses wore heavy* The losa occurred mainly in the lower pay grades and
in occupational fields where there was a civilian demand* The teams
with high morale and desirable ideographic locations lost fewer men than
the leas fortunate teams* The result was a continual unbalance of teams*
Where the training program could not keep up with losses, outside help
had to ba provided by cannibal! sing tha remaining teams* This had an adverse
effect on the more suooessful teams as they had to provide men with tha
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neoeee&ry skills and abilities. The distribution* eyetera must plaoe what
persons it has available for assignments at carefully at possible* Pa*
movaIs from operating bacic teams must hare the minimum adverse effeot*
In times of emergency, enlistments are autom&tloally extended so there
is no problem in this regard* Other faotors become of greater signifi-
canoe during tines of emergency due to expansion* Crews must be provided
for many new teems* normal rotation of duty will offset permanency of
personnel, but this is necessary* It Is undesirable for men to »btt%
their entire careen on one ship or even at sea from the standpoint of
training and morale* This distribution system must provide for change
either to other basic teams at sea or to shore duty if the person so
desires after a reasonable period of service on any one team* oplacement,
If required, should be available through the process of rotating others*
Flotation poses lets of a problem than losses due to separations from the
service* A skill rotated it replaceable from other sources in the
rotation cycle* A skill lost to the service is replaceable only by a new
recruit} obviously, in that ease, the scales are unbalanced* The training
program must bring the scales back into balance by a chain reaction* The
skill leaving the service must be replaced by one on the next lower level
of the training hierarchy, and so on until the new recruit fills the
bottom position vacated due to everyone moving up one space* Losses to
schools are temporary, with a greater future gain* If the school quota it
non-returnable, the basic team may lose the service of parti oular in*
dividual* permanently, but there is an over-all Savy gain* The distribution
system must insure that a gain is realised by proper placement of the
skill where it can be most efficiently utilised*
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The Important factors in permanency of personnel are at follow*
t
1* Withdrawal should occur from teams which can 'boat afford the
lose*
2* Withdrawal fr'wt any one team thould b« gradual and wall planned*
3* Withdrawals should result in an over-all rain *© the sendee*
whether it he in effectiveness of teens or increased morale*
4. Replacement of withdrawals, if requi rod, should be from normal
rotation If possible*
The third requirement is that vreiy tee© should receive its share
of those persons available for assignment* T^qual performance cannot be
expected if the teams do not receive equal treatment* The causes ©f
unequal treatment are pressure at some level of the distribution hierarchy,
the lack of advanced planning on forseeable requirements, and failure to
provide for possible unexpected eventualities*
The fourth requirement is that relief be present in many case*
where key enlisted personnel are withdrawn from the team* As example
of this would be the case of a ship with one master eleetHolan <xa board*
Tf he is withdrawn for another commitment, it is mandatory that a relief
with similar qualifications be on board before he departs* Tf not, a
dangerous situation can exist* Tf an executive officer Is not qualified
to commend, the commanding officer certainly would not be withdrawn
without his relief being on board* A similar situation exists in the
ease of key enlisted personnel* The distribution system must provide for
this* This requirement has further Implications, beliefs of specific
qualifications and numerical reliefs must be available for placement in
the tear expeditiously, to maintain the team at maximum effectiveness*
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This can be accomplished in peacetime only by careful planning and
removal at propitious times, such as when ships or aircraft are in port
or at bases in the continental U*s«a* Otherwise transportation
facilities Bust be used* This results in delays and lost man-hours of
performance, but at times it i s necessary* Tn times of aatl onal emergency,
If sufficient reserve manpower )s available, there is an advantage la
establishing pools of this reserve manpower at strategic geographical
locations to replace unexpected loss* • Incident to war* The distribution
system must maintain these pools at levels consistent with the possible
requirements of the basis teams operating in the respective areas*
The fifth requirement is the withdrawal of the right persons from
the basio teams when withdrawals are necessary* All too many commanding
officers have the idea that if someone must be transferred, it should
be the least valuable member of the team* This is human nature, but it
results in a permanent corps of persons who are continually on the move*
Wherever they go, they are the first to be eligible for transfer* Their
morals and their training are the price* This is the result of the
issuance of orders on a "so many of a oertain quail float! onw basis* The
odd part of the situation is that these people sometimes receive faster
promotions than the more permanent, better qualified persons* The
author has personally known of oases where very poorly qualified men have
actually been promoted in order to have the necessary quail floatIons on
paper to meet a withdrawal quota* The result Is that ths man did not
meet the qualifications for the need for which he was transferred, ths
Havy as a whole lost, and there was a loss la morale In the permanent




The sixth requirement is the need for advance notice of plant
insofar as they affect the members of the basic teams* If it is known
that a certain member of a basic team is going to be withdraw* In the
near future* immediate steps oan be taken to compensate for the loss,
and a replacement may be made available without loss of time* By the
time the person actually leaves, the basic teem will be able to operate
without his service* in a better manner than if less notice had been
received* This is a natter of planning and eo-ordination on all levels
of the distribution hierarchy*
The seventh requirement is one which affects all teems alike*
This is the holding to a minimum of the numbers transferred and the
period of time persons are in transit resulting in lost man-hours of
performance* Permanency of personnel will reduce the flew by reducing
the frequency of movement* Straight line transfers will reduce the time
any one person is in transit to a new duty station* ?n other words each
person to be transferred should remain productive in his present billet
until his new duty station is spool floally determined* Re should then
be transferred directly to his new duty station without delays in pools
awaiting assignment* The transportation time also should be considered
in making the new assignment* All other things being equal* it would
not be practical to transfer a person from 9ew York to meet a need la
Pearl Harbor when a person of proper qualification is available in San
Francisco* Better yet, It may be possible to find the right person in
Pearl Harbor* This suggests the advantage of the placement activity
having wide geographic coverage* Transportation time oan be reduced.

especially where basic tenia* are widely dispersed. There i« alto an
advantage in having widely dispersed pool* at times when reserve man-
power ere available* The strai rht line transfer and the reduced travel
tine do not reduce the frequency of movement, but the period of non-
productiveno as and cost to the government are materially reduced*
The temporary non-productiveness of those persons in schools or
undergoing recruit training is e temporary sacrifice for greater future
benefits* The limitations on the numbers of persons in schools are
imposed by school facilities and the operating requirements of the basio
teams* The distribution system must provide for expeditious movement of
trainees in order that this period of non-productiveness is reduced to
a rinimum*
Another factor in the non-productiveness of personnel results
from placing the man in the wrong team* ?f the team does not have a
vacancy where the man's skills and abilities can be used, he will be
assigned to whatever duties the teams may need or to unnecessary tasks*
Tn the oase of a skilled man, the duties assigned may be completely
foreign to him or below his level of skill* The former results in lost
performance and possible frustration* The latter results in lost
potential and lost morale* Tn an organisation the site of the tfevy,
there are vacant billets Mch can efficiently utilise all available
skills f at least a very high positive transfer of training is possible*
Tn other words, the new job will require qualifications besloally
similar to the man's qualifications* The greater the number of basic
teens under a given placement offloer the greater the possibility of
finding the correct billet for eaoh amn* Thus for efficient placement
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wide coverage is necessary* If the placement coverage 5 a mmll, ths
higher level distribution activities must be more specific in their
distribution, so that all skills may be efficiently utilised* The more
specific the distribution, the oloaer the placement it become e and the
greater the reason for eliminating a subordinate placement aotirlty and
permitting, the distribution activity next above in the hierarchy to
perform actual placement*
These are the fundamental requirements of the basic teams* They
oan be summarised as follows
t
1* The rt.rht person for eaoh billet*
2* Permanency of personnel*
8* A fair share of are* lable personnel for eaoh team*
4* Expeditious provision of reliefs*
5* Reduction of the corps of permanent transients*
6* Advance notice of transfers where possible*
7* Reduction in the quantity of non*produoti vo personnel*
Requirements of the Individuals
All too often the human element is overlooked in a big organisation!
when looking for an easy solution to a personnel problem. It is all too
easy to say that "the needs of the service must oome first*" High morale
la necessary for effectiveness In any baslo team* The development of
morale Is a requirement for every naval activity* Human beings oan take
a great deal without loss of morals when they can see a reason* A person
who is bounced from pillar to post by a distribution system is likely to
be unhappy to say the least* and with good reason* If persons mue:: be
transferred, it should be done expeditiously* after a naxtaum of advance
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notice. The feelings and desires of the individual should be considered
in establl thing the criteria for the distribution system*
The first requirement it that eaoh man be placed in a billet where
he can ute hit ski lit and abilities* Efficient placement will mean
tuooeot on the job to him* If the duties of hit billet are too difficult
for him, he usually fails. If he cannot ute hit skills and abilities,
he feels that he is wasting his time* If he it placed in a billet Inferior
to hit level of advancement, hit pride suffers and hit morale declines*
The second requirement Is the psychological rejuvenation of en*
vironmental change* After a certain period of service in any one batlo
team, the majority of persons In Navy life desire a change* Tnterette
begin to shift to finding ways and meant of obtaining a ohanre of duty,
and productivity begins to decline* At this point, conditions permitting,
the person should be moved* He should be moved to the new duty he desires
at nearly at thlt oan be done* The return of interests to the job will
increase productivity* Eaoh man should receive his share of ri porous and
easy duty* Thlt requires that the distribution system maintain a sea*»
shore rotation program fair to all and provide administrative means to
permit transfers between basic teams at sea after a reasonable period of
serrloe in any one team or in special circumstances* The only Involuntary
part of a normal rotation program is the return to sea after a tour of
shore duty* Some people prefer to remain ashore indefinitely* Some
prefer to remain at sea* These people should be permitted to do so,
as there is always a shortage of shore billets for those who deserve
them*
The third requirement is the provision of fair selection methods
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for new activities and teams* "may comraanding officers are reluctant to
permit their best men to volunteer for new duty, such at new construction,
and when called upon to provide a man of specified qualifications, they
designate one of the least valuable members of the crew* Tf the duty
for whioh seleotlon has been made is undesirable, nobody* s morale is
affected except the unfortunate one who Is chosen, and there are many
of them. Xf the duty is highly desirable or has greater possibilities,
those who are not selected, who know they are better qualified, are,
resentful. The over-all result of transfers for both types of duty it
lost morale* Both teams suffer since the person transferred does not
meet the need for which the transfer was t>r6m& in the first place*
"frame transfers" in the oase of petty officers and at least "length of
service" requirements in the case of the lower pay grades should be
used* These would provide equal opportunity to all and standardise the
methods used* This is definitely a problem on the placement level*
Proper withdrawal it at Important at proper placement* Both have an
important effeot on the team involved* At certain times withdrawal of
key people will impose a problem, but if adequate notice of intentions
it given, the commending offleer can submit reasons as to why it is not
a propitious time for withdrawal of a certain man* Tf the disadvantages
outweigh the advantages of the transfer, the order can be modified*
Modification of orders should be an infrequent procedure, however* Some
oommandlng offi cert alwayt give the most deserving person the chance,
but the numbers of these commanding officers are all too few* The person
who has been on board the longest and who hat the required quail float! on
t
should be the one transferred in the majority of oases* This is a safe
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thumb rule for the placement officer*
The fourth requirement it advance notice* Every man like* to make
preparationt for a transfer* The unmarried man required lets time than
the man with a family, advance notice it espec .'ally important where
familiec muat be raowtd* Tnlitted men are like anyone else, they do no*
like to be pulled out on a Foment' • notice and set down far away* If a
man oanmot arrange for the reeving of hit family, he becomes bitter and
it not at productive at hit new duty ttatlon at he could hare been If
eontlderati on had been given to hit personal problems* Anyone who hat
been in the armed forces who has been given one day to be on M s -way and
who must tell his wife that she will have to attend to the moving herself,
can attest to this* If the man was not blttar before, he toon will b«
after the family arrivet at the new duty station* Things ar« accepted
during a time of national emergency which are not palatable during peace*
In war, families utually remain stationary, and the quick movement of sum
it accepted at part of the urgency of the timet* In most eas«s, advance
notice it possible* with proper planning and co-ordination, and it should
be used*
The fifth requi remont is the desire for permanency* 'ertont like
thence but not too frequently* Neither the morale nor the productivity
of the permnent corps of transients will ever be M£w fhen a person
^oint the team, he wantt to feel that he it a part of it* ft he knows
that he It just pasting through, hit internet level will remain low,
and hit productivity will I e low*
The sixth requirement Is a minimum time in transit* when the
time comet for transfer, the person wants to know exactly where he i t
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going and arrangements should be made for him to proceed to the new
team «.« expeditiously At possible* Longer periods of travel will be
aooepted by the person, If he i* going to o locality of hit choice.
Leave while in transit || Important for married men, at it permute time
to move the family and to find living accomodations in the new locality
before reporting for duty. Unmarried persons should be granted their
leave before transfer unless a saving in time lott in production can be
realised by poraltting leave while in transit* Tf leave is permitted
during transit, it should be for a standard period if time* This will
allov the receiving command to estimate the time of arrival for duty*
The seventh requi rement is that a promotion in rating should be
aocacapanied by a promotion 5n petition* Tf a vacancy does not exist,
one should, be created for the person, or he should be transferred to a
teem which does have a neoA for Ms scrvioee and can give him the position
called for by his new rating, which it important for morale. 'Many hold
the belief that when a person it pro- oted to chief petty officer, he
should be transferred to a new basic team* This permits him to divorce
himself from hit previous position as "one of the boys'* and have a good
start in his new responsibilities* Another case exists where a oerson
has been demoted for disciplinary or administrative reasons* Transfer
facilitates a fresh start*
The eighth re<|ui rarrent is provision for mean 9 of rectifying
herdehipe* -here a difficult situation can be recti fled only by the
terri corner.* t presence, tfic person should bo transferred to the naval
activity closest his home until his emergency is solved* tf the
condition oatmot be rectified In a reatonable amount of time, then he
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should be granted am administrative discharge* Transfer or d! soharge
should b« resorted to only if emergency leave id 11 not suffice*
Bttaanltarian reasons for transfer do exist and thoulr' be provided for*
Cons! deration in time of trouble means higher morale in the future*
In addition to those basic requirements of a distribution system*
the general improvement la efficiency which it promoted by good pers<wmel
administration on the part if the basic teams and higher echelons meant
much to good morale* Good morale means a higher reenlistment rate and
greater productivity In the service. A high reenlistment rate means
greater permanency of personnel* The distribution system must include
all conditions necessary for good morale where possible. The human
requirements eaa be summarised as fellows*
1* Placement in a billet which the perscti is suited for*
2* Normal rotation of duty*
3* Fairness in selection for transfer*
4* Advance notice of transfer*
5* Permanency of personnel*
6* Seduced time in transit, direet transfer*, and provision for
families*
7* Promotion in position at well at in rating*
• Provision for humanitarian transfers*
Administrative Keouirementt
The solution of the distribution problem lies in the administra-
tive meant used to meet the fundamental requirements previously discussed
la a dynamic Navy world of changing strength and structure. The funda-
mental requirements of the basic teams and their individual members remain
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fairly constant, and they must be satisfied* Tha dynamic Navy world of
personnel expansion, technological advance, and numerical decline
oanplloatea tha meeting of tha fundamental requirements, but it it a
result of ©hanging national poliolea and progress and must be accepted*
Tha purpoes of distribution is to meet tha Navy»s manpower requirements*
Thesa requirements must be forecast and a plan of action established*
To plaoe tha plan into effect an organisation is required, which must
make a oo-ordlnated effort for success* Command or authority must give
directive force to the action, and control will be required to insure
results* These are the elements of administration according to Henri
Fayol* "He defines administration as *to plan, organise, oomnand, oo*
I
ordinate, and control ••*
Planning is necessary to determine a course of action* In the
distribution of personnel, two basic phases of planning exist* virst,
the present and future personnel needs of the currently active basic
teams must be known* This is determined by accurate personnel accounting,
knowledge of prospective advancement in skills and personnel losses, and
future operations of each basic team* Second, information must be
available on the future expansion of basic teems, their number, type,
composition, location, and intended employment* This also applies to
chan as in structure or dissolution of existing basic teams* on the
basis of these forecasts, the numbers and qualifications of the lndi*»
vi duals required must be determined, A plan of action must provide the
As quoted from the works of Henri Fayol by L* Urwiok. "The
Functions of A dm! ni stration," Paper on the golonoc of A dministrati on ,
ed* by Luther Gulick and L* Urwiek, "IjSmw Yorki Institute of Public
Administration, 1937), p* 119*
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procurement, development, and distribution methods to be used to product*
result*, at least a* closely as limitations imposed upon the Sfavy mill
permit* This plan of action must be constructed, howevor, within the
framework of the fundamental requirements of the basic teams and the
individuals* Distribution planning is not original planning as it is
based upon and facilitates the execution of plans developed by the top
levy command by providing the necessary manpower to carry cut these top
level plans* If a field organisation is to exist in the distribution
process, then each subordinate distribution activity will have to develop
looal plans in order to determine its course of action within the over*
ell plan for distribution* This means oo-ordinated planning on all levels*
To be able to plan, each subordinate activity In the field must be kept
informed as to what is expeoted of it, the problems which it will have
to solve looal ly, and over-all future plans*
The organisation which is to execute the distribution plan must
be co-ordinated in order to accomplish the common end* L* TJrwick speaks
of suoh oo-ordination as "Where organisation is concerned with quan-
tities and numbers and the setting up of a structure to facilitate
their unified working, co-ordination is concerned with securing that
working from day to day and hour to hours it involves constant attention
to the machine in action to secure that harmony and balance are
6
preserved in operation as well as in design and structure*" If all
phases of distribution were conducted by fluPers, and no field organisation
6 L. unriok. "Orsanl «.<*<*> .« a T.dmlo.1 rotl..." P.p.,. cm
The Science of j dmini strati on, ed* by Uithor Gullok and L* flrwiok,
"
TKew York i Institute of ublio Administration, 1937), p* 77*

existed, only co-ordination between EuPers and the top line authority
would be neoeesary In the distribution process* Due to geographic
spread, magnitude of the problem, need of local contact, and other
administrative advantages of decentralisation, a field organisation la
oontidarad necessary. L* Urwlok outlined aome of the advantage of
departmentalisation on the baaia of geographic areas In government*
"Decentralisation of geographic dlvlaiona strengthens these
tendencies [co-ordination with local requirements}, and serves*
moreover, to reduce travel costs, short circuit adjustment
problems, cut red tape, and speed up all joint activities and
administrative decisions* Tt increases not only the awareness of
the officials to local needs and to the interrelation of service
and planning problems, but develops a new sensitivity to the
recess of democratic control through Intimate association of
the officials with the people served *"7
As the government serves the people, the distribution organisation
serves the basic teams* / 1 the beginning of World Tar II, liuPere
found it necessary to decentralise enlisted distribution to the fleet
levels* i\s the war progressed, placement was further decentralized to
the type and area eorjaand levels* with the Kavy*e manpower growing by
leaps and bounds to a strength of about three million nen and women,
centralized distribution and placement broke down* and a field
organisation was the only alternative* An important criterion to be
noted here is that the peaoetlme organisation should have the same baslo
structure as the wartime organisation in order that the transition may
be smooth and efficient* Another reason for dispersion of distribution
activities is the vulnerability of one center to enemy damage* Tho
organization should be so co-ordinated that any one activity eould take
7
L* tJrwlok, "The Theory of ftrganl Ration," <£• eit *, p. SO*

over the function* of any other in case of destruction. This also maJoss
standard methods a necessity.
The next organisation question it whether the field organisation
should be part of a common auxiliary agency or a staff occtponent of the
line hierarchy* This problem is a debatable issue* Large Amerioan
industries have found it desirable to have personnel agencies which are
below the central personnel office subordinate to the particular division
or branch manager they serve* "Usually such [personnel} agencies are
directly responsible to the Ifne executives whom they serve, and
8
functionally responsible to the central staff office*" The question
as to which method is better is as yet unsolved in the 0« s* Civil
Service* The big advantage of having a common auxiliary agency for
personnel distribution in the Kavy is co-ordination and more positive
control by LuPers over distribution* During the last war problems arose
due to the fact that BuPers did not have the necessary control over
10
distribution to enable carrying out of its policies* This was rectified
it by bringing the field organisation into oloser co-crdination
with EuPers, but the primary responsibility to the line hierarchy remained*
The advantages in having the distribution agencies as staff to the line
on the various levels is to Insure responsiveness to their needs and to
I
Paul Is Eolden, Lounsbury fi* Fish, and Hubert L* Smith, Top-
^'ana^enent Organisation and Control ( Stanford TJniversity t Stanford
University Press, 1241), pp* 4G-41*
9
William Se Mesner and others. Public Personnel ' dnlnl strati on,
3rd ed* (Sew Yorki Harper & Brothers, 1960), p* 683*
Bureau of Kaval Personnel, United states Kaval Administration
in ? orld ar II, First Draft narrative Prepared under the General
Supervision olTthe Dlreotor of Kaval History (unpublished), p* 39*
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prevent the auxiliary ageney from thinking only of its own problems* If
one had capable officer* with considerable floet experience in the
auxiliary agenoy and close 15 a! son with the lino authorities, th5s primary
objection would bo less weightyj a common auxiliary distribution agency
centered in Supers could be founded, and yet normal personnel adrrdnistra*
tion need not be ressowd fro the line* This is a question which will
require future study* Whichever organisation structure is used, the
important requisites are a co-ordinated effort throughout the senrlce,
standard policies and procedures, and a raxiwnm responsiveness to needs
of the line* A related problem Is presented by tho faot thr.t the
operatng hierarchy is geographically organised as is th© administrative
hierarchy, with the exception of the type commands* These are organised
primarily on a clientile basis, destroyers, cruisers, air forces, etc*
A question arises whether cr not the assignment of placement responsibility
on a level so organized produces the greatest efficiency in distribution*
This must be considered further after the results of the present method
used in the Kavy are properly analysed in a later chapter*
Another phase of the organisation problen is the eanraunicati ons
and paper work involved in achieving ©o-ordinati on of the distribution
activities* Haturally the fewer activities involve 4 in distribution the
smaller will be the paper problem* Tho magnitude of the ooGiaunioations
and mail problem in the Navy is tremendous* Anything whioh will reduce
papor work will help the entire !Javy*s administration* Paper work means
delays and red tape* The greater the number of administrative offices
whioh mast clear action before it can take place, the creator will le
the time interval before need a are met* The requi -rcent in this respect
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Is the reduction of oortaunications end paper work, or the fewer the
distribution activities the better*
In order to accomplish its mission, the distribution authority
or command must have prestige* In military circles this means rank*
After the distribution of personnel was decentralised early In World
War IT, Bu?ers found it increasingly difficult to control the execution
of its policies* This problem was rectified in the Pacific by transferring
the distribution of personnel from a lower hierarchical Pacific command
to the Commander* Western Sea Frontier and elevating this office to Deputy
Comicander-ln- hlef, United states Fleet and Deputy Chief of Haval
Operations* Kith the greater prestige, this offloor took control and
insured the accomplishment of personnel distribution in aooordanoe with
11
BuPers policies* Effectiveness in distribution demands authority*
Command must exist to Insure control*
Control. In a sense, is the consequence of command • Any plan of
action requires constant checking to insure results* For this discussion
the function of control is extended to the day by day operations of
managing personnel distribution, the filling of the needs In aooordanoe
with the plan and insuring results* The fundamental requirement of
control is efficient personnel accounting and methodology* Pesulte are
built on the external and internal systems used* The needs must be
known, the priorities of action determined, orders Issued, and a follow*
up procedure established to insure compliance* The control systems must
be oonolse, fast, responsive, and demonstrative* In order to have co-
ordination throughout the organisation, the control systems must be
11 Ibid*, ??• S&-41*

standardised in order to be interchangeable • This would porridt one
activity to take over the function of another in oaee of emergency or
destruction*
Thus it oan be teen that the solution to the distribution of
enlisted personnel lies In the administrative means used* The fundamental
requirements and the changing situations must be met* The fundamental
administrative requirements oan be summarised as follows
t
1* co-ordinated planning throughout the entire distribution system*
2* Co-ordinated aotion in the distribution organisation* Standard
policies and procedures for the field organisation to operate by*
3. A oommon organisational structure in peace and war*
4* Responsiveness to the needs of the line organisation*
•• A minimum of oommunioatlons and paper work*
6* Command or the necessary authority to pursue a plan of aotion
and insure results*
7* An effective and standard external and Internal means of control*
The criteria
—ia—— i ijipn in!* !« .win
The most efficient distribution system is one which will meet the
maximum number of the fundamental requirements the majority of the time*
Eo system oan be perfect, with the limitations which exist, however, an
attempt must be made to approach perfection as closely as possible* Tn
order to accomplish this, planning Is essential* The ability to plan
Is based upon how muoh Information is available on what is going to happen*
Tn order to effect a plan of aotion all activities oonoerned with dis-
tribution must make a co-ordinated effort, and controls are neoessary to

Insure that this effort brings the desired results*
First, planning must be possible on all levels of the distri-
bution hierarchy* The central personnel agency (BuPers) oust determine
an overfall distribution plan based on the top Navy line command"
a
structural, operating, and strength plans* In co-ord f uatl on with the
oversell plan and with eaoh other, the subordinate distribution agenolee
Blast adopt local plans which will serve the basic teams within their
respective jurisdictions* ithout sane plan for future distribution,
action becomes a day to -*ay solution, and many violations of fundamental
requirements will occur* "«oh echelon must know the plans of the next
higher level which concern It so that the means oan be determined to
carry out their responsibilities in an efficient manner* The farther
that plans oan be projected into the future, the better the plan oan be
adjusted to the fundamental requirements* The fewer field echelons
there are the easier plans oan be co-ordinated • This is due to the fact
there are less people involved in the process* This will be discussed
again later in this section under organisation* A oo-ord inated plan of
action projected well into the future will permit the following!
1* Accurate distribution and placement with a maximum of
iw wi^iiiiw iTii*iiniiiriiiir>»-mi*ri—r- r r - -n— - r *
—
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permanency * In other words, to plaoe eaeh man correctly the first time,
future needs must be known* If unexpected needs are continually cropping
up, a constant shuffling of personnel will result* This means less
permanency of personnel* If the happenings of the future are known, people
oan be so placed that future needs will be provided for* An example of
this would be a case where a given man is made available* The type commander
would assign him to a team with a known need* Then a week later the
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fleet oamander give 5 the type commander a personnel quota tc provide
for a new ship being reactivated with one of the requirements being the
qualifications of the »an just assigned* This nan or another man would
have to be transferred again to the new ship* Suppose the need of this
new ship had been known In advance* Then the new man could have been
assigned to the new ship In the first place* Instead of two transfers
there would have been only one* This one would have been made anyway*
Multiply this one case by the many which could occur dally and the need
for advance plane becomes obvious* liven If the need does not exist at
the moment, accurate distribution and placement means pr^p9t balance in
the future, as future needs are anticipated In the assignment of persons
currently available* The accuracy of Initial placement, the permanency
of personnel, and the smooth anticipation of future needs depend on oo*»
ordlasted planning*
2* Orderly withdrawals * long range plans by the higjbwr echelon*
should permit advance notice to the lower echelons, and ultimately to
the basic teams and to the individuals* ' ithout this advance notice all
down the line, spur of the moment orders must be issued with the resulting
mistakes and damage to basic teams and morale* With advance notice many
future eommi tnents can be handled by careful use of available personnel!
and If withdrawals from the basic teams are required, the basic teams can
be alerted well In advance* This permits meeting the fundamental retire-
ments of the basic teams and the individuals at previously discussed*
3* Propitious replacement * ??hen withdrawals have been planned
well In advance, reliefs, if required, can b« on their way to arrive prior
to the departure of the withdrawn person* This not only applies to

planned withdrawals of the type ooxmnander but also to anticipated losses
duo to orders from higher commands for individuals by nacam and aspiration
of anil stment • Poole strategically located or wide geographic coverage
by the placement officer would permit adequate and timely relief for
unexpected losses*
*• Goaponsation for unavailable Input » It is a great advantage
for a distribution or placement activity to know about what It can expect
In the way of peraennel for dittributton to Its subordinate commands or
for assignment to its teame and the quail ficati ont of eaeh of these men
to be received* *aany officers will aay this it impossible, but the writer
firmly believee that it it possible. Granted that it cannot be dona with*
out long range planning and tome of the people will not be available at
planned due to sickness or tome other unexpected cause, but even a ray
of light It better than complete darkness when trying to find onet way
In the distribution -ate* National preparedness will have to become
ttabiliced before extrem long range planning can be attempted, but it
it a goal to strive for* gven knowing a month in advance what supply
of pertonnel can be expected would certainly ease the planning problem
for each officer involved in dittri but! on and placement* By knowing
what to expect, training plans can be drawn up to compensate for the
deficiencies, and the flow of personnel can be directed to the oorreot
place at the oorreot time* This Involves timing and exaaplee will ba
given in the next chapter at to itt tlgnlfloance*
ftaoond, the carrying out of co-ordinated plans requires a
co-ordinated organisation* The work suet be divided, but each separate
distribution aotivity must strive for a common goal* The organisation
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can only achieve maximum effectiveness if the following conditions ere
satisfied t
1* Geographic unity * In order to meet the needs with a r»ximum
of selectivity, e maximum coverage of manpower supply* a minimum of travel
time and red tape* one distribution activity should co-ordinate all
subordinate distribution activities on the basis of a given geographieal
area of naval operat ons* One plaoement activity should »9rvm all
basic teams in a given geographioal area of operations* This prevents
over-lapping of functions and unnecessary transportation* Tt permits one
pool in a given area, one transportation liaison* unity of command* and
allows standard treatment for all* It also facilitates liaison with the
operating oommander who is in a position to know his operating needs*
If he and his teams can deal with one distribution activity rather than
ten* the problem is simplified*
2* A minimum number of distribution activities* The greater the
———p—»
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number of steps which oust be taken from the original availability assign-
ment to placement* the greater the delay and the greater the loss of
productivity* For example* if there are five steps or echelons to place-
ment and the delay at each step is two days* the lost man-days per man is
ten days* If the steps could be reduced to two and still be done
effectively* the saving would be six man-days per man* If a million men
are moved in a year* this means an added productive force of about 16*440
men per year* enough to man sixteen cruisers. It may be said that if a
man is actually on a job* he Is productive until the day he leaves no
matter how long the administrative action to place him in his now job
takes* The majority of men will let down materially once they know they

•ire to be transferred, those who ere uniting orders in schools, receiving
stations, and training centers are not productive* The reduction of
travel tine con only be aooomplished by Judicious assignment* To select
a person from the closest point of the need, requires knowledge and the
power to order those available all over the geographic area* Fewer
distribution activities mean less ooaaunications and less paper work.
Fewer "fingers in the soup** neens greater co-ordination and oo-operation*
3 * H*gh authority* In order to relieve the distribution system
from pressures from many sources, high prestige and authority are
necessary* The more Junior the officer in charge of any distribution
activity, the greater will be the pressures which will claim special
privileges and thus affect his efficiency and fairness* This requirement
may be satisfied by fewer activities* The last stage, or the placement
level, must be sufficiently high in the Kavy's hierarchy to have a senior
ranking personnel officer who can resist unwarranted pressures* High
authority and Its necessary counterpart, fewer distribution activities
will permit greater functional co-ordination* Reference is made to the
example of elevating distribution prestige to Commander, Western Sea
12
frontier during World War IT to achieve Just this objective*
4* Maximum responsiveness to line needs* itadmum responsiveness
places a limitation upon centralisation* It is an advantage in many
respects to have the field distribution activities near the line* With
the distribution activities subordinate to the line at eaoh hierarchical
level, maximum responsiveness Is attained, however, eertaln losses in
See page 98*

functional oo~ordinatl on develop due to line Jealousies of their pre*
rogetlves and the complete subordinate on of the field personnel offloor
to the will of hit line commander who amy overlook technical need* in
faoo of immediate operating desirabilities* If the subordination must
oocur, steps should be taken to secure aaxisami oo-ordinut 5 on on the
technical level and among all distribution activities under the iVanctional
supervision of the central distribution agency* Auxiliary agencies which
beoafte too specialised and too far removed from reality tend to concern
themselves with their profession and forget their reason for existence*
The distribution function exists to serve the line, but their ability
to function with oo-ordlnated efficienoy oust be safeguarded*
6* Over-all interest * The Kavy mu&t function as a common team*
The goals of distribution must be the over-all good and not group interests*
Clientele organisations have their purpose, but it is open to question
if they have a proper place in the field of personnel distribution* In
such an intraservioe program as the flow of personnel, controls by
clientele organisations only tend to reduce co-ordination, create
pressures, reduce standardisation, and create Jealousies* This does not
mean, however, that airmen should not be assigned to aviation activities
j
this is a matter of full utilisation of skills* It does suggest that
the organisation for controlling the flow of personnel should be based
upon area service rather than clientele service* That the whole team in
a given geographic area is more of a basis for personnel placement than
breaking it down by types of ships*
Third, co-ordination of both plans and action requires an effective
means of control* The basis of control is a personnel accounting system*
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The present system Is composed of the standardised over-ell Navy ayrtem
and the Internal systems of eaoh activity. The accounting system alto
should provide a foundation for planning* The personnel accounting
system must provide the following information!
1* The current atatua of eaoh activity or baalc team*
2* The detailed composition of eaoh basic team with pertinent
Information on eaeh individual, to permit planning*
3* !A»ens of following-up orders to Insure compliance with them*
4* Peady meana of displaying priori tie a of need in order that
distribution and placement can be concise, fnet, and accurate*
6* Means satst exist to reflect every change in status as it
occurs or at least as fast as the basio teams can report*
An adequate control system will produce the following results
t
1* Correct assignments * The priority system, based on plans
for the future, will Insure that eaoh person available for assignment
is assigned to the correct basio team* This team will have greatest
need for the individual's services, and manpower will be most efficiently
utilised* Shuffling of personnel will not be necessary if the priority
system Is based on future needs, and each individual will remain where
originally assigned, thus producing greater permanency of personnel*
2* "^uH use of dlotributlon and plaoement aids * Tf the control
system indieates the correct class! floati on for each nwi, the correct
person will be placed in eaeh vacant billet* An adequate control system
will indicate the specification for eaoh man required* This will
permit proper assignments of those available, and it will establish a
basis for training programs to assist in rectifying future needs*
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3« Correct withdrawals . Witfc detailed Information ava?leble on
the composltSon of the baslo teams and the classifications of each of
the members, di stri but.1 on agencies ©an withdraw those required for other
commitments with accuracy. The right pereon can be withdrawn from the
team whioh can beet afford the loss* A fair withdrawal can be made If
the control system refleets the length of time each man has been on board
the baslo teams*
4* Straight line transfers * An efficient control syster. will
reflect Immediately the specific team whioh requires the services of
any specific person by providing data on the quail float! ons of all avail-
able men and the complement or allowance. Orders then can be dispatched
Immediately assigning each man to a specific team* *>ools, exoer>t to
replace unexpected leases, such as would exist durln- a war, are un-
necessary*
The following ohapter will analyse the present distribution system




ANALYSIS OF THE PRISBKT DISTRIBUTION STSTKM
With the criteria established, it is possible to reach scree
judgment on the adequacy of the present distribution system* The
purpose of this chapter Is to analyse the advantages and disadvantages
of the present system and to attempt to suggest modifications which
id 11 incorporate all of its good points and reduce its failings to a
minimum, if not remove them entirely. Paeh of the major sttbdlvJeions
of the criteria will be considered In tumi planning, organ.' tati on,
and control •
Planning
The advantage in planning which the present decentralised position
of placement occupies is the close proximity of the type and area
eommanders to operations, (at least to local operations) and to the basic
teams* The type eommanders know less about the operations and personnel
problems of their basic teams In the forward areas, but the personnel
problem is reduced as these teams are filled as close to allowance as
possible with men whose enlistments do not expire until the team it
scheduled to return to the u*s*a* When possible, a slight excess of key
personnel Is provided to account for unexpected losses, such as hospital*
1 eat J on. For example, when the writer was personnel officer for
CoaCruDesPao, one extra chief or first class petty officer in each of
the critical ratings was assigned to each division of destroyers because




petty officer) could be provided for each ship* If one became sick the
division commander could order the extra man to the ship whloh suffered
the loss on temporary additional duty until the regular person returned*
This situation has improved since the Korean emergency, and now most
ships have more than one master rating in eaoh of the rating groups whloh
are emitted more than one by the allowance* As the type commander
is located in the home port of his force, his personnel officer oan
have frequent conferences with the officers of the basic teams in the
local area and determine their speeifio needs very carefully* This
assists materially in formulation of placement plans* Local problems
can be known very quickly and at least a temporary rectification of
the problem oan be achieved until a more permanent solution oan be
attained* This advantage of responsiveness to the needs of the basic
teams Is considerably less in time of war, as the baslo teams are not
concentrated In one port, and the type commander* s personnel officer
oan only know of needs by correspondence and through hi s internal
accounting system*
The flow of Information between BuPers and the fleet commanders
is relatively good, due to the small numbers concerned* Telephone,
teletype, end personal correspondence permit a relatively high degree
of coordinated planning between these two levels* These oommands deal
la large numbers of personnel, and details do not directly affect them*
Tt Is the placement level which must face the immediate problem of
personnel movement*
Slnoe the close of ?orld *"*r TI, personnel distribution planning
has been exceedingly difficult* There are three primary causes for this
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difficulty* The first oauso is the laok of a stable government policy
in national preparedness* Rapid expansion has been followed by rapid
deollne with little advance warning to the military servloes as to where
the axe would fall or where the shot in the arm would take plaoe* This
oause is aggravated by the failure of the top line ooci'aand to keep the
distribution central activity, BuPers, informed of anticipated changes*
The problem of laok of information from the top line oonraand to permit
long range planning existed during World War IT, and it did not ease
until about the spring of 1946 when expansion diminished*
A complaint which was often expressed in the Bureau [fuPers]
during the course of the war was that the Pureau was not consulted
soon enough or adequately enough at the planning stage, and that
finished plans were often presented to the Bureau for execution
without sufficient regard for personnel and manpower conditions* A
typical expression of this point of view was contained in a
memorandum addressed to the Assistant Chief of the Bureau on
11 August 1943 by the Director of Enlisted Personnel* Re said,
"It is imperative that Personnel be considered when strategical
plans are being made, rather than when they are being executed, as
is largely the case now* To date in the war the bottleneck has
been material and everyone has gone on the assumption that as soon
as the material is ready, we will have trained personnel ready to
operate it* This has worked out fairly satisfactorily due to the
rate at whioh the material implements of war have been produced, but
it Is apparent that the over-all manpower situation will not permit
us to proceed on this assumption* It has reached the point where
additional commitments of great magnitude oan be undertaken only
with a proportional reduction elsewhere* To date no planning agencies
have, as far as T have been able to observe, aoted on this basis,
and it is for this reason that earlier and authoritative representation
in planning should be had."*
This problem of not knowing of changes until they were ordered executed
arose again after the war during the period of rapid demobilisation*
* Bureau of Haval Personnel, United States Naval Administration In
world ?Jar II. First Draft Narrative Prepared Under the General
Supervision of the Director of Haval History, (Unpublished), op* 36*37*
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subsequent build-up, eoona-y decline, and then the rapid expansion
oaused by the Korean emergency* This is not the fault of the distribu-
tion system; suoh deficiencies must be rectified et the polioy level*
The second oeuee of poor planning it the failure of the central
distribution agency to provide planning information known to BuPers to
the lower distribution levels early enough* Sons advance warning should
be trlven before the order of execution la issued* Changes of great
import are usually distributed to the lower distribution levels too late
to penalt adequate planning* An example of this was an AlHav (a message
to all Navy activities) which was promulgated during the seoond decline
after World War II in 1949* At the time it was promulgated, the writer
was personnel offioer for ComCruDesPao* Only a few days were permitted
in whioh it was neoessery to formulate plans to compensate for the
disoharge of eight percent of the type command's personnel, almost
1,800 men, hundreds of whom were on ships in the forward areas* It would
require from two to four weeks of travel alone to provide the necessary
relief to these ships* The problem was met, but the new problems
oreeted required months to rectify* The basie requirements were violated
right and left, but there was no alternative* Even in this oasa the
fleet commanders had little advance warning* Where possible, the
distribution activities should be provided with advance notice before
the order of execution is promulgated* This would permit at least some
degree of planning* This difficulty could be rectified within the
present system, at least in the majority of oases*
The third eauee of poor planning Is inherent in the present
system itself* There are too many distribution act!titles to permit easy
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co-ordination of planning* The vast number of activities causes many
delays • Information sent to the fleet eonjaandors from BuPers must be
eet into plane, and the requirements of eaoh placement activity deter*
mined before detailed information can be sent on* BuPers must deal with
ovfrr twenty-four separate distribution activities on the next lower
level* In the Pacific, there are over thirteen separate placement
activities* In the Atlantic, there are even more* The difficulties
presented in keeping these numerous and geographically scattered sub-
ordinate activities supplied with detailed information in sufficient time
to permit the formulation of long range local plans are obvious* The
communications and mail problem alone would make co-ordinated planning
nearly impossible*
This sprawling* dispersed distribution system with its formal
and time consuming means of c©muni cation prevents many things from
being accomplished* In many oases it is physically impossible for the
necessary details to filter through to the placement level with
sufficient time remaining for any approach to serious planning* Planning
on the placement level is a matter of hand to mouth existence* It seems
appropriate to illustrate from actual events*
1* The basic teams receive direct orders from both BuPers and
the fleet commanders concerning withdrawals to shore duty* BuPers
controls rotation to continental U*S*A* shore duty* The fleet oonmandert
control rotations to forward area shore duty and fleet shore based
activities in Hawaii *n& the West and East Coast I'.S.A. These programs
are not co-ordinated except that persons are not permitted to be on
waiting list* for both* The burden of providing replacements for
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withdrawals from the fleet falls upon the type commanders • If replace-
mentc are required, the type commanders oust provide them from available
unassigned personnel or from other basic learns. ?he only notice reocived
by the type colander is a copy of the orders to the b&sio team* 3th
administrative delays, this oopy usually is received by the type
oomraander* s personnel officer a matter of days after the basic team
receives the original* The Qriwu are not cleared through the distribu*
tion chain because of the del&ye which would be incurred* An example of
the consequences is the case of a certain destroyer* Turin;; the week
proceeding a major fleet exercise* the destroyer received shore duty
orders for all of their petty officer fireoontrolaen except one third
class* Part of these orders were from BuPera and part from the fleet
commander* The first word the type commander* a personnel officer had of
this was a frantic telephone oall from the ship** executive officer* As
no planning could possibly account for this, and with the particular
rating so critical, no relief was available* Cfcly by a flurry ef radio
messages was it possible to get the execution of the orders delayed
until the completion of the fleet exercise* This could have been
avoided if there had been co-ordinated planning on the part of BuPera
end the fleet con under or if the orders had been sent via the dis-
tribution chain with some leeway as to the date of execution which in
itself is co-ordinated planning* The large number of distribution
activities and the delays which would be encountered under present
conditions preclude this* The basic requirement t violated wore the
factors of slow withdrawals from any one team, withdrawals at propitious
times, and provision of timely relief* The result also inoluded some
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loss of moral* for the men who had orders delayed for a transfer for
which they had waited ease time* If they had not known about the orders
until their return from the fleet exeroise* their morale would not have
been affected. Tf a central clearing house had existed to co-ordinate
the withdrawals* by timely withdrawal* knowledge of operations* and
sufficient coverage to permit early relief* the results would have been
better* As it was* relief was obtained from other baslo teams not in the
type eomnand* however* much delay was encountered because of correspond
denoe delays In the chain of command* Had this all been accomplished la
one central placement office* these problems would not hare existed*
2* When orders are issued to provide personnel for new or
expanding basic teams* they are received on a eo-many-of-a-certaln-
qualification basis* By the time eaeh level develops its plans and the
placement offioer receives his detailed requirements* little time It
available for adequate planning* Often the basic team which can best
afford the loss is at sea and could not have the required people at the
place required on time* so another basic teem must provide them* Later
personnel shuffling may be necessary to balance the move* As a result
of this lack of time* little advance notice is afforded the basic team
affected* Tinder these conditions it is not always possible to select
the most deserving man* If the delays could be removed and greater
ooverage provided for the placement officers* this problem would be
materially reduced* k similar case exists in filling mandatory school
quotas* Because of the delays* it is not always possible for the
placement offioer to select the most suitable candidate* In most oases
he ohooses a person he can have on hi s way in time or he makes a report
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that none are available -which can reach the eohool in tine* This
affects planning on the hlghor levels* Plans are reshuffled and perhaps
eohool quotas go unfilled*
3* It is not feasible for the higher distribution commands to
notify their subordinate activities of future receipts because of the
number of subordinate activities involved* As a result, the first notice
which the type distribution officer receives Is that certain people are
at a certain place and are available for assignment. He ranat then mafee
an immediate assignment on the basis of known needs* These needs are the
ones known at the moment including anticipated losses due to normal
expiration of enlistment. Home placement officers require their basio
teams to submit monthly reports listing those persons whose enlistments
will shortly expire and who intend to reenllst on board* The personnel
accounting system provides the balance of the information* The point to
be emphasised is that the placement officers cannot plan their assign*
ments at propitious times, if they have no advance notice as to who will
be received and little information as to who will be lost* If advance
plans could be made, assignments could be right the first time, and the
new man oould arrive on board at the right time* As it now stands, a
certain person may be assigned to one ship because of current need then
perhaps two days later an unplanned loss occurs whleh creates an even
greater need for a man with the same qualifications en another ship*
This man or another man has to be reassigned to meet the new need* If
the loss oould have been anticipated, the new man could have been assigned
correctly in the first place, and there would have been no shuffling*
Fven knowledge of future availabilities might prevent some shuffling
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because, perhaps, days later a partem of the necessary qualifications
would have boon available, and tha newly created need oould have bean
net by waiting several days and assigning a nan with later aval lability
to cover tha need* Assigning personnel to basic teens which will not
ba In port whan tha man arrives or shortly thereafter results in a
waste of manpower* However, as placement officers do not know what per*
eonnel they will receive In the future, they cannot take the chance of
assigning man currently available to basic teams with low need merely
because they will ba in port when the man arrives and counting on
supplying mora Important needs with later assignments* As a result,
there always are samy man waiting for their ships or aircraft units to
return to a base* Tn some oases waiting is neoeesary, but it can bs
reduced to a minimum by adequate planning* If the distribution chain
were short and planning wall co-ordinated, gains and losses oould ba
planned for and controlled, nan«*ours would be saved and permanency of
personnel increased* Spot reliefs for key personnel oould become a
common practice rather than the exception*
To summarise the evaluation of tha planning phase of tha present
system, its advantages of responsiveness are largely offset by tha
inability of placement officers to know what the higher distribution
authorities have planned for them* Except during stable periods, of
which there have been few, planning on tha placement level is a short
range proposition* Because of the large number of distribution





The present organisational structure oharged with the res?onsib~
llity of controlling the flow of personnel to and fron the fleets is
decentralized. The central distribution aotivity, BuPers, establishes
general policy on the utilisation and distribution of personnel and
controls the flow of manpower between the major subordinate commands*
Only In the ease of sea-shore rotation and epeelal oosodtments does It
Issue orders for men by name. In these oases, orders must bo Issued by
a central agency* The controlling factor for rotation to shore duty Is
the length of time a particular person has Bmrmd oonseoutively at sea*
The controlling factor on orders for special commitments Is the
speolaliaod nature of a particular person* s Qualifications* In other
oases men are withdrawn from the fleets on a so-*aeny-of-c-©ortain
qualification bads* Supers orders personnel to the fleets in numbers
depending upon needs and strives to keep them In balance* Karnes are
given In ordering people to the fleets except In the case of large
groups In the lower pay grades, but this is done for administrative
reasons* The Important factor is their qualifications and their location*
After men are ordered to a particular fleet oammand (made available, to
be exact), it Is assumed that they will be distributed fairly within the
command by the fleet oommander* This responsibility is delegated to the
fleet commanders*
The fleet commando ra perform a similar function within their
respective fleets* They control the flow of personnel between the type
and area commands* They have their sea-shore rotation programs and
speolal commitments of a specialised nature* They also formulate more
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detailed policies for distribut; on idthin the fleets* Personnel made
available to the fleet commander by BuPers are in turn made available
to the type and area commanders tilth a similar assumption as to fair
distribution and placesmnt* Quotas for withdrawals are prorated
amongst the type and area eossaanders depending upon who oan best afford
the loss* The gross numbers in eaoh rating are used, neither individual
teams nor their specific locations at the time are considered*
To the area and type o engenders is delegated the responsibility
of placing new personnel in the basic teams and withdrawing personnel
from the teams for new commitments* Itotil about l946t some type
commanders were not performing full placement functions* They were
allotting the new men to the division or unit corn-Tenders for further
assignment to spec! fie basio teams* The unit commanders were supposed
to keep their teams in balance and fill withdrawal quotas as specified
by the type oommander* The type commander maintained gross records on
the strength of eaoh unit by ratings* This method was highly undesirable*
and was changed shortly after the writer became personnel officer of
CruiosPeo in that type command* Briefly the disadvantages were as
follows
I
1* Placement was inefficient, as the unit oonunanders did not
have adequately trained personnel for placement* Politics and shuffling
was a common occurrence*
2* The unit commander was too far from the source of supply and
because of geographic dispersion co-ordination with the ty >e oommander
was difficult* Advance notice of new personnel allotments was impossible
bseause of the number involved and mail delays*
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3* When units were split, that is, operating in different areas,
additional transportation was excessive*
*• Straight line transfers were impossible because the magnitude
of traffic would slog oommunications and the mails were too slow* The
unit commander '-id not know what he was going to receive until a new
Kan reported on board the flag ship*
5* ithdrawals had to be by numbers, which amplified the number*
in the permanent corps of transients* Shuffling between the unit's ships
to adjust for losses and delays were the rule* Withdrawals by the type
oomnander could not be by name as the type oommander never knew the unit
•calenders* detailed plans and vice versa*
In brief, this system was very inefficient and costly, and the placement
was poor* v.hen the placement function was centralised in the type
commander's personnel office, the delays on this level were removed and
co-ordinated action on the type oossnand level was no problem* Straight
line transfers were used exclusively, except where it was desirable to
bring the man aboard the flagship to determine qulifi cations more
closely* This was the exception, however* Placement was much more
efficient because highly trained staffs devoted all their time to
studying the problems of the vari ous operating units* "'arsons were
ordered directly to the port in which the ship would be when they
arrived for duty* This saved productive man-hours* Less pressure was
put on the placement office as the type commander' s higher position
saved some of it* As the type commander was closer to the source of
supply, earlier information was received, and co-ordination with the higher







Thar* are many organisation problems caused by the present de-
centralised structure. These reoently have been recognised officially
by BuPers* The delays and the resulting large amount of non-productive
personnel piling up in the receiving stations have forced action for
reducing the distribution chain* The number of steps between original
distribution and placement is the major cause of difficulty* BuPers
has recently proposed a plan to the fleet commanders based on this
2
premise* This plan proposes bringing the type commander** personnel
offloors to the fleet personnel distribution office* This would combine
fleet distribution and placement physically in one office*
67,302 Reservists wore assigned by BuPers in the first 5 months
of the Korean conflict* The saving due to reducing delays would
have amounted to 134,604 man days for this period or 1,475 man
years* This in effect would man an additional six destroyers or
their equivalent.
The letters which proposed this plan listed the following advantages
i
1* This system would be used in the event of mobilisation*
2* The type commander's personnel officer would be at the
fleet* s source of supply and would have Immediate knowledge of
what, where, when, and how many men were available*
3* The saving in manpower and money by reducing the delays in
the assignment of personnel*
4* Reduction in oommunl cations*
6* Reduction In the numbers of men in receiving stations as hey
are overloaded to the breaking point*
BuPers letter of 26 Deoember 1960 to the Commander in Chief,
Pad fie Fleet* A similar letter was sent to the Commander in Chief,
Atlantic Fleet*
3 IMd*, p. 2*
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6* Mom efficient and prompt assignments*
The organisation is now unwieldy and widely dispersed* The point
of these letters is the apparent need for greater coordinated action
which would mean faster action* The major disadvantages of the present
system will be discussed in turn} they all seem to occur on the placement
level*
1* Lack of area coverage * As the type commands are organised on
a clientele basis rather than on area basis* perhaps only one or two
basic teems will be operating in a given area with basic teems of other
type commands* Tf any unexpected loss occurs, of a critical nature,
replacement can be provided by only two methods and both are time consuming*
The replacement can be transported from another of the type command *•
basic teams in another area* Otherwise, request for assistance must be
made to the fleet eommender, who must order relief from another type
command, which has a basic team In the area, and which can afford a loss*
If this all could have been done In one office which controlled all the
basic teams in the given area, action oould have been completed in a
matter of hours*
2* Less selectivity , Tf a withdrawal has to be made, the more
basic teems whioh are available to draw from, the greater the selection
offered* As the majority of the fleet* s basic teams are hifdily mobile,
the plaoement officer may not be able to make an efficient selection
due to the geegraphlo location of his teems at the moment, Tf he had
greater coverage, there would be a greater chance of having a suitable
point of withdrawal at the place desired* As it is, the basic requirements
are frequently violated* More travel, delay, and future shuffling may
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be the result* less ohanee of effective selection alto results.
3* lack of transportation ocoordination . With th© lar^e number
of placement activities, people have to bo ordered with little regard
for tho transportation whioh may ba available for them. Tt it impossible
for all the placement activities to oontrol transportation space quotas*
Paopla mast wait in receiving stations until looal authorities provide
the necessary transportation space* If it ware possible to have trans*
portation facilities co-ordinated with the flow of personnel, consider-
able productivity could be salvaged. The present extensive system mould
not permit this*
4* Lack of co-ordination between placement agencies* Little
co-ordination exists between placement agencies as they are physically
separated* under separate line commanders, end subject to the delays
encountered by the official use of the chain of oommand* "aeh is con*
corned with the problems of its clientele, and as there is no common
garni* jealousies exist* Co-ordinated action with the fleet commander
is time oonsumlnr because of the communications and mall problem. The
fleet commanders do the best they can to co-ordinate action* but they
are faced with a difficult situation. The plan proposed by BuPere
mentioned above to co-ordinate all action In one office would be a great
step In alleviating these problems* The only deterring effect will ba
the feet each personnel officer will still ba primarily responsible tc
his type oocmender* frictions and delays will result* Tn brief* there
will still be many "finders in the pot*" Maximum oo-ordinatlon cannot




6* Delays due to the length of the chain . The system proposed
by BuPers Is primarily mimed at eliminating assignment delays, which
have proved embarrassing in recent months* These hare previously been
discussed, but It is desirable to roemphasiae the point that the lest
steps there axe in placement, the less will be the loss of productivity
of manpower*
6* "xoeasiv© red tape* 'ueh tine is consumed in communi cations
and correspondence if one is to aohleve co-ordination* Th*s is primarily
due to the physical distance between distribution activities, and the
responsibility of eaoh distribution activity to different line commands*
The BuPers proposed change will eliminate the former, but because of the
retention of the latter, there will be isuoh correspondence between the
type oosBsanders and their personnel officers* This can be deviated!
only by organising placement on a eommon purpose basis*
*• Pressures * v?hen a relatively junior officer serves as
personnel officer to the type oommander, he is subject to considerable
pressure from the staff and seni or line officers of the type command*
Even with the complete becking of the type comnander, he still mist be
attentive to the demands of each senior line officer who visits hit
office* IXie to the career system in the Navy, he may serve under one
of these officers at a later date, and there is nothing more dear to a
ccranedore's or captain' t heart than the certain people he wants on hit
staff, on his ship, or in his aviation unit* The type ooramander'a
personnel officer can be easily singled out for attacV if any personnel
problems develop* The personnel officer may be doing the best he oan
with what is available, but this is not considered when someone does not
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have what he wants* Tthen nil goes well, the personnel officer Is
forgotten, but let a personnel problem arise, and he soon is blamed*
Ott hi^ier personnel offleer's staffs, the workers lose their individual
position and take up a corporate identity* The personnel officer, him-
self, has sufficient rank to discourage all pressures except from his
seniors, and they are few* They are supposed to have broader insight
Into the whole problem and should be more understanding*
Tn all, the system does not lead to the degree of co-ordinatiem
of action desired* ^rin- war, a high ewgree of oo-ordination is
neeessary for success. This applies to all fields of military activity*
BuPers is convinced that a greater co-ordination is necessary than now
exists*
Control
The present means of controlling distribution Is considered tot?
efficient* The Navy's accounting system is as good as human errors
permit* The necessary Information is available to all distribution
activities* however, there are delays in providing the necessary Infer*
nation* When reports are received, they are usually weeks behind the
actual pioture* This could be decreased If PAJHI's were located at eaoh
placement activity* This would also eliminate additional copies of
reports from basic teems being sent to the placement activity for the
maintenance of internal accounting systems which presently are required*
The disadvantage to such an idea is the cost involved* The electric
machine Installations require a considerable amount of work to keep them
busy* Because of the large number of placement activities, it Is doubtful
if locating one installation at eaoh activity would pay*
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Another possibility would be a teletype report system from forward
areas to one central P&MT for the fleet, using the present mailing system
for looal teams* Kith a teletype report aystem, the basio teams In the
forward areas could send their personnel diaries to a HID field office
in the area* The information would then be coded eleotrlcally and sent
to the central fleet MM by teletype* This would reduce the delays in
receiving reports by sail from the forward areas* The use of a central
1 for the fleet would tie in with the idea of having all fleet dis-
tribution and placement in one office* The two could be combined in one
activity* At it stands, the present system of personnel aceoumting is
satisfactory within limits* There are delays, but the majority of
delays could be rectified by the use of a central fleet distribution and
plaoerant office* The internal accounting systems do keep local records
up-to-date* Most delays in reports from the forward areas are of oSnor
eonsequenee, as losses of key persons are usually reported to the type
eoswander by radio meeaage anyway* The basio teams are in good condition
when sent forward, at least if 5t is at all possible, and the minor
losses are not of great importance* Iftsjor losses such as night occur
during *ar, make the problem of greater importance for the future in
many ways* Large losses must be anticipated and means established to
replace them whether by withdrawals from other teams or by the use of
manpower pools* The need for closer co-ordination and fester reporting
must be considered*
The internal accounting systems are not standardized* ~aoh type
eoweand personnel office uses its own system* The system outlined in
Chapter TV is an example of a good system* They may vary In method,
but the fundamental goal is the same in all systems of this nature.
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that of maintaining; tha command's status up-to-th««cdnut« •
Assignments ara fairly accurate, depending upon tha individual*
in the distribution officea • Greater accuracy should be expected whan
tha results of billet analysis are completed* some improvement lathe
job codes is possible, to assist in better placement* It is believed
that the present job codes are too general and do not tall enough about
tha person to be assigned* The commanding officers of the basio teams
do not pay enough attention to assigning them accurately to their men
either* In many oasas they cover a broad field but do not give any
idea as to proficiency in that field* The placement offloer has to judge
the level of profloienoy by tha person's pay grade* This is net always
indicative of what particular job a man oan do* Some people fully
qualified for advanoement cannot be advanced due to a lack of quota*
The placement officer would like to know this as it may permit him to
assign a person who oan do the job even though he does not have the
rating the billet calls for* The important thing is performance* What
a man has on his arm is not always important* This certainly is a subject
for future study*
The personnel accounting system provides sufficient information
for name withdrawals, but they are not always used because the number
quotas are easier and less pressure is brought to bear* This is not
the fault of the system itself*
Sufficient information is available in availability reports to use
straight line transfers* They oan and should be used* with adequate
internal accounting, the personnel diaries will tell when eaeh person
reports on board his basic team in compliance with the orders* Follow-up
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procedures oust be used if <*5 screpanoj ea are shown*
After careful study and years of experience, the writer feels
that the present system 3s not the best which can be devised* It it
firstly believed that the disadvantages far outweij^i the advantages*
BuPera, itself* admits that there would hare to be a ehenre in case of
war* Die fundamental retirement of having a system which will work
efficiently In both war and peace is not met by the pr*am.t system* 7n
the next chapter the writer will attempt to incorporate all the advan*
tagea of the present system and surrest how all the disadvantages can
be removed in a new system* Tn the last chapter, conclusions on the
entire study will be drawn with recommendations as to what should be
dome and how it can be accomplished*

CHAPTER VII
A PBOPOSBI) SOUJTIO® TO THE BX2STIHG DIFFICULTIFJ
The study up to this point tug; ©ate that solution to the present
difficulties Ilea In the provision of greater oo-ordinat? on of planning,
notion, and oontrol* To ga5n this, it seems apparent that tome central*
1 gatlon of the placement proeett auet take place* This doet not mean that
complete oentralisation it the answer* It doet mean that tome shortening
of the lines of intercoraesunication and upgrading of control levels for
this function it a step in the right direction* The oentralisation of
placement on the fleet level rather than on the type and area oonoand level
hat high face validity* The area oemmands are now organised on the area
principle, but at ships and aircraft of the type commands do operate in
these areas also, the principle of area coverage Is not complete* The
area commands are part of the fleet and, therefore, must be included in
any oentralisation of placement on the fleet level* Any system designed
to promote co-ordination of the placement function must be all-inclusive
of those in a given geographic area* Any idea of centrali sing placement
In geographic areas below the fleet level must be overruled as ships and
aircraft move between the var'oue areat of the ocean* This lack of
continuity would make administration difficult and would not improve the
present situation* Although, ships and aircraft may move between the
jurisdictions of the two great fleets, it is not a frequent occurence due
to the continental land mascot and the prlnolple of guarding the two great




At centralisation of the placement function In BuPers would not be
praetieal due to the magnitude of the problem and remoteness from at
least the Pacific rloet, and the idea of sub-areas in the fleet is also
overruled, the answer appears to be central! sati on on the fleet level to
rectify the present s 5 tuat on • A solution will be attempted on this pre-
mise* A system must be devised which will incorporate all the present
advantages as near as possible* It also must be feasible under ex3 sting
power forces*
"he Fundamentals of the Proposal
In an organisation such as the Havy whioh has a common interchange*
able human fawner, its manpower, a oentral personnel agency must exist*
This retirement is now satisfied by BuPers* This central anmoy must
establish a uniform distribution policy, as standardisation is necessary
in an organisation with a common purpose and with Interchangeable human
factors* Such policies must control the flow of personnel, as it it a
physical and practioal necessity that it be controlled* As there will be
a flow of personnel between the major subordinate commands and as it is
necessary to distribute recruits, the oentral agency must perform this
function* Due to the complexity of the placement problem, it is doubtful
that actual placement could be performed by the oentral agency, Supers,
without an excessively large organisation and serious disruption of comment
responsibility* The problem Is complicated by the physical distance of
BuPers from the many subordinate commends and the basic teems* Sons field
organisation Is essential, but Its structure must be such at to permit
maximum oo-ordlnation* The location of responsibility for placement on
the fleet command level appears to be the best solution* Although BuPers
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insula have numerous shore activities to deal with, there would only be
two fleet placement activity *s to eo~ordin*ite* At the fleets are the
major utilizers of personnel, this reduced span of oontrol woulu be a
considerable advantage* The only co-ordination problem which would then
exist in fleet plaeeraent, in a given fleet itself, would be that between
the fleet line commend and the fleet's central placement office*
There are two principal methods by which BuPers eould distribute
the personnel available in the receiving stations, the training oomriands,
schools, and those whose shore duty tour has expired* The first is the
present method whereby each nan (or groups of men) is assigned specifically
to seme subordinate oommand for further assignment* The second method
would be the automatic allocation of all persons available in each supply
point to one or the other fleet central placement office* For example,
all the recruits graduating from the training center at Sen Diego*
California eould automatically be mad* available to the Pacific Fleet
Placement Office, those in Bainbridge, Maryland to the Atlantic Fleet
Placement Office, etc* This would reduce delay and minimise the necessity
for communications between BuPers and the sup>ly points* An information
copy of the orders of those so allocated could be airmailed to BuPers each
day* As BuPers plant the input into the training centers, controls school
quotas, and has a record indicating when each man* a shore duty tour expires,
its planning, in effect, would control the input into eaoh fleet* The
shore activities should receive their input from the sea-ahore rotation
program, at least where possible* The army of specialists, arising during
war, who are allergic to duty at sea will have to be assigned to the shore
activities directly by BuPers* These could be singled out at the receiving
stations* If it appears that the fleets will get out of balance, then
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specific orders from SuPers can divert specific pereonasl from way one
souroe until the balance is corrooted*
BuPore shore duty orders should be sent to the fleet's central place-
ment office, with some leeway as to time of execution* This will permit
the placement offioe to plan a relief, if rehired, and issue the necessary
orders at the propitious time*
Mandatory sohool quotas should be sent to the fleet's central place*
went office well in advance of rep©rting dates in order that withdrawals
own be accomplished efficiently and replacements oan be effective*
The crux of the suggested change is the fleet central placement
office. This office would replace all the type and area commanders* pre-
sent placement functions and would include the present fleet distribution
function* All placement would be unified geographically* A major question
which arises at this point Is whether the fleet* s central placement offioe
should be directly under the fleet eoramender, under the military control
of the fleet commander with Supers exercising management control, or directly
under BuPers as Its field branch office* The first alternative appears most
feasible* It would maintain responsiveness to the line command* The fleet
personnel is very aatch a concern of the fleet oommander, and under the
major policies of administration established by BuPers, he should have lee*
way In deciding the actual placement of the individuals within Ms corrwnd*
The fleet commander* e battle plans depend a great deal on the personnel
status of his basic teams* Therefore, in order that no hindrance exist
to the effective discharge of his responsibilities, he must control the
placement -base of distribution* It may be said that the type commanders
and task force ecaasaadere have a similar interest in their personnel* This
is true In varying degrees* The type commander is an administrative
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eomTiJMider and does not function at a battle ccr.mandor In moat onwi,
therefore, his main professional Interest In the plaoement function Is the
administrative and training perfonaanoe of Ms olier.tele and the political
fnot that he now controls placement. The task force commander eould not
control placement as the membership of his force will change* There could
be no continuity of administrative function required in placement* There*
fore, the only possibility of further decentralisation is the existing
system and the disadvantages of this seem to outwei^i the advantages*
The fleet eoratander is familiar enough with the requirements <>? »*•
basic teams in the battle plan to determine the personnel nrinritles which
must be established* Centralisation of placement on the fleet level would
not prevent the necessary control over personnel administration by each
line commander• It would merely contrail se the control over the rotation
of personnel In order to gala the advantages of centralised plar-ning and
action*
The fleet's central placement office should be located at a key
geographlo point, on each coast of the tr«S«A« It should be physically
far enough from the naval activity center to prevent destruction* The
factors important to the determination of the location are olose proximity
to the following!
1* Centers of embarkation*
2» Training centers •
3. Centers of basio teen operations*
4* Repair centers*
5* Somnuniactions centers*
For the iTest Coast, San Francisco or San Diego are recommended, and for the
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Bast Coast, Newport or Norfolk*
Bach offloe should have close liaison with the receiving stations,
training centers, schools, pre-occuniasioninp centers, shipyard*, transport
services, end movement report oentere of respeotive coasts and forward
area counterparts* It mist also be in elose liaison with the fleet* • sub-
ordinate line oamoandere* There should be elose co-ordination between the
two center* and Supers in technical natters*
The fleet* s oentral placement office should have the fleet PaMX
incorporated in its organisation* This would facilitate the use of the
Navy's Personnel Accounting System in the placement function. To facili-
tate representation, on the spot action, and management of manpower pools,
an area office should be located in each important forward area center*
These area offices should be under the management control of the oentral
fleet placement office and should provide a receiving station and area
PAMI reporting aotlvity in each Important area of operation* Teletype
eomimmications between these area offices and the oentral office should
be provided*
Organisation of the Fleet Central Placement Office
in Assistant Fleet Personnel Officer for Distribution should be in
charge of the Fleet's Central Placement Office* Be should serve under the
direction of the Fleet Personnel Officer who should be attached to the
staff of the fleet or service force commander. Under the basic plans
established by the Fleet Personnel Officer, the Assistant Fleet Personnel
Officer for Distribution should determine detailed plans and control the
placement and withdrawal of personnel from the basic teams of the fleet*
BO should, at least, hold the rank of a senior Captain to prevent
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unauthorised pressures upon the plaoenent function* He should be assisted
by offioers with adequate fleet experience end personnel training* The
office might he divided into the following depertnentat
1. Placement Control*




The Plnosraent Control Department would be the largest of the depart*
stents* The Plaoement Control Offloor would be the senior assistant to the
Assistant Personnel Officer* He would be responsible for the femulation
of placement plans and the control of plaoement and withdrawals from the
basis teams of the fleet in accordance with the policies and priorities
established by the fleet oostsiander and BuPers* The functions of this de-
partment might be distributed amongst various desks and sections as followsi
1* The Central Distribution Desk*












6* FleeWdmini stored Shore-Duty Desk*
6* BuPers Shore-Duty Clearance Desk*
7* Fleet *fove:nente Section*
The function of the Central Distribution Desk would be similar to
that of the present fleet distribution organisation* This desk would channel
the incoming flow of information on personnel availabilities to the various
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placement desks in accordance with established priority plan* and co-
ordinate the withdrawal of personnel with the placement desks* *'ore on
the subject of this desk and the other desks will he given when the
methodology of the placement function is discussed*
The placement desks could be organised In a manner similar to those
now used in the type oocs&ands* This type of organisation has the advantage
permitting each placement desk staff to be highly cognisant of the problems
of a particular type of basic team* For example, an aviation officer
should be at the Aviation Placement Desk and should control the personnel
flow in and out of aviation basic teams, a submarine officer ehould be at
the Submarine Placement Desk, an officer well experienced in destroyers
and cruisers should be at the Surface Combat Placement Desk, etc* Although
such organisation may seem to emphasise representation of clientele,
experience in the peculiar problems of different types of basic teoras is
necessary for effective placement* Those in charge of all desks would
report solely to the Placement control Officer, have a common purpose •
the fleet - and be closely co-ordinated. All the desks should be physioally
located in oa» room* The only necessary comnunication is oral* Informal
conferences could quickly decide mutual problems* Final decisions in
questions where mutual agreement could not be reached would rest with the
Placement control Officer* B*eh of these desks would asel gn end withdraw
personnel from their basic teams in accordance with the co-ordinated plan*
The Order Desk would provide for the common function of Issuance
and receipt of orders* Incoming availability reports and quotas for personnel
would be transcribed on common forms and sent to the central distribution
desk* A oopy of the form would be received from each placement desk which
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ha**. be*>» allotted personnel or given a withdrawal quota by the Central
Distribution I>osk* On eaoh oopy would be the as si fluent or point of
withdrawal of each man concerned* This desk oould than answer eaoh
availability report or Issue the nooeesary orders for withdrawals in
accordance with the instructions written on aaoh oopy of the form*
The Status feotion would be responsible for maintaining the internal
accounting and display systems up-to-date . It would submit a priority
sheet to the Central Distribution Peak each morning showing the priorities
for assi03ffi»nt and withdrawal for each placement desk* Tt would provide
information necessary to keep the status boards of each placement desk
up-to-date* In order to maintain the internal accounting and display
system, close co-ordination is necessary both with the personnel accounting
department and the Order Desk* The status of each basic team of the fleet
should be shown aooordlng to the latest report received* Tt would also be
necessary for this section to follow-up all orders issued in order to
insure compliance*
Tha Fleet-Administered Shore-Duty Desk would maintain the waiting
lists on men who have requested fleet administered shore duty and* working
In close co-ordination with the Shore Activities Placement ^esk and other
placement desks, would request the Order Desk to issue the necessary orders
to fleet personnel on these waiting lists to meet the planned needs of the
Shore Activities Placement Desk* If there are insufficient persons avail-
able from the Fleet-Administered Shore-Duty Desk, additional man would
have to be scoured from the Central Distribution Desk*
The BttPcrs Shore Duty Clearance Dask would reoeive the EuPers orders
for fleet personnel going to shore duty* By working in close co-ordination
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pith the placement desks concerned with each order, the propitious tin*
of movement within the allovred limits could be determined, and an order
request sent to the Order Peek with the date for issuance and a date for
compliance* By working in close oc^ordination with the placement desks,
spot reliefs coul.1 be arranged by the latter in sauay oases in a-nple time,
if required
•
The Fleet 3£ovemento Section would, by keeping in close liaison with
the fleet operations and movement reports oenters, keep the placement
officers informed upon the movement details of the basic team* for which
they ore responsible* This is necessary in order that orders place the
right man at the right place at the risbt time* The future movements of
eaoh basio team must be taken into Recount in efficient placement and re-
moval of personnel- Tills information oust be available as far into the
future as is possible to determine It*
The Administrative Department would handle the administrative
correspondence and oomrunioat'ons of the office, other than the avail-
ability reports and the orders* It would maintain the central files,
prepare the nececsary correspondence for the other departments, handle the
mailing and outgoing administrative oonmunl cations* In addition to this,
it would administer the housekeeping needs of the office*
The Transportation !>epartmeat would receive air and surface trans-
portation quotas an3 by working in eo-ordinati on with the placement desks
insure that the most expeditious means of transportation would be available
at a point of embarkation. The objective is to Insure that transportation
It available for persons reporting to reoeivlng stations for movement to
their respective basic teams or for return to the continenta 1 U.S*A* Key
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individuals must receive top transportation priority* The transportation
of offloors eould bo handled either by this department or by the Naval
Distriots. If it were to be arranged by this department, adequate infor-
nation from BuPers on arrivals and withdrawals would be required*
Th* Sokool* Departr-ent would fill mandatory quotas assl £ied to the
fleet by BuPers for schools* By working In oo-ordineition with the place-
ment control department, the met effective withdravals from the basic teams
could be arranged. This department would also administer the fleet >t
optional school quotas and assign these quotas to the baslo teams in accord-
ance with their requests* It is considered advisable that the quotas for
fleet schools be handled locally* The local office of the fleet* s training
command in each area where the fleet schools are located should assign
quotas, upon the requests of the basic teams which are going to be In the
specific area*
The Personnel Accounting Department is the fleet*• central FAMI*
Pepcrts of changes would he received from the sub-offices in eaoh area*
Basic teams on the coast concerned would mail their reports directly to
this department* Here normal PAIS functions would be eonduoted for the
fleet, reports to higher commands made-up, and the records maintained*
This department would work in co-ordination with the Status Section
previously discussed to provide the necessary Information on changes in the
basic teams to maintain the Internal accounting system*
The sub-offices or era of floes would act as the central office's
representative in each area* By keeping in oontaot with the baslo teams
In each of their areas, they oould keep the central office Informed of
specific personnel problems which the records do not reveal* Commanding
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offlcera and executive officers would be free to di acute their problem*
with the area officer at any time* This would provide more expeditious
response to the needs of line comnands* as such offices would be organised
on an area, basis, they should Maintain local records on eaoh basic team in
their area* If any basio team moves to another area, their personnel
records should be forwarded to the new area office* If the central office
were destroyed, eeoh area eould administer the needs of its basio teams
until a new central offloe was functioning* If any area office were
destroyed, the central office eould take over its funotlon until a new
area office was funoti onlng* By use of a standardised accounting system
for internal records, this mutual assistance oould be attained* Fach area
office oould control the manpower pool In the area, aot as the area's
receiving station, and perform the function of receiving and transmitting
the personnel accounting reports from the basio teams in the area to the
central office* When the reports were received, the area's internal
accounting system eould be corrected at the same time they were being
relayed to the central office* I;aoh area office should have authority to
correct emergency situations in the area by immediate transfers from the
area pool or another basic team in the area with a report of the action
taken to the central office* Routine placement oould be performed by
the central office* This would provide for on-the-spot action* Routine
action already consummated by the central office eould be revised after
the emergency transfer report was received from the area office* Faoh
area office would have to be Informed by mail, by a coded report of action
taken in the central office, where basio teams of their area were concerned*
They would have to receive a copy of any transfers ordered from basio teams
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In their area and a report of what persons had been ordered to eaoh of
their b&sio teams and the estimated date of arrival*
Methodology
An internal accounting system it a fundamental requisite of a
placement system • It is necessary to have an up-to-date visual display
of the status of each basio team concerned* vithout this current status
display* the daily action required to fulfill plane cannot be controlled
adequately* In order to set up the initial display for any given basio
team* the latest Monthly Distribution Report (Pars 82-31) would be
required* All orders of personnel to and from this team* which have not
been accounted for in this report* would have to be considered as actual
gains and losses for accounting purposes* All daily personnel diaries
submitted since the date of the Activity Distribution Report would have
to be perused to determine other unknown gains* losses* or changes in
qualifications* The result would be the current status for the basic team*
Input and withdrawals could then be based on a comparison between the
distribution plans and this current status* If the numbers on board in
any given rating or rate are less than planned* input is required* If
greater$ withdrawal or normal attrition is the proper recourse* By normal
attrition is meant that routine losses are permitted to occur without re-
placement* In peacetime* expirations of enlistment muet be accounted for*
It has been found desirable by the writer to require each basio team to
submit a periodic report listing anticipated reenli straents as far in the
future as known* This would prevent replacement of people who intend to
See page twenty for a description of this report*
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reen11 at on board and penalt planning of reliefs for expected losses,
if required
. After the current status is determined, the next problem
is to keep it up-to-date at all times. This oan be ace ceioli shed by
recording eaoh gain or loss ordered by the office from the internal
records* The unplanned oh&nres such as school returnees , hospitalisation,
promotion, demotion, discharge for reasons other than expiration of
enlistment, corrections for past accounting errors, etc*, must be
obtained from the personnel diaries* The maintenance of the current
status would be the funotlon of the Status recti on*
The Navy's personnel accounting system is excellent for the purpose
for which it was devised, but for placement, it must be supplemented by
an internal accounting system* The Navy accounting system shows the
status up to the last monthly report* More information is required for
the placement funotlon* net ion already taken must be accounted for in
filling the balance of the plans* A person ordered to a basic team will
not be reflected in the RAMI report until the month following the date
he reports on board* The placement officer must account for him, however,
the minute the orders are issued*
An important part of current status is the manner in which it is
displayed before the placement officer* It must be concise, clear, complete,
and confinable to a small area* A system comparable to that described in
Chapter IV which was devised for ComCruDesPao by the writer is reoomnended,
as it fills all the requirements* In order that the display can be main-
tained current and follow-up procedures on Issued orders oan be used, the
Status section must provide a dally report on all changes from the daily
diaries each day* when the placement officer assigns a person to a basle
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team* ho enters a green number 1 peg or increases the present peg in
number by one In the fourth-fifth vertical row of holes opposite the
specific qualification and reduoes the priority designator by one* A
pereonnelman at the desk enters the necessary information on the card of
the given basic team from the Kardex* This information is transcribed
from the copy of the order form before it is sent to the Order Desk* A
withdrawal from any basic team is subtracted from the on board count of
the display board, the priority designator increased by one if necessary.
and a notation of the order number and the destination placed on the line
containing the person's name in the Current Activity Mstributlon Report
of that team*
The information as to status and plans should be projected on the
display boards in the same manner as described in Chapter IV* In wartime*
information on anticipated losses due to expiration of enlistments would
not be required* Information on future planned withdrawals could be
located in a special Kardex* v. hen the Individuals have been selected t the
names, ratings* and the basic team to which each person Is presently attached
could be entered on a project card with the dates the orders must be issued*
Planned withdrawals would be removed from the display boards* on board count*
and a suitable entry placed on the line of eaeh person's name in the re*
spective Activity Distribution Feporte* ,vhen orders are issued* another
entry on the lines will indicate that each zian concerned has now been
ordered* The en-order Kardex would be similar to that described in Chapter IV*
Faoh oard In this Kardex would contain the following informations
1* The name or number of persons of a given qualification*
2* The rating or rate*
3. The Eavy job codes*
4* Where ordered from*
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&• Estimated date of arrival on board*
6* The order file number*
7* The date the person or persons actually report on board
(entered from the basio team's personnel diary)*
?jhen complements and allowances are dstezmined by job oode rather
than by ratine, the files of the display boards must be rearranged by job
oode* This revives the problem previously discussed of the need for more
reflective job codes* If a person is a second class petty officer but can
perform efficiently in the billet of a first class petty officer of the
same qualification group, this information is valuable to the placement
officer* Be is more interested in providing a person who can meet the
need on the job than in the administrative disparity between pay grades
and performance ability*
The Status section would have two sources of information to maintain
the displays and the daily priority report* The first Is the daily summary
of unexpected gains* losses* m& changes in qualification entered in the
daily personnel diaries which are compiled by the Personnel Accounting
Department on each basio team from those diaries received during the
previous day* The second is the copies of all orders issued by the Order
Desk* A. possible third source of information would exist in the form of
correspondence and radio messages from the basic teams whioh might give
advance information before the daily personnel diaries are received* All
of this information would be used to maintain the officers displays and
reports up-to-date*
The daily account for each placement desk would be the running
balance of masters and journeymen in each rating and eaoh group of rates*
This information would be used to prepare the daily priority report sub-
mitted to the oentral distribution desk each morning* This information
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subtracted from the priority baa* would determine the priority designator
for the placement desk a in each rating and rate group* The priority
base is the fleet** percentage of allowance (or oonplenent if used)
applied to the allowance (or complement if used) of the particular place-
ment desk* This is what normal input and withdrawal should be based upon*
An example will illustrate the means by which eaoh priority designator is
determined.
Examples
the Surface Combat Placement Desk has a total allowance for 600
master electrician's mates in its basic teams* The fleet percentage
of allowance is 80 percent*
Allowance - 600
Fleet percentage • U>%
Priority base figure - 260
On board • 227
Priority designator - 25
The example indicates that the Surface Combat Desk has a shortage of 23
master electrician* s mates -shen compared with the fleet* F*,oh placement
desk* s priority designator for eaoh rating group and rate would be in-
dicated on the daily priority sheet* This would serve as a guide to the
Central Distribution Officer in assigning available men and withdrawals to
the various placement desks in routine distribution* Special priorities
could be assigned over and above the routine priorities and will be dis-
cussed later in the chapter*
A sample daily priority report for use during the period where
rating groups and naval job codes are used is shown on page one hundred
thirty-nine* This method would be used at present* The sample is the
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The rating control section (1) it divided into two parts* The first is
for the master boatswain's sates, the chief and the first olass retty
offleers of the rating* The second is for the journeyman boatswain's
nates, the second and third class petty officers of the rating and the
personnel in pay grades 2 and 3 who are designated in the rating* This
division of the rating group is done for practical reasons in mess dis-
tribute cm* The actual pay grades are considered at the placement desks*
The law of averages will provide an even distribution* Tf placement does
eons out of balance, a note on the page can enable the persozmelman to
correct it in short order*
In practice it appears that the greatest cleavage in skill lies
between the first and second olass petty officers* This first section is
necessary, as complements and allowances are primarily based upon ratings
and not job codes* The first number In each column and in each part of
section one is the over-all allowance (or complement if used) for the
particular placement desk* The second number is the priority designator*
A dash indicates that the desk is at or above the fleet percentage of
allowance (or complement if used) in the partioular division of the rating
group* Section two is for special priorities assigned by the Placement
Control Officer* These are written in at the Central Distribution Cask
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as instructed and must be f5 lied first before routine priori ties ere
filled, if these special priorities ere not filled during e given day
and the Placement Control Officer does not order withdrawals frost other
placement desks, the balance of the special need not yet filled is
carried over to the next day* a daily priority report* The third section
is a breakdown of the special Navy Job codes which may be indicated in
allowances (or complements if used) or have proved necessary in practice
and cannot be filled by persons of general experience* The top number
in each column indicates the allowance (or complement if used) of the
particular specialty* The second number indicates the actual on board
count of the desk from the daily running balance*
Only the job oodes 0111 (deck rigger, heavy weight handling) and
0112 (cargo handler* rigger) have been filled in on the sample sheet for
purposes of Illustration* Two entries have been made on the sample page
to Indicate two sample transactions* First, a Chief Boatswain's Mate
(! JC 0111) was received for assignment* The Central distribution Desk
assigned Mm to the Hew Construction Placement Desk* The priority
designator of the desk was reduced by one in section one and a tally
one wee entered in the HJC 0111 of the desk In section three* Next,
•lx journeymen boatswain's mates with general qualifications were avail*
able for assignment* As there was a write-in entry in section two for
three such qualifications for the Sew Construction Desk, these were
assigned first and talleyed off* An entry was made in section one*
The other three were made available to the Aviation Desk and the appro-
priate entry made in section one* As there were no special job codes
involved, no entry was made in section three for these six journeymen*
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• hen allowances (and complements) are established by job codes,
the daily priority report aust be revised. Section one would not be
required* Section three would be expanded to include all job codes of the
rating group* Priority designators would replace the on-board count numbers
<
There would be a separate page for each rating group and rate in the fleet
in both cases in a similar manner as described for the sample shown*
When sufficient men were available to have all basic teams at
complement, pools could be established in the forward areas* The dally
priority report could be dispensed with as It would not be required to
distribute the flow* Placement desks could requisition to replace losses
for their basic teams from the continental U.S*A* from the Central Dis-
tribution r« ek* Personnel could be requisitioned from the Pool Control
Desk for replacements In the forward areas*
A copy of the dally priority report Is submitted to the Plaoement
Control Officer each day in order that he may be kept abreast of the
personnel situation and direct such special priorities and withdrawals
as nay be necessary to meet the plans*
Bach placement desk would have a personnelman assigned to the task
of maintaining current the status display boards and the Activity Distri-
bution Reports of each basic team* The reports from the status "action
combined with information from the outgoing orders would provide the
necessary Information to accomplish this function*
Planning
Tn order for the placement offloe to formulate the necessary dis-
tribution plans, two external sources of information are required* The
Fleet Personnel Offloer must keep the office informed as to operational
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and new construction requirements and priorities regarding the supply of
personnel* Those anticipated needs which cannot be filled from the
assigxxaent of personnel input from external sources will have to be
satisfied by intra- fleet transfers* The greater the advance notice
provided the less resort to intra-fleet transfers will be required* The
other source of information is BuPers, which should provide the following
information insofar as possible
t
1* Advance information on the people who are to be made available
to the fleet*
2* Anticipated withdrawals other than to normal eea-shore rotation
which have already been aooounted for*
3* Advance copies of authorisations for advancement in rating*
4* Copies of all directives which in any way influence personnel
needs, qualifications, or movement* Advance information is always
desirable before promulgation to the Navy*
With this information, plans for controlling the flow of personnel
can be deterained by the Assistant Fleet Personnel Officer and his staff*
The assignment of specific persons can be determined in advance, per*
sitting future commitments to be filled from future supplies insofar as
may be practloal* The future withdrawals from the fleet's basic teams
to meet future commitments either within or without the fleet can be
aooounted for* This will permit ample time to procure reliefs, if required,
and to give advance notice to the basic teams and the Individuals involved*
Advance notice on changes in qualifications would prevent the filling of
needs which have already been satisfied by on-board training*
Some present placement offices have used the technique of personnel
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requisitions from the basic teams* fin oth^r -word*, each basic team
writes the type oonraender one© each month reporting its nm&a* Such a
system -was used in PeePao (now CruDesPae) when the writer reported as
personnel officer* It was of little value, as the vnst majority of the
basic t ams reported everything they would like to have, rather than what
they actually needed* One had to go to the personnel accounting reports
In order to determine which of the requests were actually mandatory and
whioh could not bo supplied, because of existing shortages* These
accounting reports were available anyway* Therefore, the personnel re*
qui siti ocas wro superfluous and were eliminated* 3asic teams should not
be prevented from requesting personnel* However, such requests should be
restricted to situations whioh are not reflected in the personnel accounting
reports*
The i. csistant Fleet Personnel Officer for ristrihution and his
first assistant, the Placement Control Officer, in consultation with the
Fleet Commander and his staff, must determine the future personnel re-
quirements of the fleet and then plan means of meeting this problem* Those
needs whioh cannot be satisfied by outside input must be allocated to the
various placement desks for planned removal of men from the existing teams*
A secondary planning program must be undertaken at each of these desks to
meet the quotas in view of what replacements can be expected* If a plaoe-
stent officer cannot meet his quotas at the proper time or in an efficient
manner, the difference must be resolved in consultation with his seniors
and an alternative course of action determined* With the entire planning
function in one office, with a common purpose, all problems can be solved
with a saving to the fleet and the people involved*
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The planning problem is oomplox and Involved, end beoause of thla,
a complete discussion will not bo attempted* Planning must be adjusted
to numerous factors* The important point for this discussion ie that with
future oaanitaents and supply of manpower known, tho fleet's control
plaooment office oon, by co-ordinated planning, anticipate the problems
and determine a course of action before the problems became crises, as
they do at present. '~lth the funetl on in one offioe with a geographic
unity of control, co-ordinated planning is a possibility and a probability.
External Movement
External movement is the receipt and withdrawal of persona to and
frcra the fleet* Either BuPers or the previously determined souroe of
supply will send availability reports to the fleet's central placement
offioe listing the name, rating or rate, service number, Navy job oodes,
expiration of enlistment date, duty preferences, place available, and date
available of eaoh person available for assignment to the fleet* Tn the
ease of l&rge graduating classes from Kaval recruit training centers with
oceron basic qualifications* numbers may be used* If administratively
feasible, however, name information would be an advantage for proper place**
stent* -ossibly the recruits oould be assigned to the type of basic teams
of their choice* This would be a morale factor* If availability rep rts
could be determined weeks in advance of the date when the people are
aotually ready for assignment, the regular nails oould be used more often*
In oases where this is not possible, rad.'o messages should be used to
prevent lost productivity*
"hen the availability reports are received by the offioe, they would
be sent to the Order Desk* Here eaoh report would receive a separate serial
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file number for internal references. The Information would be transcribed
on an incasing order form* This order fora would be on duplicator with
a piece of carbon paper and a form underneath* The carbon copy would be
used for the permanent file copy at the duplicator original ie not too
desirable for a permanent file* A sample copy of this form is illustrated
on page one hundred forty-seven* The original duplicator form would be
sent from the Order Desk to the Central Distribution Desk* Here the proper
placement desks would be determined and entered on the form, see column (b)
in section one and column (a) in section two. In the sample Jones and 3oe
were assigned to the Surface Combat Placement Desk and Bills was assigned
to the Aviation Desk* The twenty-five general hand seamen apprentices on
the availability report were broken down in section two at the Central
Distribution Desk* Ten war assigned to the Surface Combat Desk (SC) t five
to the Aviation Desk (AY), and ten to the Shore Activities Desk (SA)* Four
copies of the order form were then run off, and one is sent to eaoh of the
following i Central Distribution Desk file, the Surface Combat Desk, the
Aviation Desk, and the Shore Activities Desk* The original was returned
to the Order Desk* The sample illustrated is the Surface Combat Desk*
a
copy* The SC is entered in the heading for routing purposes* When this
oopy was received by the surface Combat Desk, the detailed assignments
were entered in column (a) of section one and column (b) of section two
after consulting the status display boards and other planning devices*
The oopy was then returned to the Order Desk by each placement desk con-
cerned. The entries were transcribed onto the original and the permanent
file oopy* The Order Desk then issued the necessary instructions to the

















original duplicator are made* On© •went to the Status Section and the
other to the Placement Control Officer* The or? final was retained in
case other copies were needed Inter, and the pemanent file copy was
plaoed in the files attached to the availability report and a copy of
the instructions to the receiving station*
Withdrawals would be executed in a similar wanner* ?"hon the quota
for withdrawal was received from BuPcrs, a withdrawal file number would
be assigned, and a duplicator original and a permanent file copy made*
A sample of this form is shown on page one hundred forty-nine* Tha
information contained In the order received from Buyers was transcribed
in section one* In tho sample order form BuPers ordered the fleet to pro-
vide one hundred seamen or seamen apprentice with no prescribed job codes
to the Twelfth ??aval Jlstriet* They were to report by August 1st of ths
current year and were to have obligated service to August 1, 1952* The
fleet was further required to provide two hundred airmen or airmen
apprentice with no specified job code to the Baval Air Technical Training
Center* These people were to report on September 1st and were to have
obligated service to September I, 1953* The original, with section one
completed, was then sent to the Central Distribution Desk where the quotas
were assigned to the specific placement desks in accordance with their
ability to provide* The sample illustrated is the Aviation Pesk's copy*
This desk was required to provide fifty of item 1 and two hundred of item 2*
The details of the withdrawals wore entered on ench copy by each placement
desk and returned to the Order Desk where the orders were sent to the
respective basic teems and the file and report copies were made in a manner



































page could be attached to this form on which tha placement desk lists
the name Information* Trhere orders are received for specific persons
by name, a withdrawal memorandum lc prepared by the Order Desk, sent to
the Central Distribution Desk where the losses are noted, en* then sent
to the BuPere Shore»0uty Clearance Desk where the necessary oo-ordinrttlon
with the placement desk concerned is performed • The memorandum 1s then
sent -o the Order Desk, with the necessary information for the issuance
of orders*
In the distribution phase which occurs at the Central ristribution
Desk, placement alia such »s ratings, job codes* etc*, could be used to
insure that the people available were assigned to the rtr<yp9T placement
desk* This does not mean that the assignment of personnel is restricted
by the specific job codes assigned to any one person* ^aeh person must
be fully qualified for the general duties of his rating* If. for example,
the Submarine Desk Is at its planned strength In a particular rating and
submarine qualification, and a person of that particular quail fi cation
is available for assignment, he can be assigned to another desk which does
have a need for a person of that general quail fioatl on* Personnel cannot
be unfairly distributed ju*t because of a part! eular job oode which has
been assigned* The job codes are a guide not a rule*
Men of the first three pay grades with no specific designation
for any particular rating or branch of service will be distributed amongst
the various placement desks on the basis of maintaining each at an equal
percentage of over-all allowance (or complement 1f used)* Those who have
special job codes and who are not designated In any particular rating
group cannot be olasaified as journeymen* They will receive more specific
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troatenent, however, at the placement desk* wh«re the specific basic teem
i« determined at will each petty officer and designated man in pay grades
2 and 3*
For withdrawals when speoifie qualifications are specified, the
Personnel Accounting Department oan be of material assistance to the
placement desks* The placement desk oonoerned can request all the personnel
status cards (78'* cards) of the designated qualification in his basic teams*
By means of machine sorting, the cards oan be sorted quickly, and the
desired cards sent to the placement desk* Vi'ith these oards and the infor-
mation on the status display boards, the most logical selection oan be
made* If there is no logioal selection, the situation can be referred to
the Plaoement Control Officer for further action*
Knowledge of the geographic movement of each basic team Is of
utmost importance for assignment, withdrawal, and future planning* The
future operational plans are received from the fleet headquarters, and
the daily location of each basic team is received from movement report
centers* This Information is reduced to convenient form for the office
by the Fleet Movement Seoti on*
Tn time of war and when there is a reserve of manpower available,
the Inout to the fleet eould be channelled to the various area pools
after the basic teams operating and outfitting in the continent*! waters
of the TJ*S»A* are accounted for* Replacements for basic teams in the
forward areas oould be assigned frcra the respective area pools* It is
Wis function of the Pool Control Desk to Insure that the flow to and the
supply at eaoh area aool is eons! stent with the anticipnted needs in eaeh
area* Of course, if there is no reserve manpower in a particular rating
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group or quail fi cat1 on, none oen be allocated to the pools until all the
existing needs in the baeie team* have been rectified. The idea of main-
taining reserve manpower in area pools is to reduce the travel time and
provide on-the-spot action for replacement of losses*
If any placement desk has an urgent need for men with a specific
quail floation , a memorandum or oral request to the Placement Control
Officer will establish a special priority or other appropriate aetion if
the need is considered justified* The cloce oo-ordination between the
Placement Control Officer, and the various placement desks, whioh is
possible in a set-up such as has been recommended will permit immediate
planning for specific eases as well as over-all plans*
Internal Movement
Certain standard fleet policies need to be established regarding
lntra-fleet movement of personnel* Volunteers should be assigned to fleet
administered shore duty before outside availables are so assigned, but
their tour of duty should be limited to a sped fled period* This applies
to staff personnel in desirable areas also* Provision must be made for
transfers between basic teams at sea upon request* This will require that
qualifications be set forth such as months of present duty, geographic
proximity, etc* ?'hen requests from men who meet the qualifications are
received, they should be given automatio approval unless some commander
in the administrative chain of command or the placement officer indioates
his disapproval* Fleet administered shore duty would be a matter of co-
ordination between the FlecW.dmini stored Shore-Duty Desk, the Shore
Activities Placement Desk, and the placement desk of the person concerned.




Requests for transfer between btslo teams Is a matter for the place-
ment officers to work out* All requests for a ohanga should be sent to
the placement desk of the person's basic team for consideration and action*
If two placement desks are involved* both should agree that it is feasible
and there should be no disapprovals in the endorsements* If there are no
objections, an intra-flect transfer revest is sent to the Order Desk* If
there were any disapprovals, the matter would be referred to the Placement
Control Officer for final action* In certain cases he could seek the
decision of the Assistant Fleet Personnel Offloor where important oontro-
versiss mi^ht arise* A sample of an intra-fleet transfer order is illustrated
on page one hundred fifty-four* The particular sample indicates the manner
In which the Order Desk would receive the request* A serial file number
would be assigned on receipt* When the orders are issued, the original is
placed in the Order Desk's files* A summary of all such transactions Is
sent to the Plaoeimnt Control Officer and the Status Section eaoh day* This
form could be used for transfers between basic teams under one placement
officer or for assignment for flcet-admlni stored shore duty*
The Schools repartment would issue order requests for all school
quotas* -Mandatory school quotas would be cleared through the Central
Distribution Desk for allocation to a placement desk* Mandatory non-return-
able quotas would be handled as ordinary external withdrawal quotas* vuotat
assigned to baslo teams in answer to a request for a quote would be Issued
by the Schools Department* The placement desk concerned would need only
a oopy of the intra-fleet order request in order to keep the Activity
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man's line, transfer orders might be issued to persons who held school
orders*
The nucleus orews for newly organized basic teems must be obtained
from the placement desk oonoemed with the type of basic team required*
The New Construction Desk would submit the requirements for each new basic
teem to the appropriate placement officer for procurement* The balance
of the crews would cone from outside input if possible* Otherwise, the
Central Distribution Desk would have to assign quotas to the placement
desks which could best afford the loss* Again, any controversies would
be decided by the Placement Control Officer*
Transportation
As the Transportation Department must assign the required overseas
transportation* this department must work closely with the placement desks,
the Order Desk, and the Fleet Movements Section* If time were of the
essence, the placement desk would have co-ordinated its orders with the
transportation space available, requesting special priority if necessary*
If movement is routine, the Order Desk would clear orders with the
Transportation Department in order that people could arrive at the port
where transportation would be available first* By co-ordinating personnel
movement with carrier movement, non-productiveness can be reduced
materially* There is no point in requiring orders to be executed before
transportation space is available* There would be less chance for re-
quiring the re-routing of persons to other points of embarkation or
holding them in reoeiving stations until space is available if advance
information on transportation were available* The problem of co-ordinating
overseas transportation is a task of considerable magnitude, but 1 f man-hours
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of productivity can be eaved, it ia well worth the ooet Involved in




Deductions from the Study
It can be concluded that the existing system used In the Navy to
control the placement and flow of its manpower falls short of meeting the
criteria of an efficient system • In order that a distribution system may
provide efficiency and econ'say in the utilisation of the Navy's manpower,
several fundamental principles or requirements must be satisfied, and
these aret
1* The requirement t of the basic teams*
Zm The requirements of the individuals*
3* Administrative requirements*
In order to meet these fundamental requirements, the organization charged
with the responsibility of controlling manpower distribution in the tfavy
mast be able to co-ordinate its planning and its course of action* To
fulfill these needs to a maximum degree* certain conditions must exist*
These conditions can be stated as follows
t
1* The organisation must have the necessary authority to enforce
its decisions*
2* It must have a minimum of echelons consistent with the magnitude
of its task* If the work must be divided between subordinate echelons,
the vnd result must be a co-ordinated effort with a common purpose*
3* The method used to place the plans into effect and control the




must be standardised throughout the entire organication* It must
obtain maximum results from the distribution aids already available*
4* The organisation echelon charged with the responsibility of
placement must hare geographic unity and suffioient breadth in
coverage* As basic teams in a given geographic area have a common
purpose, geographic unity means co-ordinated oontrol over inter-team
personnel movement* Suffioient breadth of coverage provides maximum
selectivity for withdrawal and maximum opportunity for accurate place*
meat* It also minimises the delays which normally arise out of
communications*
6. the organisation must be responsive to the needs of the line
authority, as the only reason for its exi steaoe is to aid the line by
providing the personnel required for Its operations in the most
efficient and economioal manner*
It Is evident that the conditions under which the present decen-
tralised organisation operates do not provide adequate co-ordinated
planning or for a consistent course of action to meet fundamental require*
stents* Further decentralisation would magnify the existing difficulties,
therefore, the answer must lie in further centralisation of the placement
function* If the Navy were a stable organisation In terms of its specific
manpower requirements, the maximum advantage would be realised by cen-
tralising the placement function on the BuPers level* Although industry
has found advantages In decentralised placement at least on the lower
occupational levels, the reasoning is not valid when carried to the
Havy*s situation because of the additional variables present* These




*• Hctatloaa * The military theory of rotation in duty for
humanitarian and training reasons require* central planning*
2» standard Kavy human produot * Because the various units of the
naval organisation pcrfona a relatively standard function, and as its
manpower must be rotated through these units, a standard human produot
is necessary* This begins with central procurement and requires
centralised plans* act: on, training, and control to insure continuity*
3* The nucleus fundamental * As the peacetime naval personnel Is
the nucleus for wartime expansions rotation, standardized training,
and broad experience are a necessity* Again centralized plans, action,
training, and control are required*
Centralisation of the placement phase in BuPers does not meet one
of the criteria, that of having an organisation which will function in
both peace and war* In wartime (and under the existing conditions in
peacetime) the Navy is not stable* vrith instability the placement function
cannot be centralised in one office for the entire Wavy due to the mag-*
nitude of the problem* This was proven in the last war* Therefore,
centralisation of the placement function in BuPers must be ruled out*
The next logical point of centralisation of this function is at
the fleet level* At this level the following conditions exist*
1. Unity of command*
2* Complete area jurisdiction*
3* Relatively cons!stent composition*
4* Onity of purpose*
5* Ample personnel coverage*
6* Center of determination of operational plans*
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?• Unity of function*
3* High coruaand or authority*
On the surface the only criterion this method of organisation would fell
to meet it responeivneas to the needs of the line coKi.-x.nd, and there
only in its lack of close proximity to the individual operating teams*
Some officers may consider the responsiveness of a central fleet place*
memt activity to the fleet commander as sufficiently vague to preclude
responsiveness to the subordinate line command* It is true that not all
the officers of the float's basic teams could conveniently discuss their
personnel problems personally with the staff of a central fleet placement
aetivity* However, the writer recalls few conferences with the officers
from the ships CruDesPac which unoovered needs which were not already
known* Planning had accounted for them and they were to be filled at
soon as men with the needed qualifications were available* Personnel
problems other than needs could have been handled just as well by corres-
pondence, while writing one*s problems imposes a barrier for some
officers* many problems could be handled on board the respective baslo
teams without correspondence* The bulk of the personnel problems brought
to the writer personally had to be handled in this manner in any event*
It Is sometimes too easy to bring personnel problems to the type
commander's personnsl officer and have an answer provided when the answer
already existed in the Havy»s manuals on board each ship and aircraft
squadron in the Savy* The more time the personnel officer must devote
to listening to needs he already knows of and problems he cannot solve
personally, the less time he has to devote to what he should be doing
really to help the basic teems* In peacetime, the type commander's
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personnel officer it available to only about one half of the typo command
commanders for personnel conferences* In wartime this proportion la
materially reduced, and he probably would be not more available than a
eentr&l plaoement activity or office. Therefore, the variation from the
criterion raised by centralist? on of the placement function on the fleet
level is lest than appears on the surface* It 1s at least as close as
any other feasible type of organisation would provide* The underlying
objection by many persons would really be that the placement officer would
be less available to preseure* In reality the placement ofIcrr at any
desk in the central placement office would be in a better position to help
as there would be greater chance of assistance from the other desks because
of the coordinated action which could exist if the need wnrranted
immediate action*
The solution of this thesis lies in the centralisation of the
placement phase of personnel distribution on the fleet level, with an
effioient method for effecting planned action patterned along the lines
suggested In Chapter 711* It 5 s not felt that the suggested method and
organisation of the office is the ultimate* It does provide a basis upon
which to start* If and when the plan is placed into action, changes
may be necessary as specific problems are faced* It 5 s firmly believed
that centralisation on the fleet level would cure many of the existing
ills of manpower distribution* Those it did not cure would be reduced to
the lowest possible minimum*
Problems to be Faced
There will be several forces aligned against any proposal for change*
The two primary forces are the inertia of the status quo and the opposition
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of the type corianders. These will be reenforced by their proponents
throughout the service.
There is a natural resistance to change all up and down the
hierarchical line* This is sometimes amplified in the military services
by the lack of a profit motive* It is easier to "keep the ship on sa
even keel** than to attempt a change* The existing organisation may have
face validity, "expiree" are constructed through the passage of time, and
there is a definite tendency to flow with the tide rather than overcome
the inertia of the status quo* Such an attitude is difficult to oppose*
Although the monetary motive may not exist, the need for efficiency and
economy still exists, however, saving of productivity and more efficient
utilisation of skills is somewhat less effective in overcoming inertia*
"any people do not want to attempt change as it means subjecting oneself
to possible failure and possible irritation of the wrong people*
The second factor, which overlaps with the first, but is mors
specific, is the desire to retain what autonomy now exists* The type and
area commanders will zealously guard their relative autonomy over the
control of their portion of the personnel flow* This it natural, as any-
one feels that to produoe results or ends one must have oontrol of all
the means* Personnel performance is definitely a means to the end efficiency
of the type or area commander* Any intrusion into any phase of personnel
adminltratlon autonomy will be vigorously attacked* There is no intention
in the proposed ohange to remove any authority of the type or area
commanders which they must have to perform their functions adequately*
The distribution of personnel is only a part of personnel administration*
personnel distribution itself oan be further subdivided into Its Important
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phases* First is the function of drawing up the plans for the establish-
ment of priorities for manpower amongst the basic teams on the basis of
supply and demand* The type commander bases his plans on fleet operations
plans and fleet composition plans* This is a function which can very
easily be relinquished to the fleot central placement office and gain the
advantages of centralised plans and aot5on* This will not interfer with
the type commanders administrative responsibility. The same applies to
the area commanders* The second phase is the anticipation of future
manporer needs by training programs* The proposed plan would not remove
any of the type or area commander's responsibility or authority in this
field* It would merely remove the mechanics to a higher level which has
greater team oovcrage, thereby, making it possible to consider the teams
more adequately in removals for mandatory quotas* The returnable quotas
would be granted on request from the teams as they now are* The third
phase of distribution is the more or less mechanical phase of matching
qualifications with complement or allowance vacancies* The same needs
would be filled by the fleet central placement office as now filled by
the type and area commanders, only better* This would not lessen the
ability of the b&sio teems to perform* It would help them to perform
better because more manpower would be conserved for performance.
The great bulk of control over personnel administration would
remain in the hands of the type and area commanders* The type and area
oomtnanders would still need their personnel officers as advisors <xi
personnel matters* The administration of personnel is a function of the
line commands* Technical matters on personnel continually arise in the
administrative commands* There are regulations to promulgate, administrative
control over advancement* an endless flow of correspondence to make
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reoommendatloni on or take action on, complements and allowances mutt be
continually reviewed to keep them abreast of changing technology, and
many, many other personnel problems which the type and area oom-nanders
must handle* rursual of the BuPers Manual will give the reader any number
of reasons why an administrative oamnander would need a personnel officer*.
Removal of the more mechanical functions would save this personnel officer
the frustrations of trying to do a part of hie job in the dark. The
writer remembers only a small part of his daily work which was devoted to
the actual mechanise of placement while a type commander's personnel
officer. She bulk of the time was spent in planning and supervising the
personnel administration of the many basic teams* The planning done in
distribution was very disheartening as it had to be changed daily due to
laok of adequate Information from higher levels* It was while attempting
to out guess the unknown that the seeds for this study were sown*
2n order to overcome the inertia and the opposition of those who
will lose autonomy in the placement function, the advantages to be gained
by the Ilavy must be shown to the top Havy command and the commanders on
the lower administrative echelons* There will be opposition, that is to
be expected, and it is doubted if the inertia of the status quo and the
specific opposition can be overcome until a crisis makes the need of
greater efficiency urgent* The Korean orisis has prompted a move In the
direction of centralisation* This move would not have occurred unless the
lost productivity due to the inherent delays in the present system had
made the need urgent* It Is believed that a user of greater proportions
than now exists will complete the change to centralization of placement
on the fleet level, independent of the control of the type and area
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commanders* This would be mandatory, as the cost of maintaining the
status quo would be prohibitive* Eaoh type occanandor could not be
allowed a separate pool in ouch forward area* The receiving stations
oould not hold mass manpower waiting for transportation or assignment*
Communications could not afford the administrative traffic of the sprawling
placement organization* Economy of effort and manpower would be a necessity*
This need of simplification, economy and efficiency would be a suffioient
force to overcome inertia and opposition* It is not anticiapted that the
results of this study will bo applied Immediately, however , the move in
this direction as the Inefficiencies of the present system is beginning
to be realized by the higher commands inoluding Supers* It is fully
realized that the proposed complete centralization of the placement function
on the fleet level will take time* but it is hoped that when the move is
made, the results of this study may serve as a starting point for the new
organization*
It will be remembered that In an earlier chapter the writer spoke
of a proposed centralization plan initiated by BuPers and sent to the
fleet oomuanders for their comment* This proposal was for the personnel
officers of the type oomaanders to be physically located in the fleet
personnel office in order to remove some of the problems in personnel
distribution which came to light during; the Korean War* It was a pre-
liminary attempt to remove some of the inefficiencies whioh now exist*
Since the completion of this study, oopies of the replies to MNNM by
the Commander-in-Chiefs of the Paoific and Atlantic leete have been






The need for centralization was generally conceded by the fleet
commander* • The Commander-in-Chief of the Atlantic "leet was ore in
favor of suohaa move then the Connander-in-Chief of the Paoific leet
although the latter oonoeded it would be more efficient* The type
oomraanders were generally opposed to euch a move. It is believed by
the writer that the isain objections wore due to the loss of their
personnel officers end the desire to retain closer control over their
personnel distribution* Kxtraots from the comments of the Commander,
Service Force, U* S* Atlantic Fleet and concurred in by the Fleet
Ccmrander are as follows x*
Ml* all the type corsnends opposing are reluctant to have their
force personnel officer physically located at the Headquarters of
CmServLant, seme indicate that there would be little objection to
the assignment of a more junior representative authorised to effect
initial distribution into the individual ships of the type*
ComServLant feels most strongly that the Bureau proposal would
be of much benefit to the Atlantic Fleet as a whole* A substantial
decrease in the number of lost man-hours would be immediately apparent
«
Further, a valuable shift toward wartime procedures would be
accomplished*
In addition to those important advantages listed in reference (a)
[the BuPers proposal noted on page one hundred fourteen] , attention
Is invited to the fact that the proposed system has already had a
thorough practical test and has proved eminently successful* In
August 1950, in an effort to expedite the distribution of enlisted
personnel and avoid wasteful time-lags, ComCrulant [commander.
Cruisers, Atlantic Fleet], with the full approval of the Com?aander in
Chief, plaoed the Cruiser Force Personnel Officer physically in the
office of the Fleet Personnel office* All experience to date has
definitely indicated the merit of this action* Reduction in lost man-*
hours has been most gratifying* deduction in message and mail traffic
letter from Cccsrander Service Force, Atlantic :'leet to Commander-
in-Chief, Atlantic Fleet dated February 22, 1951* The Fleet Commander
oonourred in the remarks but desired the sending of of leer representatives
to the Fleet Personnel Office be on a voluntary basis*
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has been spectacular. Although CaaCruLant has spent the last five
(S) month* In the Mediterranean, difficulties inoident to the physical
separation from his personnel officer have been so minor as to be
without significance*
Commander Service Force considers that the ourrent enlisted
distribution system, while workable in peacetime, is too limited and
slow for war-time conditions* It is a peaeotime luxury -which, while
giving the type oomnander authority to distribute within his type,
is too awkward and wasteful for war-time administration* The system
currently in use was not satisfactory during the last war and, with
few exceptions, was speedily abandoned* The current system was not
satisfactory during the quasi-mobilisation incident to the Korean
situation in the summer of I960* On that occasion It was immediately
abandoned until the emergency conditions had been dealt with success-
fully by direct distribution from the Fleet Personnel Office* In the
11 ht of this evidence, Commander Service Force holds no hope that the
present system will be acceptable in any war of the future* It is
considered that centralisation of control of enlisted personnel dis-
tribution is inevitable if we are to avoid the chaotic conditions whioh
existed in many theaters in the early phases of "orld "7ar TT» &•
pointed out by BuPers, it seems only prudent to shift now, while we
have time, to that system whioh we expect to use in the event of
hostilities*
In deference to the comments and reoonsnendati ons of the opposing
type commanders, as contrasted with the opinions expressed in the
preceding paragraphs, the following reoomnendetions are submitted
t
a* Authorise continuance of the current system for those Type
Commanders who are opposed to any change*
b* Authorise those Type Commanders who so desire, to order their
Personnel Officer to the Staff of Commander Service Force for additional
duty as the Type Commander's representative for personnel*
o* Authorise those Type Conananders who so desire, to order an
Assistant Personnel Officer to the Staff of Commander Service Force
for additional duty as the Type Commander's representative for Enlisted
Distribution*
Approval of the above recommendations might appear to result in
different systems in effeet within the Atlantic Fleet* In practice It
would result in different administrative techniques, as a result of
physical location, being employed to administer the several points of
the same system* That this is no real obstacle Is evidenced by the
feet that this condition has existed in a lesser measure for the past
five (5) months* The above oompremise solution is most strongly
reoom-ended, not only because It is considered that dissenting Type
Commanders may, In due course of time, become aware of the dominant
merits of the Bureau's proposal} but also because it represents a
substantial step toward the perfection of that system which Is con-
sidered to be certain of adoption soon after the commencement of
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hostilities* The oloser we oan now approach suoh a system, the less
will be the confusion experienced when the chance in systems oan no
longer be avoided*
It oan be noted that the need for centralisation of personnel
distribution is atrongl believed in by the Service Force Commander and
is concurred in by the Fleet Commander. The Commander-in-Chief of the
Pacific Fleet takes a slightly different attitude regarding what should
be done but still believes that the BuPers proposal would give more
efficiency* Tn brief this Commander's remarks are as follows:
CIBCPACFLT concurs that the presence of type commander personnel
distribution representatives at the headquarters of C08^FST3EAFROI
would provide oloser liaison and more efficient distribution of
enlisted personnel with a consequent saving of time and money*
However, the representative should not be the type commanders'
personnel officer* The personnel officer is the type commander's
principal advisor in all personnel matters and should remain with
the type commander who has many personnel responsibilities in
addition to the distribution of enlisted personnel* A type
commander's personnel distribution representative rather than the
type commander's personnel officer should be ordered to additional
duty at the headquarters of C "SEaFROJU This representative
should remain under the command of the type commander assigned
additional duty with C€«8PBSTSPAFR'»*
• • • it is reeoms&nded that the Personnel Accounting Machine
Installations in the Paelflo be consolidated at the Headquarters of
CCM'BSTSFAFHON as an economy move* * * * This action would
consolidate the gathering and dissemination of personnel statistics
at one centrally located point as well as speed up the utilisation
of these statistics by those who need to know*
The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet continued by recommending that
during war the type commander continue to control placement through hie
representative at the fleet distribution center* He further recommended
that for the present the sending of a representative to the central
office be on an optional basis*
3 Letter from Commander-in-Chief, paoifio Fleet to Chief of Tlaval
Personnel, serial 897, dated February 17, 1961.
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In general it seems that the Atlantic Fleet Commander it in favor
of full centralization ultimately, and the Paoiflc Fleet Comander prefer*
the status cuo with some ultimate centralization by having type commanders*
representatives in the fleet office • The writer would like to suggest
the following in light of the opinions of the fleet eopraanderst
1* If complete centralisation of placement on the fleet level it
inevitable during the next major war, why wait? Will there be time during
the beginning of the next major war, which will be sudden, to make complex
changes? Should we not have thinr.s ready to function when tisie will be
of the essence?
2* Placing the distribution representatives of the type cosraanders
in the fleet office certainly is a step in the right direction, but can
there be co-ordinated planning and action In the fleet office, which must
be rapid during a war if each representative is responsible to a remote
oommand? will not all major decisions have to be the result of much
correspondence between the type oommanders and their representatives?
Will not planning on the type oosanander** level be further complicated
by separation from their distribution representative?
It seems clear that oomplete centralisation is necessary for
co-ordinated plans, action, and oontrol* Also it is neoesMtry that the
placement function be performed with speed and efficiency* It is
difficult to see how any compromise will be permitted during the demands
for action the next full scale war will bring* The system which it
necessary raurt be functioning perfectly before the first blow is struck*
Delay will be costly* It is believed that the transition will be slow
until war makes it necessary, but can the service afford the ultimate cost?
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Results to bo Expected
If opposition oan bo overcome and tho distribution organization
of tho Navy so reorganized as to place the placement phase of distribu-
tion on the fleet level, many improvements in the Navy** manpower flow
oan be expected* Some of the benefits will aocrue more rapidly than
others* MUoh depends upon the calibre and experience of the officers
and enlisted personnel assigned to the central fleet placement offices*
It is assumed that if such a move Is taken, only the best prepared
people will be so assigned to those offices*
The advantages of centralisation lie in the greater ability to
plan and co-ordinate a logioal course of action* Due to the closer
proximity to the source of action, BuPers and the fleet commanders, and
the reduction at the BuPers span of technical control, information can be
supplied more rapidly on anticipated personnel movements and requirements*
The delays of the successive stages of planning, oommuni cations through
the ohain of command, and successive line responsibilities will be
Materially reduced or eliminated* Through administrative economy the
manpower needs of the Navy oan better be served*
To summarise, the advantages to be gained by the centralisation
of the placement phase of personnel distribution at the fleet level aret
1* Greater permanency of personnel*
2* Career planning*
3* Maximum utilisation of manpower*
4* Optimum application of training for advancement in skills*
b. Greater possibility of meeting not only the Navy* a over-all
manpower need, but each specific need*
6* Economy in manpower movement*
7* reduction of administrative delays*
8* Standardization of methods*
9* Insurance against enemy destruction of nerve centers*
10* Area personnel sorvice to the basic teams under central control*

m
11 • >elief of key personnel before transfer*
12
•
Greater strength of top level representation of personnel
placement problems*
13* eduction of unwarranted pressures on personnel flow*
14* A oonsolic3ated \>roe for Improvement of distribution aids*
15* Increased Navy morale*
16* More accurate placement*
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